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L1 stringing, lamination, edge sealing.

i
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	 ^^

^3STRaCT

Prototype equipment was developed which ailo^.s _°or

totally zutomated assembly in the three ma .7or areas of nodule r.,anufacturr:

cell stringing, encapsulant layup and cure and e,iga sealing.

The equipment is desi$r.ed to be used in cor,;unccion ::ith a

standard Unimate 2000B industrial robot although the desis^n is adaptable

to other transport systems.

^:^y words: photovoltaics, automated assembly, robotic assenbl.:,
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1.0 INTRODUCTIO:J

Il	
This is the final report of JPL Contract :.o. 9 » 699.

It is a direct follow-on to JPL Contract No. 9 5 88? and there.'ore

(^	 makes some references to it. For the benefit of rFaders unfamiliar

wick that project, a dPCcription of the hardware developed is included.

C
The scope of work under this contract includes -aking im-

provements to the hardware developed on contract 95488? (to reduce c^•cle

^;	 time and improve the system capabilit y) and developing new hardware to

^cr	allow the robot to carry out [he next steps in module manufacture.

('^ Work was broken into five phases. 	 The first	 phase ::as

^'-+I to modify existing hardware and controlling computer software to:

Q

1)	 improve cell-to-cell placement accuracy, 	 2)	 improve the solder joint

"smear"while reducing the amount of solder and	 flu::	 on the cell's surface,

and 3)	 r >̂ duce the system c ycle time	 to	 10 seconds.

The second phase	 involves expanding the existing s::ste^:'s

capabilities to be able to reject broken cells and make post-solder elec-

^i
I

trical	 tests.

Phase 3 involves developing new hardware to allow for the

automated encapsulation of solar modules. 	 This involves three discrete

pieces of hardware:	 1)	 a vacuum platen end effector for the robot which

allows it	 to pick up the	 1'x4'	 array of 3^ inter-connected cells. 	 With

this,	 it can also pick up the cover glass and completed module. 	 2)	 a

lamination layup machine wi^ich cuts the various encapsulation components

from roll	 storage and positions then for encapsulation, 	 and 3)	 ar, automated

encapsulation chamber which interfaces with the above two and applies the

^? heat and vacuum to cure the encapsulants.

Phase 4 involves the find assembly of the encapsulateC

array into a framed, edge-sealed module completed for 	 installatfon.	 ror

this we are using MBA's Glass Reinforced Concrete	 (GRC)	 in panels such as

those developed b} :`^A for JPL under Contract No. 	 955.81.	 The GRC panel

l!
U

plays the multiple role of edge 	 frane,	 substrate and ^^ounti::g structure.

(^

l

An automated method of applying tha edge seal was also developed.

^{
^.

t
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:fU
Tile final phase (5) deals with the fabrication of si:f

(^	 1'x4' electrically active solar mudules us!ng the above developed equip-

U	 ment.

(^

	

	 To determine the value added cost of these new pr^^cesses,

Format A and Format 8 data sheets were generated to allow them to be in-

^j	
tegrated into a standard SA.^tICS industry. These forr..s, along with their

11	 justifications, are included as Appendix A.

2.0	 P,?EVIOUSLY DEVELOPED EQL'IP`fE\T

^	 ^ Contract 95488? was a feasibility demonstration tc show

that	 industrial robots	 (also known as programmable or "soft" automation)
I

could be used to layup and solder together strings of photovoltaic cells.

Tiie program included an extensive analysis of various 	 techniques for

preparing,	 positioning and soldering cell:.	 A sumTar^: of [he analysis

is included in that program's final report 	 (document ^! DOE/JPL-95 882- g0!1),

which is available through 	 national Technical Information Service (\TIS)-

Based on	 the criteria established	 in this a^al^• sis,	 we

arrived at a candidate system for prototype development.	 The s:• stem is

shown as an artist's conception	 ici Figure 2 -1.	 For simplicity,	 onl^r one of

[he ribbon feed and solder paste disaensing mechanic..^,s are sho^ •n.	 Ir.

' actuality, however,	 there are two of each of these since we are using an

ARCO Solar call which has a dual lead configuration.

Our :method incorporates a robot end effector,	 or "hard",

r- which combines an 	 induction heating, coil and a compliant •:acuur., pick up.

This scheme of robot operation requires	 that it	 interface with a "smart"

preparation station.	 This station must be able to accept standard H bar

cassettes of randomly oriented cells, 	 unload	 the cells,	 rotate	 them [^

the orientation the robot is expecting, 	 apply the proper arount of solder

paste	 in the correct places,	 measure and cut	 lengths of interconnect	 lead.

place a st:^: • ss-relief	 crimp	 in	 the correct place	 in the	 lead and do is all

with a cycle	 time less	 than or equal [o that of	 the robot.	 The robot then

picks up this fully-prepared cell, 	 begins heating it while "in transit",

and places the ho[ cell on top of the exposed, solder-coatrd leads from

1	 °

-,.
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^I

Qthr previous cell comple[inR tl^e connection.	 A small micro-computer is

used	 to synclirnnizr all of this activity.

2.1	 Hardware Description and Development

Following is a description of	 the equipment incorrorated

into the system.	 This equipment is divided	 into mechanical an^^ electrical

systems as they were developed separately. 	 Development histories are given

onl y when it	 is helpful to understanding.

The major mechanical	 s y stem consists of the preparation

station which is further broken down	 into	 its various subs:• ster:s.	 The

robot end effector also comes under this heading.

r• 2.1.1	 Preparation Station

The cell preparation station is the mejc+r mechanical de •:elop-

• ment of contract 954A$^.	 I_ consists of	 se^^eral	 individual	 components ta^h

fthe

of which will be discussed separately. 	 Figure 2-2 is an overall view of

station.

2.1.1.1	 Cassette Unloader

^" To unload	 the cells from the standard K bar poly cassr:tes^
I
I we are using a Siltec mudel 2600A load/unload module. 	 There was on?y^

one m^^dificatien done to the Siltec. 	 As delivered.	 thr cells emerge

from the cas=^^:._	 .,nd	 strp at	 the edge of	 the unloader.	 The un'.oader w•as

f modified	 to extend	 the drive bElts out approximatel}• 2" to thr eCge of	 t!:E

vacuum chuck.

2.1.1.2	 Vacuum Orientation Chuck

As originally conceived.	 this was	 simpltia rotating ^•acuun

cup that w •^s attached to the undersides of	 she cell a°ter it was unloaded

from the cass p t[1;	 Its sole purpose being to provide rotation for cell

j

{

orientation.	 By the time the first prototype had brer. built. ho •.:ever.	 its

rc+le had been expanded.	 I[ was now veen as the platform upon which all of

(' [he cell preparation would be perfor•ed and it operated in two erodes:

1 pressure and vacuum.

t
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'The first mode (slight positive pressure) makes tie chuck

an air table allowing the cell to klida off the unluader's belts with^t^r.

	

^.	 touching the chuck's surface. The pre=sure also extends the cell locating

pins which correctly locate the cell on the chuck regardless of :whether

	

('	 or not the cell has a flat (Figure 2-3). The chuck is tilted approxi^.atel^

t	 ^o from the horizontal to allow the cell to glide "do«^n hill" into the

pins. The second mode, vacuum, retracts the pins and clamps the cell to

	

'	 the chuck. It was found, however, that reverting to the first Node (pressure)

when releasing the cell caused slight dislocations in cell position as Weil

	

^,	 as re-extending the locating pins which interfered with robot operation.

It was decided to add a third .node, ambient pressure, ^,:'.iich breaks the

	

^_	 vacuum to release the cell, but does not cause cell motion er a:._end the

pins.

The vacuum was originally supplied b^ • a standard shop

vacuum pump. A problem was encountered, however, with the high leakage

rata around the retractable locating pins. This tended to over:ahelm

vacuum pur.:p leading to a loss of hold down farce. Tze solution to this

problem, was to replace the vacuum pump with a commercial eductor or venturi-

tvpe vacuu^:^ generator. This device uses a compressed air strew^.. to "generate"

a nigh flow-rate, low grade vacuum. This is precisely what is required in

our high leakage rate si*_uation. The main drawback is that t;,e :gold dour

f^^rce is only 5-10 lbs., although this is suf=iciEnt for our purpose. L-arl^:

tests of the vacuum chuck showed 'Hold down forces of approxi-:ate1^: i0 Ibs.

but those tests were made before the locating pins were installed. The t:ae

big advantages to using the eductor are 1) the vacuum is cons^ant (the

vacut:m pump would start at very high vacuum levels, apprc^xi:^acel:: ^8 inca I?g,

but would leak to 0 long before the _^11 was prepared), and 2) it does a:aa^:

with the external vacuum source requirement simplifcing the piur.:bing and

making the station more self sufficient. The onl y external requirements are

a single AC line plug and one shop air connection.

6
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..1.1.3	 Ribbon Feed

The ribbon feed assembly (Figure 2-4) consists of several

mechanisms, each of which will be discussed separatel:•.

2.1.1.3.1	 Drive Rollers

The original preparation station design (Figure 2-1) ilad

two secs of drive rollers for each interconnect ribbon. It was determined,

however, that a single set of rollers is sufficient to feed the ribbon

across the entire length of the cell. The rollers have s;•r.chronizing

;ears which insure that the rollers turn without slip*ping, which could cause

the ribbon to curl. The roller assemblies were narrowed fro;.^, their orizi'al

size to allow the close (1.625") spacing of two feeds sine—bv—side which

is necessary for the simultaneous application of both leads. Both feeds

are driven b y a single pin tooth belt located between the-.

2.1.1.3.2	 Crimp and Cut `lechanisms

These were originall} • conceived as one de •: ice: a cri;..ping

die placed close to the cell with a cut[ing blade on its rear edge. This

is sufficient for creating stub leads but in our s ystem the crimp rust

5e placed in the center of an 8" lead. ^t Sacs determined that these furc[icns

would have to be separated. This could be done by lea^-ing the crimp bloci_

near the cell and move the cutter back >". However, ^:ith this configuration,

when the robot lifted the cell, it would drag =" of solder. paste covered

lead through the crimping die. Smearing of the paste and contamination of

the die would be unavoidable. Therefore, in the final desizn we :a ye also

moved the crimp die back ^" and placed it behind the cutter. The lead

preparation procedure now is to feed out half the lead (approxi:^atel^: -"),

crimp it, then feed the remaining lead while applying solder paste from a

dispensing needle located just above the cutter. The cutter is the last

device through which the lead must pass. In this wa y there are r.o ^'crtical

o'.^structions to the prepared lead when the robot lifts it.

Although each of the leads has i*_s own crimp block, the.

are operated simultaneously by a single air. cylinder through a "i" bar

and bell crank linkage. An identical arrancement operates tote cutter

f

+^
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asser,^blies.

^	 2.1.1.x.3	 Hold Down

Int^_rconnect lead hold downs lFiRure 2-^) have been

I	
provided in the prototype to prevent lead motions during robot hovering

I	 and pickup maneuvers. There are two sTall, padded arra operated b^• a

single cylinder ^>n a common linkage which clamp the lc ads to the •^acuu^

chucl.^s surface. The arms are articulated to s^ainR out as well as up to

be completely clear of the lead during lifting by the robot.

?.1.1.4	 Solder Pa^^e Disnensi

There are two pair of solder paste dispensers on the

'	 preparation station. One pair is mounted or. a bridge over the cutter

assembly and dispenses paste on the last half of the lead as it emerges

^	 from the fee=d assembly (Figure 2-6). The other pair is mounted on a

motor driven ball slide which first extends out over *_he ce'_1 then ia^:s

down a bea9 of solder while retracting (Figure 2-7).

For the fixed solder paste dispensers, the supply tubes

are mounted in clips supported by uprights while the needles ride in

carriers in the bridge surface. For fast char.2ing of the supply tubes

the needles can be removed and inserted in the carriers without disturbing

the aiming alignment. Both carriers are spring loaded from the ce^.ter with

adjusting screws on the outside. Once correctly aligned, jam nuts r..ain-

tain the adjustments. This mechanism is quite flexible as the paste can be

easily aimed to fall anywhere on the ribbon. also, by var^• ing either tb^

air pressure and/or ribbon feed rate, the bead of solder can be made to

form dashes (when the solder flow rate is less than ribbon, feed rate), solid

lines (when the rates are equal) or even swirl, (when the flow rate exceeds

the teed rate). Each of the four dispensers has its own in-line pressure

regulator.

The original design of the moving solder paste dispenser

had the dispensing tips mounted on the end of a cantilevered scre^c dri•^^e

with a single guide rod on the side. This lightweight mechanic- was in-

:. +^

a-
r
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adequate Eor supporting two 30cc pas_e reservoirs. In addition, it was

slow (over 12 sec. cycle time), mechanically inefficient (th' l^sscs in
I

the screw drive causes the motor to stall occasionall:) and Inaccurate

due to excessive backlash and bearing slop when full. • a :tended (•,ahic•r.

	

(,	 caused binding f«rt}ier increasing the load to the motor). It was

	

_	 replaced b y a rack and pinion drive attached to a cor.^rrciral ball slide.

The ball slide has a much larger load capacity t!^an the ;c~eu drive and

can operate at much higher speeds. Other advantages to t:-^e hall slide are

much higher mechanical efficiency (approximatel y 90% compared Co 40%)

e nd much greater tracking accurac y . The total sidewa^• s de •:iation is only

	

(	 0.00" at lull extension compared to more than 0.'." for the screw drive.
1

(\ote: contact pad width is 0.1"). For r^^bot clearance purposes, the supply

	

_	 tubes are laid back a[ approximately 1^° from the vertical. The needles

	

^,	 also ride in carriers and an aiming device identical to that of the fixed

dispensers is used.

2.1.1.5	 Optical Orien[ation

	

r	 The optical sensor consists of a lens which foc:^ses an i^age

Iof the cell onto a mask, behind which is a photovoltaic cell. (See Figure

2-8). When the cell is in the proper orientation, the ima3e of the bright

	

^	 metallization pattern is adr:itted by the mask (actuall y: a serves o` blockir.z

slits) raising the ,utput of the photocell. The phenv^enon inc^l:•ed is

simply the greater reflectivity of the silver in the :-etallizatior. pattern

compared to the adjacent silicon surface.

Although simple in design, the sensor works flat:lessl.:.

[^fhen coupled with the correct computer program and control electronics,

it will consistently orient cells to within l o , which is the positional

limit of our turntable.

A necessary addition is that of an auxiliary. light source.

This is to compensate for the unpredictable nature of tl^e ambient liz!^t

in the area that the station is to be located. A :roving person or ob'ect

(such as the robot) casting a shadow on the cell during orientation could

degrade the signal sufficiently to cause problems.

^^
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1

	

	
The cr •;stalline nature of the cell's surface causes

secondary reflections at about 45° from the vertical. I` the light s ^^1rce

is placed at or near this angle it causes a r_ontrast re •^ersal as seen

i 
by the sensor, i.e., the metallization appears as a dark ;^atte:n .against

a bright surface. This is easily prevented b}• careful Tarp positionin?.

Another problem is that there is a 60 Hz "hum" suFerimposed on all leaps

that use line current, even incandescents. Experiments with various

lamps showed regular room lamps with low temperature filaments [o be the

worst. In some cases the amplitude change due to the hum was greater than

that which we were crying to measure when scanning the cell. It was found

that higher temperature filaments (higher wattage bulbs] suffered less

from this problem so we are using a 600 !d movie illumination larp and

reflector as a light source. A better solution for a production r.,acM ne

would be to use a focused DC lamp of much lower wattage as 600 !J is

five to ten times mare power than necessar y t^ :^^^.e the sensor work.

r	 2.1.2	 End Effect o r Development

Effort on end effector design was concentrated in two

areas: Robot feasibilit y studies with a resistance-heating t} •pe bonder

and experimentation with various induction coil configurations ieading to

r	 the end effector design.
3.1.2.1	 Resistance Heating End Effector

r

	

	
A series of tests were performed c,ith the end effector sho•n-n

in Figure 2-9. It consists of two spring loaded carbon electrodes beside

a centrally mounted vacuum pick up. It works b^ • placing one electr:-de

on the lead and the other on the cell's surface thus forcing the current

to pass through the solder joint. By using a fair y high current !=30A)*

intense local heating was achieved. This produced excellent bonds to eit::er

side of the cell with a fairl y short (= I sec.) bond time. Howe •:er, this

was just a feasibility test. The end effector as-tested could on 1,: ^ake

* Surprisingly, tests performed before and after bordinR showed no Degrada-

tion of cell output regardless of which way the current floned.

16
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short <<'.") bonds and required the high precision positi^^ning of electrodes.

?..1.2.2	 Induction Heating End Effector

2.1.2.2.1	 Desi n

For an induction heating power source we user a Ta^• lor-

Winfield ;Model 300 A generator. This unit produces '_.^ Kw at »5G FOiz.

S everal different coil shapes ::ere tried, all desi,3ned [o

concentrate the induced currents along the strips of the cell where [he

leads are attached. It turned out, however, [hat the coil wltn [he fastest

Beating was a simple spiral or "pancake" coil. Shown in Figure 2-10 is

i	 the coil used in the final end effector. The coil is ^jade from Y" thinwall

^quar. • section tubing (a more efficient RF radiator than round) and .:^easures

4" in diameter.

Figure 2-I1 shows the final end effector as -ounted on the

robot. It consists of the coil described above encapsulated in silicon

RTV. The main body is for^-ed of Plexiglass (the material also used in

the resistance heat end effector) Into which the encapsulated coil is

bonded. This is then mounted on a stand-off ^ale of Del.-in to rer:ove

it from the steel in the robot to prevent any loss of RF energy. dt the top

of the stand-off is a Plexiglas flange drilled to match the robot's ^ounting

flange. This makes the entire in ide of the stand-off a •:scour. chamber.

Small holes molded in a matrix between the windings of the coil form t^,e

vacuum pick up. The encapsulant is thin towards the bottom to get the coil

as close as possib:e to the cell ( nece , sar}• for fast, even heating) and

thick on top to ac[ as a compliant coupling to compensate for robot positi^n-

ing tolerances.

2.1.2.2.2	 Testier_and !lodificati ons

The first end r. ector built to these specifications was tested

and it y performance was quite satisfactory. There z.as a probl^•m, hc•ae•:er.

with uneven heating. This was due to the plane of the coil } . p ing eon-paralle:

to the plane of the surface of the pottant where the .ell is attached durtn:,

heating. there the coil was near the surface there was a het spot. l.:^ere

e

18
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I

^I.
the coil was deeper there was a cold spot.

^.

	

	 The coil was carefully broken out of the potting and tested

"bare". It proved to be quite efficient (bond time = 3 sec.) with ver;•

i
even heating. This further sup ported the sensitive nature of coupling

(the distance between the coil and workpiece).

With this in mint; the coil was re-potted pa,: ing e'er_: close

attenti^^n to the coil depth during the molding and machining eperatio:^s.

1	
The coil was left somewhat deeper (about 0.^") than final design specs to

`	 leave some margin for experimentation. 	 '

There were two areas where the end effector perfor-led

^^	 better than expected. The \'3CllLm matrix on the pickup surface did a^.

outstanding job. It never failed to ar_hieve the pickup e •.en with broker.

or partial cells that exposed more than half the vacuur.: holes to air. This

capability is necessary for rejecting broken cells. It must be re-te^bored

also that the interconnec*_ ribbon was between the cell and pic:cup, further

reducing the possibility of a good seal. Additionall y , no cells Nero

broken by the robot during handling tests, not even very thin ( < 10 mil}

cells with severe "potato chip" warping (although several ;;ere broken b^.-

^	 human handlers!).

'

	

	 We attribute this performance to two factors. Or.c is the

broad surface of the end effector which supports the entire cell rather

^	 than just one or two points. Th y other is t.at we are usin¢ an eductor,

identical to the one described in Section 2.1.1._', as a •.•acuum source.

This lour grade vacuum is very gentle cn the cells and the high air :low

rate makes it quite insensitive to exposed air holes.

The other area in which the end effector excelled ^ •as :;eat

resistanr_e. We are using General Electric RTC'-11 as a potting cor..pound

which has maximum temperature limits of 400 oF for continuous use and :^OoF

for short periods. As normal solderins operations take place at 3^OoF

this is sufficient. Howe^^er, if the cell is broken or has a crac^, t!:e	 ^

induced eddy currents tend to ^or.centrate along the discentir.uit,: causir.e

extreme local heating to tempe^uture in the neighborhood of 100°r'

21



(based on color).

f

	

	 Even at these temperatures, nearl y four ti-.es the design

maximum for the material, tine RTV did not melt, char or decompose

in any manner that would damage future cells. The onl •,• dama ge to the

and effector's surface was a dry decomposition of the RTC which

ranged from a fine powder to pieces the size of eraser cru^:bs. Al*_hough

this caused an erosion of the surface, it did not seem to effect

the operation of the end effector.

A problem was encountered of the cells sticking to the

;-	 end effector after soldering due to the melted flur.. To assure positive

release of the cell, the robot was re-plur..bed to produce a positive air
	

i

	
f

flow out of the end effector during release. This gives the end effecter

the same three modes as the vacuum chuck: pressure, vacuum and a^bient.

2.2	 E'^ectrical and Control 5^•stems
	 :^ ^

From the outset it was decided to use digital control in

the orc_.:tinn of the preparUtion s^ation. This technique, which uses
	

n

a micro computer as a system controller, allo:as the mechanical design

of the station to be simple a^^d straightforh-ard. This is due to the

fact that all of the "intelligence" of the s^:stem can '^e built into

the micro processor by appropriate programming rather than re1:•ing o1

the elaborate mechanical design of cams and linkages. It also allows

the system to he extremely flexih]e ^s changes in operating para:^eters

(such as a new cell configuration) can be handled in most cases b.: si;*.ply

changing the compute_ program rather than b y a mechanical redesign.

A cost/benefits anal y sis showed the Radii Shad: T.^.S- 3G r!icro

^	 computer system (Figure ?.-l2) to be the most cost effective solution. to

these controllprocessing requirements. The TRS-80 uses a ^-80 micro

processor and incorporates a BASIC Language interpreter. The model used

has the Level II BASIC (which allows access to the commuter's asse-:b1^•

ianguagel and 4K of RA`1. This car_ b^^ expGnd^d to 16l: or 321: at -:edest

COSt.

22
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The following discussion is a detai'_ed ^'escription of the

electronic hardware In the cell preparation station which interfaces the

i	 output signals from the computer with the electro/pneu^^o/mechanical functio^s

of the preparation station.

2.2.1	 Electronics Package

The electronics package perfor^is three distinct interfacial

^,	 functions with the TR5-80; mechanical equipment interface, optical ori^n[ation

sensor interface and Robot interface.

^,

	

	 It is neces:-ary to convert the parallel 8 bit data and address

information from the computer's output buss intro discrete on/off com.^^ands

for each of the devices controlled b y the computer. This is accomplished

by an Intel 8255 peripheral interface chip designed for this purpose. ^

1.	

second 8275 is used as an input interface for feedback signals. The

`	 3255's, in turn, interface with the equipment described belo •n. Figure 2-13

is a schematic representation of the data flew within the preparation. station.

2.2.1.1	 Mechanical Equipment Interface

i.	
The output ports from the 8255 cannot be cot.n^ct^:.d directl_:

to the solenoid valves and stepper motors as its current handling capacit^-

is far too low. In order to operate these sigh current devices, an inter-

mediate driver board must be used. This board contains 22 dri:•er circuits

which use Darlington 2N i^05^ power transistors to switch the necessa-^: current

i ,	 on and off. In be*_weep each driver c^.nd the 8255 is a Monsanto ,`:33 Optical

t	
Isolator. This device (which is essentially an LED connected to a photo

!.	
transistor) allows information signals to ;:ravel without direct electrical

lll!	
.-ornections. In this wa y large current surges (suc;^ as duri-^g solenoid valve

operation) are prevented from reaching the 8255 thus avoi3ing p^:ential damage.

For the input 8255, the signals pass through a conditioning network consisting

of a pair of blocking diodes and fusing resistors. This protects the 8255

in a manner similar to the optical isolators.

f	 2.2.1.2	 Optical. Orientation Sensor Interface

I
The optical orientaticn sensor (Figure 2- 8) is an anaio3

i'.

25
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device and its data must be converted to digital form in order to be used

by the TRS-80. We used a National Semiconductor ADC 1210 analog to 	 ,^

digital converter for this purpose. However, the output from the sensor

is so extremely low that considerable amplication (on the order of 106

times) is required. A two stage amplifier using a pair of Motorola MC

1556 op-amps raises the signal to a level detectable b y the 1210.

2.2.1.3	 Robot Interface..

The Unimate Robot was designed fcr use in industry where

hard-wired limit switches are used to signal the completion of external

tasks. Due to this "switch closure" logic, the robot is unable to under-

stand the "binary voltage level" logic ^lsed by the electronics package.

Therefore, we used reed relays, driven by the 8255, to give the robot

the "switch closure" it is looking for. This also applies to the Siltec

cassette unloader since it also uses "switch closure" to initiate its

function.

The robot uses this switch closure two ways: for input

and output. When the input or "Wait External" (WX) is programmed into
	

I !

the robot it will wait at that step until it receives a switch closure

signi.`ying the completion of the external task. The output or "Operate

External" (OX) closes a relay inside the robot presenting a switch closure

to whatever external device is being operated.

Being a piece of industrial equipment, the induction heater

also uses switch closure to start. As such, it could be operated directly

by the TRS-80 via the reed reJ_a}• s. It was decided, however, that since

the robot and heater were bound in such a lock-step reia^ionship (the

heater cannot start until the robot has picked up the cell and the robot

cannot release the cell until the heater has finished) that they would be

considered a single unit. The induction heater is controlled only by the	
I

robot's internal program. The "heat-on'' duration is controlled by the

heater's built-In timer.

i

1
t
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2.2.2	 Computer Program

The last portion of the station to be developed was the

controlling computer program. This was necessary since it was required

that the electro-mechanical portions of the machine be nearly fully dev-

eloped before the program could be started.

The first step in the computer program's development was to

write a single unifying progr am that would operate all of the functions

of the preparation station, signal the robot acid Siltec cassette unloader

and do it all with the proper sequences and durations. This first program

was written in the BASIC computer language for ease of programming. BASIC,

however, is quite slow running for this purpose (the cell orientation alone

took over 30 sec.) so the next step was to speed up the program. This was

done by rewriting some of the subroutines of the program in much faster

running assembly language. The first to be rewritten was the cell orient-

ation routine. The assembly language routine cut the orientation time an

order of magnitude to just below 3 seconds.

Two other routines were rewritten in assembly language;

^	 the ones controlling the ribbon feed and solder paste dispensing arm.

The time saved by speeding up these thre^_ routines dropped the cell prep-

aration cycle time from 50 sec. for an all BASIC program) to approximately

15 sec. for the final program.

3.0 PHASE ONE: IMPROVEMENTS TG EXISTING SYSTEM

There are three goals in this phase as stated in the intro-

duction: 1) improve placement accuracy, 2) improve solder bond and

reduce flux "smear" and 3) reduce system cycle time to 10 sPC/cell.

Accomplishments on each of these goals are discussed Separately.

3.1	 Improve Placement Accurac

This is strictly a robot programming problem since the

robot d yes all of the cell handling and transport operations.

The Unimate 2000 was designed for use in mediun to

heavy industry (such as automobile chassis welding) where accuracy

27
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on the order of a teeth of an inch is acceptable. Its selection for

use in the previous contract was based on factors such as reliability, 	 ,^

cost and large work area.	 ^

However, with this robot, there has always been a problem

in laying down cells with a high degree of accuracy. This is mainly

because the cells are 4" in diameter and the end effector has a 5" dia-

meter. This means that the cell is completely hidden during the critical

final positioning maneuvers. During the previous contract, positioning

was achieved by means of fiducial marks scribed on the end effector.

These marks were lined up with corresponding marks on the vacuum chuck

and with the centerlines on the layup pattern during find positioning.

This sort of "dry" programming (without using a cell to check final position)

requires that 1) the fiducial marks on the end effector be accurately 	 ;

placed, 2) the end effector be accurately positioned on vacuum chuck during

pickup, 3) the cell be well r_entered on the vacuum chuck and ^+) that the

end effector be correctly lined up with the pattern centerlines during 	 ^

final positioning. All of these tolerances multiply cumulatively which

can severely impact accuracy. Even so, this technique worked well enough

to produce an accuracy of + 1/4" which was sufficient for the previous

contract's requirements.

Current industry standards, however, require a minimum

tolerance (i.e. maximum edge-to-edge spacing) of 0.060" between cells.

The L'nimate 2000, however, has an accuracy limit of only + O.U50". Stnce

we are working up against this limit, a more accurate programming technique

is required. A simple (in hindsight) yet very effective solution to this

problem is the use of a dummy indicator cell. This is a 4" diameter disc

with four accurately positioned pointers spaced at 90 o along the disc's

centerlines. Three of the four problems mentioned above are eliminated

since the cell's actual centerlines are used for alignment. The only

one that must be considered is keeping the indicator cell centered on the

chuck. This is slightly more difficult than with a standard cell since

the pointers prevent the cell from falling into the chuck's central locating

inc?entation.

28



Another important, though less dramatic, accuracy improve-

ment has to do with rotational positioning. In any series-connected 	 ^

string of cells, the leads reverse direction as you go from row to row.

This requires a nearly 180° wrist rotation by tt-,e robot. Unfortunately,

the robot's wrist rotation limit is only 150° each way from center. Guth

the use of the indicator cell we no longer have to line up the end

effector's fiducial marks with the vacuum chuck during pickup. Therefore,

we can now "pre-rotate" the wrist 30 o before pickup to give us *_he extra

rotational travel needed.

3.2	 Improve Solder Bond

We are approaching this task three ways: 1) improving the

robot hardware by refining the bonding head (end effector), 2) improving

the robot software by incorporating a new soldering technique and 3) using

a new method of solder },aste dispensing at the preparation station. 	 ^•

3.2.1	 Robot End Effector

t

For even cell heating, it is critical that the cell-to-coil

distance be constant over the entire cell area. In previous end effectors,

difficulties in holding the coil level during potting prevented this, and

even post-potting machining did not fully correct the problem. A new potting

technique was used in which the coil was first glued directly to a piece

of 1/16" thick silicon rubber sheet. After the glue (a one-part silicon

RT1%) i^ad set, the coil-and-rubber-sheet assembly was inserted into the plexi-

glas end effector housing. The outer edge was sealed and the pottant

(G.E.RTV 11) was poured through the top. This step also permanently affixed

the coil assembly to the housing thus saving two more construction steps

(trimming and inserting) that could cause alignment errors. After the pottant
i

had set, the vacuum pickup holes were drilled through the rubber sheet at 	 `

pre-marked locations.	 1

This new end effector (Figure 3-1) has proven very successful

when combined with a new soldering techniyue which is described nett.
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3.2.2	 Induction Heat Solderin

There are three problems associated with soldering the leads w^
while the cell is held tightly against [he end effector. One is that due to

the capillary action from this close proximity the melted flux tends to

flow in a thin sheet over a large area of the cell. This "smearing" can be

detrimental to cell performance and requires that a cleaning step hr added

to [he manufacturing sequence. Mother problem i^ that [he melted flux is

quite sticky and causes the cell to adhere to the end effector whir: [h^^

robot tries to release i[. The third problem is that the robot must wait

for the ref lowed solder to cool before releasing the cell to avoid dis-

locating the leads and causing a "cold" solder joint. We experimented

with a new soldering technique that eliminates all three problems.

This ne: technique starts the same as the old one with the

induction heater being turned on just before final positioning [o preheat

the cell. However, rather than waiting for [he solder to reflow and then

cool before release, the robot releases the cell immediately and backs off

appro^ima[ely 1/8". Since the cell is released before the solder and flux 	 i

ha^^e melted, [here is no capillary action to smear the flux and it stays

in a very localized area around the joint (Figure 3-2). The surface tension

of the liquid solder pulls the leads down to form an excellent bond.

Finally, since the end effector is not in contact with [he cell during

heating, the robot earl leave as soon as the heater turns off allowing [he

cell to cool on its own. Of course, [his 1/8" increase in the coupling

(coil-to-cell distance) seduces the RF flux thus increasing the heating

time. However, this increase has been found to be less Chan the old

cooling wait time r_sulting in a net decrease in cycle time. M unexpected

side benefit is [hat the increa3ed coupling also results in a more even heat

distribution over the cell.

3.2.3	 Solder Paste Dispensing "lanifold

One area of the preparation station that required upgrading

was the mechanism that applied solder paste to the cell's metaliza[iun

pattern.
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In the previous s y stem the .Sate was dispensed throuRli

an 18 gauEe needle while the tube was moved in a controlled manner across

the cell. The difficulty with this technique lies in producing uniform.

continuous beads of solder paste of small diameter (approximately 0.015")

using the air-and-piston system.

None of the leading pneu;ratic dispenser s y stem manufacturers

(Tridak, EFD, ASI, etc.) have systems that wall produce a bead of high

viscusity material using this technique and instead opt for a series of

small dots. Following this example, we have built a manifold-type solder

paste dispenser of novel design (Figure 3-3). The dispenser consists of

two manifolds, one for each lead. Eac3, ranifold consists of a hollow,

aluminum box in which [he solder paste is injected from a single supply

cylinder on the top and out through six Tr!dak low restriction nozzles

along the bottom (Figure 3-4). The solder Vaste cylinder is attached by

a leur lock fitting on the manifold lid and supported by a clip holder.

The nov,^lty of [his approach has to do with the way it is

used in our system. This will be discussed next since it deals with 	 ^I

cycle time reduction. 	 ^

3.3	 Cvc]e Time Reduction

Tlie cycle time goal for layup and interconnect on this

program is 10 secicell. It was determined during the previous program

that the preparation station would require only minor modifications to

achieve this. Significant gains car. be :Wade simply by changing the

controlling computer program.

Our preparation station is essentiall y a ser;e^. processing

aachine, i.e. one cell at a time is run through the complete preparation

cycle, as compared wish a parallel processor (such as the Kon machine)

where several cells at a time move down an assembly line with each work

station doing a small part of the preparation.

Figure 3-S shows the yell preparation and placement

cycle of the s y stem as it was at the end of the previous contract. ^s
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can be seen, a certain amount of dead * i me exists for each mechanism on the

preparation station. This dead time wrs minimized by overlapping operations.

The first step in modifying the controlling pt^^gram was to

perform a detailed timing study of the entire cell preparation cycle. This

allowed pis to determine which steps could be done concurrently (e.g. the

ribbon could he feeding while the cell is settling) and which must be done

sequentially (e.g. the cell must be oriented before solder paste is applied).

Using the results of this study, the program was modified overlapping seve-al

^	 operations. The preparation cycle time from start of cycle to robot pickup

command is now 8.5 seconds conpare^l to more than 14 seconds previously (a

' j	 40% reduction). Figure 3-6 G'^ows the new preparation cycle in which each

l	 mechanism on the station has beer. given its own line to show the overlapping.

This again points oLt the advantage of pro^Tammable digital control. We were

able to effect this reduction in cycle ti._._ with no change in the hardware

(except for the solder paste dispensers as described pr.evirnisly and below) by

simply reprogramming the actions into a more efficient sequence.

It should also be noted that [his 40% reduction in cvcle time

was achieved without the use of simultaneous motor operations. Computer

control of stepper motors is a non-trivial task requiring the computer to

make thousands of calculations per second. Keepitrg track of more than one

motor at a time would require a sign.ificaat increase ir. the controlling

program's complexity. Even if simultaneous motor operations were used it

would decrease the cycle time by only about one second. We felt that the

point of diminishing returns had been reached since this small gain would not

be worth the large inv?stment iz manpower to expand the program. In addition,

this would do nothing to reduoP the cycle *_ime of the two longest functions:

^	 cell settle and orient.

Two of the operations that were overlapped are ribbon feed

and cell sclder dispensing. To accommodate this, the front end of the solder

dispensing manifold tapers down to a sharp leading edge, forming a ramp where

it meets the ribbon at the edge of the vacuum shuck. After the dispenser is

in position over the cell, the ribbon is fed up this ramp and over the top

1 °a

^^

li
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of the dispenser. There is a groove cut into the ramp and top of the

dispenser to act as a guide. When the dispenser retracts, the lead

simply lays down on top of the cell. In addition to reducing cycle time

and improving in rihbon positioning accurac y , this technique eliminates

the problem of the lead 'plowing" into the solder paste during ribbon

feed.

Tl^e bia unknown in reducing cycle time involved the robot.

In our first full size program, the robot laid up a 35 cell (1'x4') string

in 345 seconds for an average of 9.86 sec/cell. This was only pick-and-

place (PAP) time and did not include a heating wait which adds approximately

3 sec/cell.

Unfortunately, even subsequent optimizations of the robot's

program could not bring the PSP time below 320 seconds per string (9.14

sec/cell), far short of the 245 seconds required to make the 10 sec/cell

rate with the heating wait included. The reason for this is that the

Unimate 2000 is a very large machine for this application and takes a long

time to "zero out" its position at each step when working at maximum accuracy

Since, as mentioned in Section 3.1, we are working at the extreme limit of

the 2000's accuracy, the overall cycle time suffers.

Unimation has recently introduced a line of small robots

specifically designed for electronic and other small parts assembly. This

line, called the PUMA series, is all-electric (as compared with the 2000's

hydraulics) and is programmed via a sophisticated computer language rather

than the somewhat primitive teach-and-r?peat method. The PUMA's small

size and low mass make it more than twice as fast as r.h^ 2000 in P6P (,albeit

with a much smaller reach) and has an accuracy of + 0.004" (0.1mm).

3.4	 General Phase One Improvements

Although it does nothing to improve the .+c curacy or reduce

cycle time, there is one more improvement that should be mentioned. This

is the purchase and installation of a custom enclosure to house the entire

cell preparation system. This enclosure (Figure 3-7, built by Crystal `lark

in Glendale, California) performs far more than just a cosmeti: function,
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however. It consolidates the system into a single unit while protecting

the electrical and mechanical components from contamination. The enclosure

is actually two units joined on a 30 o angle.

The operator's sectioh is a standard-height desk on top

of which is a lockable console. Within the console is a shelf for the

computer's video monitor and storage of manuals. The shelf has b?en

placed 4" above the desk [op to put the video monitor at the operator's

eye level. The space beneath the shelf is used for storage of the other

com •^uter components (keyboard/processor, tape unit and printer). During

use ^.hese components slide forward onto the operator's desk area. Under

the desk's surface is an enclosed cableway 3" deep that runs under the

entire desk area and over to the equipment area.

The top of the equipment section is a continuation of the

desk level surface.	 Flush mounted onto it is the cell preparation station

itself	 (Figure 3-8).	 Below the surface is an equipment shelf which is

• infinitely adjustable for height. 	 The actual height is determined b y the

Siltec cassette unloader which sits or. the shelf with its upper half

desk	 The height	 beprotruding through the	 top.	 of the shelf must	 adjusted

such that the output belts of the Siltec line up correctly with the vacuum

1
chuck in the ,reparation station.	 Beneath the shelf is an open equipment

mounting area in which all of tl-.^ pneumatic plumbing and valuing as well

t

as the computer interface electronics are located. 	 There is also ample

room to accommoda^e the additional electronics necessar y for the Automated

Lamination Station (described 	 in S.0).	 In this wa}• ,	 a'l1 of the interface

^. electronics can be located in close proximity to the computer, which aids in

reducinK random signals that could produce errors. 	 Additionally, all of

rthe sensitive,	 low voltage information cables run in protected cableways

to further reduce outside interference.

^. 3.4.1	 Installation Philosophy

The enclosure that houses the cell preparation station is

^_ the operational center of our entire s y stem since it also houses the

f^

controlling computer and interface electronics. 	 For this reason we

i 41
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proceeded cautiously with the installation of the electro/pneumo/mechanical

elements of the cell preparation station as well as the computer and assoc-

fated electronics. Care had to be exercised in ttie placement of components

and the routing of cables and tubing not only to conform to standard

practices (such as separating power lines from information cables to avoid

interference) but to allow for the orderly expansion of the system. This

was required when the control and information functions of the Lamination

Station, vacuum chamber and Edge Seal Station were integrated.

After the enclosure arrived, but before any actual wiring

began, we had to decide on an installation philosophy. All wires, cables

and tubing had to be routed in a neat and professional manner (of course)

yet still conform to the restrictions mentioned above. All electronic.

electromechanical and straight mechanical support equipment had to be

1	
mounted permanently but still allow for the necessary expansion without

•	 having to rearrange and remount equipment.

1

	

	
On the other hand, it was recognized that this is a pro-

totype machine and that considerable troubleshooting and/or modifications

would be necessary. This requires that the machine be easy and flexible

to work on. For this reason, none of the electrical cables or pneumatic

tubing in the equipment section that must pass through a surface (cabinet

wall, desk top, etc.) use hard connections. All of these are accomplished

through the use of quick disconnect connectors. This affords easv access

fto any part •^f thy: :machine as any panel can be removed without disconnecting

any cables and/or tubes. In addition, all of the connections to the prep-

aration station itself contain extended service loops. These allow the

entire desk top containing the preparation station to be removed (gaining

dirsct access to the support equipment beaneath it) and still nave the

station be operational.

3.4.2	 Installation - Operator's Section

Thr major decisiot ► here was to mount Che main computer

interface board on the console wall (next to the video monitor. Figure 3-9),

rather than in the equipment section as originally planned. This reduces

the interconnect cable length from over 3 ft. to about 1 ft. This should

^^

i^
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1	 i^
i

1?
eliminate any possibility of oatside	 interference.

^. 3.4.3	 Installation - Equipment Section

The Siltec cassette unloader, 	 as mentioned above,	 sits in

i
the center of the equipment	 shelf	 (Figure 3-10).	 To one side of it on

the shelf are [he two power supplies.	 One of these is regulated and powers

r all of the computer interface and ocher information 1^andling electronics

` (such as the op-amps and A to D converter). 	 The other is unregulated and

powers the electro-mechanical devices, 	 i.e.,	 the solenoid valves andj

stepper motors.	 These twu supplies have enough capacity 	 to satisfy all

additional requirements of the Automated I.aminatlon Station, 	 the Automated

^ Edge Seal Station and Automated Vacuum Chamber with the exception of [he

chamber heater.	 While this heater	 (described	 in Section	 5.3)	 consumles

'

I	^

approximately ?.6 kw,	 it operates off of	 standard line voltage (115 VAC)

^` SO nQ	 DQw{-Y	 C11AT 1V	 i C	 TP J `i P ei .

On the other side of the Siltec are the seven solenoid

valves.	 Due to a lack of spsce in 	 the previous enclosure these were

mounted upside down under the shelf.	 This arrangement made access difficult

1 for both initial wiring and plumbing of the valves and 	 later	 inspection and

i	 ^
I

modification.	 The new arrangement makes things mucn easier to work on.

Underneath the shelf	 (Figure 3-11)	 is a general equipment

area that contains both electronics and pneumatics.	 The electronics consist

of the high-current driver board and the optical 	 interface board.	 The

pneumatics include the eductor (:+hich generates a vacuum for both the chuck

jand solder Faste dispensers)	 and the main inlet manifold.	 Also located	 in

[his area,	 on one of	 the cabinet walls,	 are	 the	 '.nput air connector and

valve and the various information/power connectors for cables going to the

robot,	 the Lamination Station and Edge Seal Station.

rInaddition is the second driver board which operates the
t.

stepper motors,	 solenoid valves and control functions of the equipment

^

l

in the two remote stations.	 T1ie solenoid valves themselves are not mounted

in the enclosure, however, as [his would mean long runs of pneumatic tubing

^.

and a loss of efficiency.
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4.0 PHAS:? TWU: E;^AND CAPA3ILITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM

This phase of the project involves adding capabilities

to the existing cell stringing system to make it more adaptable to a real

life production situation. This involves the detectio 	 >,oth broken

cells,or cells with bad moralization patterns, during preparation; and poor

bonds after soldering.

Implicit in both of these is correction, i.e., once the

problem has been detected, action will be taken to correct it. Since the

robot is our only cell handling device, it was assumed that it would be

the one to remove or repair the bad cell. ^s we im.estigated deeper into

the problem, however, we came up against a serious obstacle.

In order to take corrective action, the robot must be able

I,	 to do conditional br^_^iching, that is, the robot would have to deviate from

its pick-place-and-solder routine to a pick-and-dispose or resolder-and-

retest or unsolder-and-dispose routine on command from the cer_trolling
I

computer. A1r.hough conditional branching is a trivial task for all general

u1rpose co^aputers (it is, in fact, the basis for all machine intelligence)

it is beyond the capability cf the Unimate 2000. ',dhile it wculd be

possible to modify the robot to do conditional branching, it would be a

very major modificatiun (in essence a "brain transplant") and is beyond

the scope of this contract.

In light of the above, it was decided to modify [he contract

to downrate the activity in this section from actual hardware modifications

to that of a study. The aim of the study would be to investigate various

methods of achie^-ing the slated gcals without using the robot. The results

of this study follow.

4.1	 Broken Ce11 Detection and Disposal

Detecting a broken cell, or one with a substandard metal-

ization rattern, is a fairly straightforward expansion of the cell orient-

^tion routine.

The normal cell preparation cycle starts with the cell

being ejected from the Siltec ^inloader. It glides off the belts onto

^^

4$



the vacuum chuck (turntable) which is w}lore all of the preparation

takes place. The surface of the chuck has a matrix of holes through

which air is ex}iausted making the chuck into an air table. It is tilted 	 '

approximately 5° from the liorizontai with four locating pins on the

"downhill" edge. Once the cell has glided off the belts and settled	
i

against the pins, the airflow is reversed clamping the cell to the

chuck. Tile chuck then rotates 360o while an optical sensor aimed at the

cell's edge measures the reflected light. The computer then. plots

(internally) the light level for each of the discrete cell positions

(there are 800 Steps per revo Lution or approximately '^° per step).

This plot is kne^:^n as the cell's signature and its shape is very dis-

tinctive for a good, on-center cell. A simple pattern recognition program

examines the signature's peaks and va'_leys to determine the location of

the contact pads and the chuck is then rotar_ed to the correct alignment.

In order to detect broken cells, we would need only teach the program to

recognize a few more signatures. The signature of a broken cell would

contain a high flat plateau representating the place where the piece of

the cell is missing and the sensor is looking directly at the shiny alum- 	 '

inum surface. ^n off-center metalization pattern (or a cell not centered

on the chuck) would produce a signature with skewed p eaks and ^.*alleys.

A substandard or missing metalization pattern would produce low peaks or

none at all.

Once a

(other than using the

is already at an angl

pins are "uphill." and

cell has been determined to be bad, its

robot) is actually quite simple. Since

__, we need only rotate the chuck so that

turn on the air. The cell will then gl

disposal

the chuck

the loca*_irg

ide off the

chuck and fall into a disposal container.

4.2	 Solder Bond Testin

This sec*_ion of Phase Two was investigated with some

preliminary testing hardware. A one*hod of contacting the lead was developed

(Figure 4-1) that a_lows contact with the cells when the robot is standing

off 1/8". For actual electrical testing, two brush contacts would have to

be used, of course.
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The technique used is a simple resistance test. This

test measures the resistance from one lead, through the solder joint,	 ^•^

across the metalization pattern, through the other solder joint and

out the other lead. (This test would work only for :ells with parallel

interconnect leads). A secor:d set of contacts would be measuring the

back solder bonds.

Early measurements were very encouraging. The resistance

of a fully soldered lead was approximately 50 mS. The resista:ce through

a lead with completely urunelted solder paste is approximately 500 m^.

This order-of-magnitude difference seemed a good basis for a test until

we investigated further. This revealed ttia*_ 1) the resistance of a partially

soldered lead falls logarithmically, cr at least very non-linearly, between

the two extremes mentioned e.g. a lead soldered along only l0 y of its length

has a resistance of <100 mS:)and 2) the brush-to-lead resistance alone is

approximately 100 m^. This test, therefore, would only be reliable in

detecting a totally unsoldered lead. Another form of testing would be

required to dote-mine a partially soldered condition. The standard IG

output test is probably impractical since the cell is completel}• covered	 '

(i.e., in the dark) by the end effector.

There is another, unavoidable problem associated with post-

solder testing. No matter what test scheme is adopted, the robot most

wait until the solder joint has cooled before testing it. This eliminates

the time advantage gained by our new soldering technique (Section 3.2.2).

Here too we have a method of avoiding the inflexible-robot-

program problem, albeit not as elegantly as before. After each cell is

tested (bv whatever method is chosen) the results can be recorded on the

compu*_er's printer producing a "report card" on each module. If there

are any problems, they would be noted and repaired off-line by a (human)

repair specialist. This is exactly the technique used by automobile

corporations who want to repair defects noted during assembly yet have

to keep the assembly line moving.
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5.0 PHASE THREE : AUTOMA'T'ED LAPTINATION S TATION

This is the largest part of the program as it deals with

the development of the Automated Lamination Station. This station con-

sists of three major components: 1) the va^:.um platen end effector for

the Unimate robot, Z) ttie Lamination Layup Station anc; 3) an Automate^^

Lamination Chamber.

5.1	 Vacuum Platen

In the design of the vacuum platen (Figure 5-1), it was

first decided that it should be able to pick up sheets of cover glass

and finished laminated modules, as well as circuits of interconnected

but unlaminated cells. This is required since onl y one robot will be

handling all three types of materials and it would be too cumbersome

to change end effectors during this robot's routine.

The limiting factor in the design was the pickup of the 35 	 ^

interconnected cells. Each cell must be individually supported because

the interconnect leads cannot be relied upon to hold the cells in regist-

ration.

For actually picking up the cells, we used 35 discrete

vacuum cups. To insure a good seal to the cell, we chose a vacuum cup which

fits between [he two leads on the cell surface. Additionally, they: are a

bellows type design which allows approximately 1/2" of compliance in the

vertical direction and up to 60 0 of angular misalignment when contacting

the cells. Each vacuum cup is attached to its own small eductor which

generates a low grade, high flow cate vacuum from compressed air supplied

by a manifold. The 35 eductors are attached to the manifold wh^^h is

in turn supported by a trusswork. Figure S-2 is a close-up of the under-

side of tt^^ platen showing the eductors and bellows type vacuum cups.

The trusswork is then bolted to the robot which supplies the air for

operation through its internal plumbing normally used to operate a pneumatic

clamp.

[,Then testing the vacuum platen, only one significant problem
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was encountered. This was a large pressure drop in the air lines due

to the high air flow rate through the vacuum platen (resulting from the 	 ^

large number of eductors usedl. It requires a minimum of a 20 psi	 ^

drop across each eductor to insure a tight seal with the cells. However,

the pneumatic plumbing required to enable the robot to lay-up and solder

cells (with the other end effector) is far too restrictive to be used

with the vacuum platen. The plumbing was, therefore, completely redone

to allow the end effectors to be used interchangeably. A manual push-pull

valve (operable from outside the robot) is used to switch between the

highly controlled, restrictive plumbing needed for lay-up and soldering

and the direct, high flow rate required by the vacuum platen.

'The tests of the platen consisted of picking up 35 discrete

cells as well as picking up the 8 lb finished laminate as shown in Figure

5-3. Even a 1'x4' piece of PiEA Glass Reinforced Concrete (our panel sub-

strate, see Section 6.0) weighted to simulate a finished panel (approximately

21 lbs) was handled without prcblems.

[n its final configuration, the vacuum platen is able to

hold these materials while the robot goes through some rather violent

acrobatics, far more severe than would be encountered during normal handling.

5.2	 Lamination La^•up Station

The function of the Lamination Layup Station is to cut, from

roll storage, the various laminate materials and place them into the

lamination chamber. The laminate, specified by JPL for this contract

(Figure 5-4) was developed by Spectrolab and consists of a bottom lamina sheet

(made of polyester coated Al foil, Craneglas, white EVA and Craneglas), the

circuit of 35 interconnected cells, a top lamina sheet (consisting of Crane-

glas and clear EVA), and a sheet of tempered cover glass. The modules are

nominally 1'x4'.

To simplif;: the handling of the lamination materials, we

specified that the materials forming the top and bottom lamina sheets be

supplied already rolled together in multi-ply rolls 1 ft. wide. It is not
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I

uncommon for materials co be supplied in such a fashion and our investi-

J	 gation into the subject shows that this is how similar materials are

t	 handled in industry.

1
f

Because the .cycle time of this station is limited by the

pick and place time of [he robot, we decided to ►lave one station perform

T^	 these tasks serially, rather than having many lamination chambers moving

from station to station where only one task is performed by a station.

^.	 This is th° same design philosophy as used for the cell preparation

station and we feel is best suited to this task also.

.-	 Figure 5-5 illustrates our conceptual design of the lamination

^,	 station. At each end of [he station is a feeding and shearing :mechanism.

One end handles the bottom lamina, and the other tFe top lamina. The

lamination chamber lies in the middle. Running back and forth between [he

ends is a shuttle which clamps onto the edge of the materials and reels

them out across the chamber.

The cycle for the Lamination Layup Station is as follows:

1) The bottom lamina sheet is fed via feed rollers through

the shear into the shuttle which is parked at the end

1
-	 near the robot.

2) The shuttle clamps onto the end ci the material.

3) The feed rollers separate.

__	 4) The shuttle pulls the correct length of material

j	 (in our case '+8") out through the shears.

5) The feed rollers re-engage to apply tension to the

j	 material.

1

	 6) The shear cuts the material off.

7) The shuttle pulls the ;material into its final

I	 position in the chamber.

8) The shuttle releases the material and parks at

the far end.

^^
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9) The interconnected cells are placed into the

c}:amber b y the robot .

1^) The top laminate is ,laced in the chamber

in the same manner as the bottom laminate.

11) The robot places the cover glass into the chamfer.

12) The chamber is ejected for vacuum/thermal cycling

and a new chamber comes into place.

T}ie final design closely follows this conceptual one with only

a few minor variations. One of these is the position of "iie top lar,.ina

supply spool. In the original concept. the roll was paced above the

feeding/cutting mec}^anism to allow the option o: inset '_ng the vacuum chamber

from the end as well as [he side. In the interest of expediency and the

- p chanical integrity of the frame, it was decided to restrict the design

[o side entrance only. This allows us to drop the supply roll down below

the feeding/cutting mechanism (as with tl:e bottom laminate) thus achieving

a mechanical symmetry at both ends and furt}ier simplifying the design.

The bottom laminate was originally placed low for clearance as t}iis is the

end that the robot approached from.

5.2.1	 Mocku

To test this design, the shearing and ^lacemen[ of laminates

f	 in particular, we built a mockup station {Figure 5-6) with only one feeder-

I	 shearing mechanism and a shuttle. Althuugh all thz functions of the mocku}

were controlled manually, it was automated enough so that hands never

Iacr_ua?.?y touched [he materials. Thy feed rollers were old cen^• e;^or rollers

operated with a hand crank. The shear was a converted paper cutter operated

Iby an air cylinder. The shuttle had cluset dour rollers running in tracks.

The shuttle clamp was a flat plate w}iich was activated by an air cylinder.

Tt^e mockup functioned amazingly well. There was no pzoblem

positioning the material in a simulated chamber or with cuttlnK the materials.

The mockup was very Lseful `n bringing to light :^:anv of the

subtleties involved in this 1:Snd of operation and greatly aided the final
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design.

i	

5.2.2	 Design and Developme*:t	 ^
—	 ^

The final design proceeded quickly based on the lessons

^	 learned from the mockup. An artist's rendering (Figure 5-^) was produced

from the actual layout .irawings for JPL display purposes. IC is included

as a reference for the following discussion.
i

The intent of this contract was to use the JPL supplied 	 '

t^nimate 200G rouot in the lamination procASS. However, we have kept the

design flexible enough that the robot-oriented steps in the process could

be done by a simple transfer arm or even manually. 	 ^

Figure 5- 8 shows the Lamination Statio.i in its fina^

configuration. This, combines: with the artist's rendering shows the

location of ail the components about to be discussed.

5.2.2.1	 Frame

The station's frame (Figure 5-9) is made from 3/16" wall

rectangular and square section steel Lubin¢ with continuous fillet welds at

all joints. This provides a eery solid and dimensionally stab'_e base

or. which to mount the various cemponen*_s described below.

^	 5.2.2.2	 Shuttle

This ^*.oving clamp draws the encapsulant material from

the feed rolls at either end and out over the chamber. It consists of a

rectangular section body with a pneumatically operated clamp underneath.

Flared surfaces guide the encapsulated material into the clamp. The

shuttle i^ driven via a ball screw on one side onl y while the other

side is allowed to float. Originally, this was on a set of needle bearing

rollers placed above and be]ow the frame rail which both supported the

shuttle and offered torque reactions to the ball screw. However, it offered

no resistance to rotation in [he horizontal plane. In fact, a load of

30-40 lbs on the shuttle (well within the range expected for normal operation)

would "cock" it severely enough to lock the ball nuts and stop the screw.

To correct this situation and to give a more positive location of the
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encapsulant, the top rollers on the free side were replaced with a floating

wheel-anc;-rail set-up (Figure 5-10) . 	 '4^

When the shuttle clamp was firs r. connected to an air supply

to check its operation, it did ul:erate smoothly without bindin3 but the

'	 action was somewhat sluggish. This was traced to solenoid ^•alves which

were too small. They were replaced wit} larger orifice valvPS which 	 ,

^.	 completely solved the problem.

i
The first operations of the shuttle drive motor showed that it,

1	 too, was undersized. Although adequate to move the empty sinittie ur to pull

_	 file material with no applied tension, t'tle motor would stall if even a slight

tension was ap^l.ied to the material. The mctor has been replacod ^•rit:: a

larger one with triple the torque. Its larger casing, however, has required

+	 that the motor be mounted in a location different than shown in the
J

illustrations.

5.2.1..3	 Feed Rollers

At either end of .he machine are a set of pinch rollers ^ohose

job it is to feed encapsulant material from the supply roll into the shuttle.

After the material is fed (about 6") the rollers must separate to allow the

^^	 material to be pulled through them unobstructed. This is achieved by mounting

!^	 the top roller (and also the drive motor) on a square L' shaped pivot arm.

Tlie arm is raised and lowered by means of an air cylinder. :Je decided to fab-

^,	 ricate the rollers in-house, rather than buying them off-the-shelf as with the

_	 conveyor and dancer rollers described below. This was done in order to main-

fain the e^:tremely close tolerances necessary to assure that the rollers run

true which will prevent the encapsulant from wandering as it is fed.

After being installed and aligned, the rollers ran with onl y a 0.001" gap

along their entire 18" length. The bearing mounts were drilled and pinned

^-	 to maintain this alignment in the event of future disassembly.

In testing,the motors that drive the feed rollers were also

*^	 found to have only marginally adequate tor q ue. These were replaced with

the next larger size (actually the old shuttle drive motor) to insure

performance.
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In contrast, the valves and cylinders that operate the pivot

arm were somewhat overdesigned. Right from the start they have been able 	
4t

to vpen and close the rollers with considerable authority. 	 ^

1
	 5.2.2.4	 Enrapsulant S}:ears

Tv cut the encapsulant materials after they have been pulled

Iby the shuttle, there is a shear located at both ends of the machine. Each 	 ,

of these consists of a fixed bottom knife bar and a moving upper knife bar 	 !

(Figure 5-11). They are made of aluminum with the actual cutting surfaces

made of }gardened tool steel. The design is similar to t}.e common office paper

(	 cutter although significant differences exist to adapt the concept to auto-

mated operation. If one were to look at a paper cutter, }•ou would see that

the moving blade is spring loaded to hold it tightl y against the fixed blade.

Also, both b]_ades are beveled slighr_iv (about l0 0) from horizontal to insure

a sharp point of contact. These features have been retained in our design.

Looking again at the paper cutter, however, reveals that the blade is long

and curved.. This se n• es two functiors. First, it allows the blade to con-

t	 tact along a moving point rather than all at once in a line. Second, it

increases t}:e stroke to allow the long stroke/low force human actuator to

cut accurately. This hsd to be changed in our design as space restrictions

'	 dictated a short stroke 	 °(only a 10 rotation of the moving blade). ThiG is

„o problem as pneumatic cylinders can generate much more controlled Force than

a human arm in a short distance. The mo^^ing-point-of-contact is accomplished

by careful atte^Ition to pivot points and linkage design.

There is one last aspect of shear design to be addressed.

once again, looking at a paper cutter, it can be seen that the movir.Q

blade, as seen from above, must move awa y from the fixed blade after

passing through the cutting plan c. to further enhance the "point contact"

of the blade. It also prevents the shorn material from binding before the

cut is completed. T}iis action can also be seen in a common pa'.r of

scissors. SJe are accomplishing rhi_s in the same manner as the paper cutter,

with a cam or ramp that forces the pivot 2nd of the moving blade away from

the fixed blade nrogressivel y during the stroke. However, d^se to our short

stroke, the ramp r..snrot be located right at the ?ivot as the ramp angle would

F8
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f^ be too severe. A short extension arm allows a more rersonable ramp angle.

As you can see, the common paper cutter, despite its workaday function, is

really quite a non-trivial device!

When first tested (after all of the linkages and brackets had

been installed and adjusted) both shears cut the encapsulant materials beaut-

ifully Cohen connected directJ.y to shop air. However, when first connected

through the solenoid valves, the shear's action (as with the shuttle clamp)

was very sluggish and would not, in fact, cut the material. This was solved,

again, by replacing the small va]ves with ones of larger capacity. Ire this

case a pair of high flow rate, 5 port, 4 wa y spool valves were used, one for

each shear. This type of valve allows the shears to be powered both wa^•s

(up as well as down) and exhausted both ways with onl y one valve.

1 The shears are truly frightening [o watch when operating and,

during development, were disconnected from their sir suppl .;cos[ of the tine

as a safety precaution. OSHA style guards were fabricatCd and installed as

a further safety measure.

5.2.2.5	 Supply Spools

Both the top and bottom lamina supply spools are mounted on

I	 identical holding fixtures. The supply sr^ool core is supported on either

side by a self-centering mandrel on a coicunon shaft. The mandrels will accept

anv core size from 2" to 3" ID. The shaft support on one side of the spool

is fixed and the other hinged like a gate to allow the changing of spools.

The fixed side has tapered roller bearings to support the weight of a full

supply spool which will be cantilevered out from it during char.bing before

the gate is close. The hinged side nas plain ball bearings. Also mounted

on this shaft is the supply spool brake whose function is described in the

next section.

Figure 5-12 shows *.he sequence for changing supply spools.

First, (Figure 5-12A), the gate must be opened. This is easily done since

the shaft is not one piece but rather unscrews like a pool cue at a point

about one inch in from the gate bearing. Once the gate is open (Figure 5-1^8)

the setscrew on the mandrel is loosened and the mandrel slid off the shaft.
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l

Finally, (Figure 5-12C), the old core is removed. 	 Loading a new spool is

just the reverse procedure followed, of course, 6v ChreadinK the machine. 	 ^

There is one aspect of the supply spools themselves that

I
must be discussed. As stated previously, this machine requires that the

supply spools be already cut to width (12" in our case) and rolled multi-

ply (4 ply for the bottom lamina and 2 ply for the top). There are mary

machines available commercially that perfor;a these tasks on an industrial

scale but it is just not feasible for them to produce the comparatively

^	 tiny amounts that we require (a few hundred feet) to check out the operation

of our machine.

To circumvent this problem, `iBA has "jur y-rigged" small

versions of these large ma^nines to produce the laboratory-scale quantities

'	 of material t}tat we require.

The first of *_hese machines (Figure 5-13) is called a Slitter-

Rewinder. It is necessary because many manufacturers can produce materials

only in standardized widths so, if they don't have an expensive commercial

I
slitter:, must sell it that way to r_ustomers. Clear EVA, for example, comes

in 24 inch widths from Sprii^gborn Labs so the roil must be cut in }calf for

our use. Due to its sift, plastic nature, the roll cannot t2 cut by bulk

methods such as on a band saw. In addition, EVA cen[ains a relase sheet (to

keep it from sticking to itself) that must be slit simultaneously. Several

cutting techniques were tried. Scoring (pinchiaR between a sharp blade and

a hard surfsce) worked well on the EVA but wouldn't cut the paper. Fixed

razor blades were OK with tree paper but clogged up and tore the FVA. The

best solution we found was a high speed, toothless sawblade (actuall y ar.

^ adapted pizza cutting wheel!). The inset of Figure 5-13 show y the blade

poking through the clear. EVA with the relase sheet beaneath it. Sawdust

can be seen on the lower guide bar.

The white EVA presented still another problem. Since it

is not yet a commercial item, our roll was a short, experimental run.

This mean[ that it was rolled up by hand and the release sheet consisted

of dozens of individual overlapping squares of tissue. The entire roll had

i ,^
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to be first re-rolled rEplacing the individual sheets with a continuous

one. Also, the roll was of an odd width (32.5") whic}i we decided to slit

into thirds. This meant two passes through the slitter (there is only

one blade) resulting in a white F.VA roll which is slightly undersize (about

10.8").

Once all the materials are the correct width, they must be

rolled together in the corr^^t combinations to form the supply spools.

Figure 5-14 and 5-IS show the multi-ply roller we }lave devised. Figure 5-14

shows the machine set up to roll the 2-ply top lamina which consists of clear

EVA and Craneglas. Note the release sheet falling from the EVA (the Craneglas,

incidentally, acts as the release sheet in both supply spools). Figure 5-15

shows the same machine re-configured to produce the 4-ply bottom lamina which

consists of *lylar coated aluminum foil, Craneglas, white EVA, and Craneglas.

The inset shows how the four plys come together at the bottom (the edge

registration plates un the side of the spool have been removed for clarity).

^	 After this picture was taken, a take-up spool was instilled above the

EVA roll to wind up the relase sheet as the EVA unwinds.

5.2.2.6	 Web Tension Control
	 ^^

Tn order to have good control over the lamination material

(known as the web) it must be kept taut as it travels through the machine.

The design tension waG on the order of 3 lb. per inch of width (36 lb.

total) for the bottom lamina and 1 lb./in. (12 lb. total) for the top.

'These values came from guidelines established by the Chin film plastics

and paper industry for [heir high speed machines (hundr:ds of feet per

minute web speed). Whether thev held true for our very low speed (15 ft./

min.) machine had to be determined by experience. As expected, the nec-

essary tensions were somewhat lower: approximately 1 lb./in. for the

bottom lamina and less than 0.5 1L./in. for the top.

To maintain this tension in a controlled :Wanner, the web

passes over a dancer roller which is located between the supply 5poo1 and

the feed rollers (Figure 5-16 	 left). The dancer roller (su ^a-red brcause

it appears to "dance" un the web during operation) is mounted on a vertical,

pivoted am (Figure 5--16, right) and perforns several important functions
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of web control. First, the arr is spring loaded w;^ich applie.^ the control

tension to the web. Second, the position of the arm is used as feedback

by the supply spool brake to maintain a constant web tensior, which it does 	 ^^

in the following manner: if the web tension were to drop, the arm would

^

	

	 pivot forward in the direction cf the spring loar!. This motion applies

the b?ake more increasing the web tension. (;onversely, if the web tension

were to rice, the arm wou]d pivot_ back against the spring leas+. releasing

tre brake some and thus lowering the web tension. It should be mentioned

here that the brake is cf the external compression strap type (similar to

'	 the "Rocky ;fountain" brakes of early automobiles) with a 270° wrap of brake

r	 lining around [he drum. We havE designed it to be self de-energizing which,

II

	

	although requiring greater activation forces, is a very smooth and progress-

ive brake inherently free from chatter ar.d lockup.

r

The final function of the dancer arm is to provide web

std=age d^iring start-up and shut-down of the shuttle. The shuttle comes

up to speed ver;^ quickly (a few miliseconds} and since some material i^

stored in the dancer loop, the only part of the web t!;at must be accelerated

with the shuttle is the length between it and the dancer roller. The mass

of this small length is insi;ni.ficant compared to that of the shuttle itself.

After thc^ shuttle star s, the web tension rises very quickly exceeding the

desired level. To compensatz the dancer arm mo^^es the bra=ke to the full

off position which allows the supply spool to accelerate unimpeded. As the

^

	

	 spool unwind speed approaches the shuttle's speed, the da:cer moves fo r«atd

gradually applying the brake until the correct web tension is reacl-^ed. Since

the shu*_tle's acceleration is rigidly defined by the stepper motor, we selected

the other web tension design parameters (dance pivot length, brake diameter,

spring prelcads, etc.) to allow a full, 12" diameter supply spool to ^=ome up

^

	

	 to speed in a few tenths of a second; a twu-order-of-magnitude reduction

over a directly attached shuttle and spool.

When stopping the shuttle, the opposite happens. Tie shuttle

stops in, again, a few miliseconds but inertia causes the supp?_y spool to

continue unwinding. The web tension thus drops very quic'.cl y and ='ie darter

moves all the way forward applying the brake fully. This stops r_he spool

^, i
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and the materia] storEd by the dancer during the stop is used for the nett

start.

The first test of the web feeding system used a hand-rolled

4-ply supply roll of mylar coated aliminum foil, Craneglas, white ELBA,

j	 Craneglas (this roll i5 seen in Figures 5-12 and ;-16). The web tension

was far too high (ar, estimated 60-'0 lbs.) dui to too much brake force.

The springs that a?ply the preload to tl^e brake were resized to get the

web tension down to the desired levels. H^wev^r, since the machine requires

only very low web tension, the brake ma y not be required at all, i.e., the

'	 friction of *_t-^e web passing over the three rollers seems to be sufficient

j	 to keep it under control. The brake could be eliminated and the dancer arm

refitted with very light springs to perform onl;^ the start-up/shut-down

storage function.

5.2.2.7	 Plumbing any Ir.^erconnecticns

An enclosure installed at the base of the framework (Figure

5-1') houses all of the solenoid valves, terminal ;trips ar.d connectors.

Plumbing consists of inlet air fitting on the side of the

enclosure which is connected internally to a manifold. This, in turn,

i	 supplies air to the inlet side of all of the solenoid valves. From there,

^	 various runs of polyflow tubing connect the valves to the cylin^ers.

The electrical intPrconriections are slightl;o more involved.

^•	 There are five electrical connections to the enclosure, four of which can

be seen in the Figure. The leftmost three connect the station to the

control electronics, which are located in the cell stringing station's

enclosure as described in Section 3.4.3. Incidentally, the same se;; of

control electronics operates both the Automated Lamination station and

Automated Edge Seal Station. The discussion of the differences between

these and the control system for the cell stringer will be discussed in

Section 6.3.

The cab.1_e that attache' to round buck connector carries feed-

back signals from the limit switches back to the control s ystem. The rect-

angular connecters next to it earn • the cortmiand signals fro g: the dri •^er board.
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Inside the enclosure, these connectors branch out to a series of terminal

strips which can be seen directly behind t}^e connectors. From here the wires
^^

are either connected directly to devices in the encic^sure (the solenoid valves

and the solid state relays (SSR) that control the chamber heater) or exit out

the back of the enclosure to operate the stepper motors.

The rectangular connector with the cable plugged into it is

far operating the Layup Station. The c:3ble is switched to the other receptacle

when the vacuum chamber is in operation. Out of view around t}l e corner is a

}:ardwired cable which carries the power from the SSR's up to the chamber. It

also carries the command signal for the vacuum control solenoid located in the

chamber.

The rightmost cocinector in r.he figure is another hardwired

high current (60 A) line which provides the input power for the SSR's.

5.3	 Lamination chamber

Figure 5-18 illustrates the original design concept for the

Automated Lamina ion Chamber.

1

The design is based on the chamber developed by Tracor ^A

under JPL contract 955281. The internal dimensions are 13"x !̂ 9"xl/2" deep

^ '	 which allows 1/2" clearance around all sides of the 1'x4' panel.

The chamber proper is a piece of 1/4" thick aluminum sheet

with 1" diameter thick^o?11 aluminum tubing welded around the edge like a 	 `•

picture frame. The tuning plays the dual role of being the chamber sides

and vacuum manifold. Small holes drilled into the tubing form the vacuum

inlets.

The chamber sits on a box-like framework which both improves

its torsional rigidity and provides an aria tc mount the cover opening

mechanism, vacuum contro?_ solenoid, and all attend a::t wiring and plumbing.

Heat is supplied by a one-piece, 1'x4' flexible heating element

attached to the underside of the aluminum sheet.
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5.3.1	 Chamber Cover

^	 ^^►ThP chamber cover is based on the "vacuum bag" princirle as

was the cover of the previously developed chamber mentioned above. For

I
that chamber, the cover was simply a 1/4" thick sheet of silicon tubber

that reached to the outer edge of the chamber walls. Pieces of angle

were placed along tkie edge of the sheet and clamped in place with spring

clips. A film of vacuum sealing grease set3ed as the sea'. This arrange-

ment was able to sustain the minimum 27 in Hg required for lamination.

ITwo new cover concepts were developed for the chamber used

on this program. The earlier rigid frame, hinged cover concept, as shown

lin the Figure was replaced in favor of a rather novel all soft frameless

design. iJnfortunately, the "soft tip" concept could not t,e made to operate

satisfactorily within the time and budget constraint imposed; so we

returned to the original concept, although in a less automated mariner.

Both designs have distinct advantages, hence are both

presented.
^_

5.3.1.1	 Original Cover Concept

r

	

	
?'he cover in this concept consists of a metal framework

surrounding the rubber sheer. This both supports the sheet and provides

the mating surface for the vacuum seal. This seal is a permanent 0-ring

or soft rubber type mounted on the vacuum chamber walls. The majority

of the cc;ver area is still the flexible rubber sheet as is required by the

I

•	 "vacuum bag" concept.

Connecting the chamber body to the cover is a hinge upon which

were placed several design constraints resulting in the chosen configuration

as shown in the figure.

1	 The main constraint is that, in the open position, the cover

y	 must lie flat and the top of the cover be at least level with the top of

the chamber body and preferably lower. This is to allow clearance for the

chamber to pa y s under the Lamination Layup Scation.

S3
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^1	 The most straightforward way of doing this is to attach

^	 the cover by means of a continuous or "piano" hinge along the back

such as with a tool chest. There are several drawbacks to this design, 	 ^

however. First, a large vertical clearance is required to allow the

cover to swing open. Second, it is difficult to actuate in an automated

manner since the center of gravity of the cover follows a similar large

arc. This means that the moment reactions a[ the hinge (where the ac[^:.tors

would have to be attached) would be very large to start nrening the cover,

i

drop to zero at mid travel, and be very large the opposite direction. to

stop the cover. A third problem is that until the last instant of closing,

the cover is not parallel to the chamber body. This means that the sealing

i	 distances and forces a ye uneven being hen w along tl^C back and light along

the front. A final drawback is that the cover inverts every time it is

opened. This would have an unknown effect on the rubber diaphragm flexing

bac4: and forth. i
To avoid these problems, it was obvious that the cover should

be opened vertically a short distance, moved away horizontally and dropped

l

back dawn on^_e it is clear of the chamber. One possible way to do this is

with a non-linear slide such as used on the side doors of helicopters and

delivery vans. However, investigations into these devices showed them to he

rather intricate precisi^a c ►echaiii^-^ net re?]ty in keeping with the design

philusophy of this project.

A mo-e elegant solution is a simple 4-bar linkage with the

chamber cover and body forming two of the links as shown in the Fi¢ure.

It is R.echanically much simple than a slide while retaining the auvantagPs

of low maximum height and keeping the cover parallel to [he bo^l^ • at all times.

Additionally, it has the further advantage of allowing the cover to be

cropped as low as desired when opened. Finally, it is very eas y [o actuate

with either rotary actuators at the pivot points or linear actuators acting

on the links. Torsional springs installed at the pivots would support the

cover when open and preload it when closed to ensure a good vacuum seal.
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5.3.1.2	 Frameless "Soft Top" Design

In the first chamber desigr. sessions, the cover concEpt

wa^ modified by replacing the hinge links and frame with a "roll top desk"

arrangement (Figure 5-19). This consists of lengths of tubing attached length-

wise across the silicon rubber cover connected at the end by extended-pitch

roller chain. Large sprockets simply roll the cover up to open the chamber.

To automate the cover opening and closing, a loop of Berg

chain (a light-weight industrial chain consisting of small diameter stainless

steel cables with high strength plastic rollers) was attached to both ends of

the large chain and passed over the drive sprocket. There is a continuous

loop of chain around both ends of the chamber so that the cover is opened and

closed in much the same manner as a curtain rod.

The advantage of this arrangement is that the vertical clearance

required to open the cover is reduced to zero. This means that the chamber	 :.

can be opened while it is inside the lavup station's framework so that the

chamber-opening mechanism could be mounted on the framework rather than on the

chamber itself. The rationale behind this is twofold: First, in a production

situation, it greatly reduces the number of parts needed. On ^ production line

there could be up to 100 chambers for each layup station. Mounting the chamber

opening mechanism on the lavup station rather than the chamber reduced the

number of mechanisms required by 100 to 1. Second, and more subtly, it allows

the chamber to be urpowered while in tl^e station. The cha:^ber has power and

control cables and a vacuum line attached. If the layup station is being used

in a pass-through modem (tile chambers can either pass completely through the

station, as on a conveyer belt, or can be inserted and removed from the same

side) these lines wuuid have to be discon^ected to allow passage through the

station leavinb the chamber powerless.

Since we are not in a production situation, for simpl:cit}•

of design and construction, wP mounted the cover motor on the chamber itself.
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5.3.1.2	 Frameless "Soft Top" Desiuyn

In the fist c;^amber design sessions, the cover c_oncep[

was modified by replacing the hinge links and frame wirh a "roll top desk"

arrangement (Figure 5-19). This consists of lengths of tubing attached length-

wise across the silicon rubber cover connected at the end by extended-pitch

roller chain. Large sprockets simply roll the cover up [o open the chamber.

To automate the cover opening and closing, a loop of Berg

chain (a light-weight industrial chain consisting of small diameter stainless

steel cables with high strength plastic rollers) was attached to both ends of

the large chain and passed over the drive sprocket. There is a continuous

loop of chain around both ends of the chamber so ti^a[ ;'e cover is opened and

closed in much t}ie same manner as a curtain rod.

T}^e advantage of this arrangement is that the vertical clearance

required to open the cover is reduced to zero. :his means that the chamber

can be opened while it is inside the layup station's framework so [hat the

chamber-opening mechanism could be mounted on [he framework rather than on the

chamber itself. The rationale behind this is twofold: First, in a production

situation, it greatly reduces the number of parts needed. On a production line

there could be tip to 100 chambers for each layup station. Mouritiiig the chamber

opening mec;^anism on t}ie layup station rar.her than the chamber reduced the

number of mechanisms required b y 1^0 to 1. Second, and more subtly, it allows

the chamber to be urpowered while in the station. The chamber has power and

control cables and a vacuum line attached. If the layup station is being used

in a pass-through mode (the chambers can either pass completely through the

station, as on a conveyer belt, or can be inserted and removed from the same

side) these lines would have to be disconnected to allow passage through the

station leaving the ch ...: r potae-less.

Since we re not in a production situation, for simplicity

of design and construction, we mounted the cover motor on the chamber itself.
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The 1/8" Chick silicon rubber sheet originally used [o

form i !^e chamber cover proved to be too stiff to make a good seal w}^en

the chamber was first vacuum tested, even wit}i extensive clamping around 	 ..^

:he edge. Croce the chamber must he self sealing with no help from

clamps or o^'her aids, a three - pronged solution to the problem was devised.

First, the top ( sealing) surface of the "picture frame" tubing was fly

cut [o both increase r.he available surface area and [o ensure a uniform

sealing surface. Second. the rubber sheet was reduced to 1/16" thick to

help it conform to the chamber's shape. Lastly, the new sheet was of a

sof:er compound (40 Durometer instead of 50) to aid in its flexibility.

This solution worked well enough to cause another minor

problem. With the new rubber sheet simply lying on top of the chamber

(i.e. with no clamping or any o[he- aids) when the vacuum was applied,

the sheet would be sucked down conforming to the various shapes of chamber

and module, much like a vacuum forming process. In fact, it conformed so

well ttiat the sheet was pulled into the gap between the module and frame

r ^e cutting off the vacu^im to the module! The solution to this was to cut

s^^allow slots ( 1/16" deep) in the floor of the chamber from a point under-

rr^ath the module over to tine vacuum hole in the frame tube. In this way, 	 ^

even if the sheet is sucked completely to the floor of the chamber, it won't

be able to conform to the sharp edges of the slot snd the vacuum path to

the module will remain unrestricted.

These early tests were quite encouraging showing that a

plain rubber sheet could be self-sealing and have good draw-down.

Unfortunately, the chamber vacuum could not be pulled below ^0 in -H^; with

this arrangement, far short of the 27-28 in-Hg required for encapsulation.

The reason fir this inadequate performance is implicit in the last para-

grapn, i.e., the rubber sheet cou p? not conform completel y to the sharp

corners of the chamber. In fact, the 2G in-Hg level was achieved only

after extensive recontouring of the corners to make the tra,^sition more

gently.
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Despite the fact that this concept could not be me de

to work within our time and budget limitations, Tracer Mp .A feels that

its inherent advantages make it .^orthy of cont!nued study. An obvious

direction [o tr y is to replace the flat rubber sheet with one that has

a molded ridge that conforms to the sealing surfa`es of the chamber.

5.3.1.3	 Final Cover

Tn order to make the chamber operational to allow us to

produce the deliverable modules, a rigid frame was built Figure S-^0)

which is placed on top of the rubber sheet so that the edh^ of ;:he sheet

is compressed between _he frame and the chamber walls. Four toggle clamps

placed a'.ong the long sides of the c}iamber hold the cover in place.

However, this mean[ removing the automated cover opening mechanism as the

tubular supports would have been iii the wa y . 'fhi^ renders t t;e opening

and closing of t:.P chamber a manual operation as there was neither time

nor budget left to auto;nate this new cover. It should be nosed, though,

[hat [he new cover design is very similar to the original co:^cept as des-	 '

cribed in Section 5.3.1.1 aid that preliminary designs for automating the

co^^er therefore exist.

Even .hough the chamber cover is no longer autorated

(actually this was not a contractual requirement. but rather was done in

the spirit of the program i.e., totall y automating the process) the

prucess cycle is completely automatic. This includes the controlled pump-

dowr. (to avoid cell breakage), rapid heat [o cure temperature, };olc'ing at

p ure temperature for the correct duration, cool down and finally vacuum

release.

5.3.2	 Process Control and Instrumentation

Since the chamber is of automated design, a certain amount

of feedbac^C instrumentation i; required. However, due to the very flexible

nature of our contro. system, [his can be kept to a minimum. Fzedback

instrumentation consists of a vacuum transducer connected to the manifold

to monitor chamber pressure and a small number of thermistors to monitor

temperature. Control Cquipmen[ involves only a solenoid valve io regulate

ti8
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1

c}iamber pressure and some high output power transistors to supply power to

the chamber heater. Power connections are made through the Lamination

Station's junction box as described in Section 5.2.2.7. The control system
	

^^^
command cable is plugged into the third receptacle from the left in Figure

5-17. The high current cable is connected to a receptacle on the chamber

sidewall. This suppl_i.es power to both the chamber heater and vacuum control

solenoid. Feedback from the thermistor and vacuum transducer are output to

a round connector on the chamber identical to the one on the far left of

Figure 5-17. During chamber operation, the feedback cable is Transferred

from the junction box to the chamber.

5.4	 Multiple Chamber Studv

Our Automated Lamination System is based on the concept of

a single, high-speed (1 module/min.) layup station combined with a large

number of modular encapsulai:t curing chambers. In a production situation

at least 60 of these thernial/vacuum curing chambers would he interfacing

with the single chamber loading/unloading mac}^i.ne. (At present, a one hour

cure cycle to evacuate, heat, hold for cure, and cool seems quite feasible,

based on current JPL research).

To complete this concept, it was required that we identify

production-feasible methods of cycling large numbers of modules through

the curing cycle at the specified r.hruput rate.

As with most production processes, a high volume curing

syste-n can be of two types: continuous or batch. ,^ candidate system for

each is d{^c^issed.

5.4.1	 Continuous Curing

Figure 5-21 s}iows a viable concept for continuous curing

of modules using discrete chambers. They are placed on a carousel which

circulates t}^rough the Lamination Layup Station and are loadea and unloaded

by the robot. In the center is the equipment for supplying power (for

heat) and vacuum for each chamber. Also in the center is the control equip-

ment for cycling each chamber independently.
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A major consideration is to minimize the floor space

required. If the 1 ft. wide chambers are spaced 1 ft. apart, then 60
	 ^•y+

chambers require (1+1) x 60	 120 linear .'t. of carousel.

A circular carousel with a mean diameter of aG ft. wo^_:ld

do it but the floor area required would be 150 ft 2 based on an outside

diameter of 44 ft.

A straight sided, round ended carousel (such as used for

luggage at airports) with 35 ft. long sides spaced 16 ft. apart has

sufficient length and ocr r ..s ur.ly  10].4 ft 2 based on outside dimensions.

This still leaves a 12'x3 space in tfte center nor control equipment.

5.4,2	 Batch Curing

An alternative to continuous curing :Q batC` curing which

can be done by a system similar to that in Figure 5-21. Considerable floor

space can b^. saved with this system, however, as the carousel is replaced

by a linear conveyor which runs from the layup station to a pair of Latch

processing chambers.	 1

Rather than laying up into ar. individual chamber, the module

is built u^ directly onto the conveyor surface. For a superstrate design,

the glass is laid down first and the module built face down from the top

down. For a substrate design, the bottom (substrate) layer is placed down

first and the module built face up from the bottom up. After the materials

have been placed, the conveyor Moves them to the batch chambers.

A minimum of two chamber,; are required, each holding one

"cure cycle's worth" (in *his case one hour) of output from the layup

station. In this way, while ane chamber is cycling, the other is being

unloaded/reloaded. As presently conceived, these chambers would have a

large number of racks, such as with large commercial ovens. Each module

position would have a diaphragm above it to supply the pressure required for

lamination.

6.0 PHASE FCUR: EDGE SEAL AND FINAL ASSE`iBLY

The goal of this phase is to take the encapsulated modules,

such as *^rould be removed from the lamination chamber aC tie end of its
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cycle, and turn them into field-installable solar panels.

This requires, at [he minimum, edge sealing, framing, and

the attacrmetit of (or installment into) a field support structure.

^^r opproach was to use MBA's Glass Reinforced Concrete

(GRC) as a combination substrate, edge fc^^,c and support structure. A

4'x8' GRC panel design was developed by MBA for JPI. under contract ±1955281

which was the basis for the panel used for the deliverables on this contract.

The GRC panel has a 1/4" deep indentation on the surface

which acts as an edge frame and allows the module's ;lass surface to be

flus}^ with the panel's concrete edge.

The edge seal (a hot melt Butyl) must be applied by a

machine that has controlled rectilinear motion.

Figuie 6-1 is the original concept sketch of the machine

necessary to meet these requirements. The }got melt applicator is held in

a fixture that allows it to be moved over the GRC panel in both the Y a.d

Y axes independently.

One of the details discussed when setting up the require-

4ients for the deliverables was whether the GRC panel would be large and

accommodate several modules such as shown in t;^e figure, of be able to

accommodate only one module each. This latter form would be for feasibility

demonstration only since such a configuration would have ver y Door array

packing densities.

It was decided that the machine should have the capacity

to do a 4'x8' (which is becoming an industry standard) but t}^at the actual

deliverables would probably be smaller for ease of portability.

6.1	 Sequence of Operations

The general sequence of operations for the edge seal machine

(processing eight 1'x4' modules per CRC panel) is:

1) The edge sealant is applied along the three sides

of the GR.0 panel where the edges of module lil will

make contact.

r^
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2) Module 111 is placed into the GRC panel b y the

robot.

3) Edge sealant is applied to the panel where the 	
v^

two short sides of module 112 ;.rill make conts^ct

and along the fourth side of module lil where the

two modules ,join.

4) Module 112 is placed into the GRC aanel by the

robot.

5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated five times for :nodules

3 thru 7.

6) Edge sealant is applied [o all fear sides of the
n,

remaining opening in Che GRC panel.

1) Module 118 is placed into the GRC panel by the

robot.

8) The panel is removed for attachment of electrical

hardware followed by packing and shipping to the 	 .^

installation site.

9) A new (empty) GRC panel is put in place and the

cycle starts over.

The cycle time of the Edve Seal machine would be r.ied to

that of the encapst,lation station, i.e., approximately one minute per module

or eight minutes for a 4':.8' panel.

It should be noted that while a 4'x8' panel is the maximum

size that the machine can process, there is no limit to .^ner the minimum

size or graduation of the sizes. Being driven b y Stepper motors controlled

by an interactive computer, the machine can handle any size or s};ape panel

toit'iin the resolution of the steppers. Of course, rectangular panels are

better suited as the control system's digital nature may become apparent

if it tries to follow odd angles or compound curves.
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6.2	 Hardware Development

This station had a relatively short development period

as a large number of standardized components could be used.

The machine is composed of three components: shuttle,

i

	 carriage, and fr. .zme. An explanation and description of these components

follows. Figure 6-2 is a general view of the completed machine with a

2'x4' GRC panel in position for processing.

6.2.1	 Frame

Since the Edge Seal machine was designed to apply a hot

melt seal to multiple modules ( up to eight 1'x4'), the simplicity of

inserting and removing GRC panels had to be considered. A standard industrial

roller conveyor was decided upon to roll GRC panels into p^^sition and

provide [he basic frame for the res^ of she machine.

The frame is the support on which the carriage travels

back and forth. The frame has no moving parts, other than the unpowered

conveyor rollers. 	 ^

6.2.2	 Carria e

The carriage supports the tracks upon which the shuttle

rolls. The carriage itself is mounted on rollers which move along tracks

or. the frame perpendic^.:lar to the shuttle. Figure 6-3 shows the ca=riage

sitting in position on the frame with the shuttle, in turn, on it.

The main purpose of the carriage is to move the shuttle

along the Y Axis* on top of the frame. The carriage " crawls" along the

frame by using a sprocket and chain arrangement driven at both ends via

a drive shaft. It has floating rollers on one end to allow for misal'_gn-

ment of the frame. The chain that both the shuttle and carriage " crawl"

on is Aerg chain, identical to that described in Section 5.3.1.2.

* X axis refers to the G' 1Fngth of the GRC Panel, Y axis is the 8' length.
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6.2.3	 Shuttle

Figure h-4 shoes the shuttle sitting on cop of [he carriage. 	 ^,

The purpose of the shuttle is to hold the hot melt applicator secure

wt;11e moving in a controlled linear motion. The s}cu[cle is powered by a

horizontally mounted motor, and "crawls" along the X axis b y using a

sprocket and chain arrangem^n[. To allow for misalignment of the carr!aRe

tracks, fixed rollers were used on one side of the shuttle and floating 	 •

rollers on the opposite side.

6.2.4	 General

A novel method to control the cables as the shuttle moves

acrnss the panel Baas develo ped. The two sets of wires g one set for the	 ^

drive motor and one set for the trot melt gun) are each run through a piece

of 1/2" ID coiled air hose. These are then supported on either side of the

shuttle in a manner that a'.lows the hose to uncoil as the shuttle travels

across the panels (Figure 6-5). llhen the shuttle returns, the hose, being 	 ^

self storing, simply coils up out of the way.

Tests were run [hat drive [he hot melt gun both in rectangles	 ^

(i.e. running the X axis a^^d Y axis motors indi^ • iduall y ) and along diagonals

(running both motors simultar^eeusly). To exNand on that last point; actually

the control s ystem cannot run both motors at the same time. Instead, the

software routines that run the motors are set up to operate each motor for

on'_y one step (1/200 of a revolution or 0.04" of travel) at a time. These

are then placed in a loop to control the number and sFeeo of the 3teFs.

The speed of the computer's execution is such that [he motion is indistin-

guishable from true simuitan^ous operation.

The hot melt gun was teLted to de[erm:ne two ia^portant

operating parameters: the extrusion rate of the brad and the consumption

rate of the Butyl supply rope. The results turned out to be an aln.^st

exact 2t1 ratio with the bead extruded at approximately ^ '_n!sec and [he

supply rop y being co[c^umed a[ 1 in/sec. The supply spools are approxima'ei^•

50 ft. each meaning that 100 ft ^ bead could be extruded from each spool.

This is sufficient to edge seal two 4'x8' panels consisting of eight
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î ^
1'x4' modules each.

6.3	 Control Electronics	 4

The same set of control Electronics is used to control

both the Lami:^ation Station and Edge Sealing mach ne. They are basicaiiy

the same as thuse that control the previous cell stringing station but

with some important differences. They consist of an interface boars which

converts the computer's output data into discrete on/off commands, a high

current driver board which amplifies these low level commands to operate

solenoid valves and stepper motors and finally, an isolator board which

`s placed between the other two to protect the delicate i^^terface board

from any hig« current surges. The interface board also contains small

reed relays to interface with the Unimate robot. All of this equipment

us e s the same circuit designs as that on the cell preparation station.

Since the control requirements for this equipment are 	 ;

identical for all of the new machines, and since the y will never be operated

at the same time, as a matter of economy and expediency;, we used the same

set of electronics for all three new machines (from a control star:dpoint,

the Lamination Chamber is considered a separate machine). Quick disconnectors

were used so that the cables could be easily switched. In a production situation,

of course, each machine would have its owr, controller and even in our case

separate computer program:; for each of the three :nachines are required.

There are some additional elec_ronics in •:olved with these

three new machines to handle requirements not encountered with the original

cell stringing system. First is the ability to handle AC line voltage at

high current. On the Lamination Chamber, this is necessary to run the chamber

heater.

On the Edge Sealing machine, bot^i the hot melt gun heater

and feed motor (not to be confused with the shuttle and carriage dri •3e motors

which are DC steppers) run on AC. This requirement is reef by high Curren*_

solid state relays (SSR) which are operated by the existing driver transistors.
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The other new _equirement pertains to the Lamination

Chamber only. The chamber has many analog sensing elements (thermistors 	 `^^

and a vacuum transducer as detailed in Section 5.3) whose signals oust

be converted to digital to be understood by the computer. Rather than

^.	 hooking up each sensor to i*_s own A to D convertor (which are quite

_	 expensive) we are using a multiplexer to scan the senscrs on a time sharing

basis. The multiplexer we are usi-:g (a Motorola 1'+051) can handle up to

8 inputs at one time and output them to a single A to D convertor in a

controlled fashicn.

Control routines were written for each individual function

on the new machines, e.g., shuttle drive, shear solenoid, etc. Each function

could *_hen be operated from the computer keyboard simply by giving the RUN

command for the appropriate routine. Tha generalized controlling program was

then created by placing all of the individual function routines in the correct

order separated by timing wait. The duration of these waits is determined

empirica'_ly making this (naturally) ^ repetitive and time consuming pro:ess.

7.0 PHASE FIVE: FABRICATION

This phase is fairly self es-planatory. It requires the fab-

rication of six 4ft 2 modules ready to be installed in the field. The cells

are to be laid up and interconnected using the equipment developed during

the previous contract (and improved during this one). The inter-connected

cells are to be encapsulated, edge sealed and framed using equipment developed

during this contract.

7.1	 Deliverable Specifications

It was decidzd early in the program that t:ie module size would

be 1'x4' aciri that the composition would be the Spectrolab laminate as des-

cribed in Section 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5-4. The cell circuit would

be patterned after an older ARCO design with 3^ series connected cells in

three rows of twelve-eleven-twelve. There is an ou*_put connector at each end;

i.e., no pus bars, just end tabs.

In order to demonstrate the mult:.ple-size capability of the
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Final Assemi,ly Station, these six mod^^les have to be laid up on at least

two different size GRC substrates. The final size of the substrates was 	 ,^,,,
,^

not decided upon until fai-ly late in the prog-am. For ease of portability

during JPL testing it was decided to keep the overall size small. The

final deliverable panels are a combination of 1'x4' (one module per panel)

and 2'x4' (2 modules per panel) substrates. Figures 7-? and i-2 are design

sketches of the 1'x4' and 2'x4' GRC panels respectively.

As mentioned in the previous section, these panels are based

on a 4'x8' panel deve^.oped under a previous contract. Since time and budget

constraints did not allow a full stress analysis of the design, it was decided

^	 to err on the conservative side and retain the full sized trapazoidal stiff-

ening beam on both panels (one on the 1'x4' and `wo on the 2'x4') rather than

i	 scaling it down. As this beam was designed to provide adequa*_e stiffness

to the much larger 4'x8' panel, these small panels are somewhat over designed

for strength. Another small change from the 4'x8' design is that the new

^	 panels have a 1" wide raised lip around their perimeter which acts as an

edge frame whereas the larger pan e l was flat.

I	 The actual fabrication of these panels was sub-contracted to

a local firm that that has GRC spraying equipment and specializes in prototype

^	 runs. This provided a considerable savings to the program as the major cost

of anv short run GRC fabrication involv^:s the setup and breakdown (and in

I	
our case refurbishment) of the spraying equipment. Since this vendor is

I	 already set up for short runs, we paid only for the materials and labor involved

with the actual spraying of the panels. The molds used in the fabrication

were built and checked by MBA before being shipped [u the •aendor.

The e^;*_ra strength inherent in this design allowed us to take

advantage of another advance. Despite all of its ad^^antages, the big draw-

back to GRC panels, compared to more conventional array structures, is •weight.

This vendor has perfected a series of lightweight GRC materials that trade

off weight for strength. They rangE from the immensEly strong, but very

heavy, standard GRC, usable as a structural material, to a very 1ib^t, air

filled version suitable only for decorative castings such as artificial brick.

Our panels were made from a middle weight material that replaces the sand

^,

1
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chamber pressure and some high output power transistors to supply power to

the chamber heater. Power connections are made through tae Lamination

Statiot:'s junction box as described in Section 5.2.2.7. The control system

command cable is plugged into the third receptacle from the left in Figure

^	 5-17. The high current cable is connected to a receptacle on the chamber

sidewail. This supplies power to both the chamber heater and vacuum control

solenoid. Feedback from the thermistor and vacuum transcucer ' •-e output to

a round connector on the chamber identical to the one on the far. lef[ of

Figure 5-17. During chamber operation, the feedback cable is Transferred

from the junctio:^ box to the chamber.

5.4	 Multiple Chamber Stud

Our Automated Lamination System is based on the concept of

a single, high-speed (1 module/min.) la} •up station combined with a large

number of modular encapsular..*_ curing chambers. In a production situation

at least 60 of these thermal/vacuum curing chambers would he interfacing

with the single chamber loading/unloading machine. (At present, a one hour

cure cycle to evacuate, treat, hold for cure, and cool seems quite feasible,

based on .:u^-ent JPL research).

T, complete this concept, it was -required that we identify

production-feasible methods of cycling large numbers of modules through

the curing cycle at the specified t}iruput rate.

As with most production processes, a high volume curing

system can be of two types: continuous or batch. A candidate system for

each is d' ^ c^issed .

5.4.1	 Continuous Curi

Figure 5-21 s}iows a viable concept for continuous curing

of modules using discrete chambers. They are placed on a carousel waich

circulates through the Lamination Layup Station and are loaded and unloaded

by the robot. In the center is the equipment for supplying power (fog

heat) and vacuum nor each chamber. Also in the center is the control equip-

ment for cycling each chamber independently.

♦^
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A major consideration is to minimize the floor space

required. If the 1 ft. wide chambers are spaced 1 ft. apart, then 60 	 ^►

chambers require (1+1) x 60 = 120 linear ft. of carousel.

A circular carousel with a mean diameter of SG ft. would

do it but the floor area required would be 1520 ft 2 based on an outside

diameter of 44 ft.

A straight sided, round ended carousel (such as used for

luggage at airports) with 35 ft. long sides spaced 16 ft. apart has

sufficient length and occupies only 1014 ft 2 based on outside dimensions.

This sti^l leaves a 12'x35' space in the center nor control equipment.

5.4,2	 Batch Curing

An alternative to continuous curing is batch curing which

can he dc:ne by a system similar to that ici Flgure 5-21. Considerable floor

space can be. saved with this system, however, as the carousel is replaced

by a linear conveyor which runs from the layup station to a pair of Latch

processing chambers.

Rather than laying up into ar. ircliv?dual chamber, the module

is built up directly onto the conveyur surf,3ce. For a superstrate design,

the glass is laid down first and the module built face down from the top

down. For a substrate design, the bottom (substrate) layer is pla y ed down

first and the module built face up from the bo*_tom up. Af*_er the materials

have been placed, the conveyor coves them to the batch chambers.

A minimum of two chambers are required, each holding one

"cure cycle's worth" (in *_his case one hour) of output from the layup

station. In this way, while one chamber is cycling, the other is being

unloaded/reloaded. As presently conceived, these chambers would have a

large number of racks, such as with large ccmmercial ovens. Each module

position could have a diaphragm above it to supply the pressure required for

lami^^ation.

6.0 PHASE FCUR: EDGE SEAL AND FINAL ASSEMBLY

The goal of this phase is to take the encapsulated modules,

such as would be removed from the lamination chamber at the end of its
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cycle, and turn them into field-installable solar panels.
^^

This requires, at the minimum, edge sealing, framing, and

the attact•.ment of (or instillment into) a field support structure.

^^r opproach was to use *iBA's Glass Reinforced Concrete

(GRC) as a combination substrate, edge f^^^^e and support structure. A

4'x8' GRC panel design was developed by :•'BA for JPI. under contract 11955281

which was the basis for the panel used for the deliverables on this contract.

The GRC panel has a 1/4" deep indentation on the surface

which '^ as an edge frame and allows [he module's lass surface to be

flush with the panel's concrete edge.

The edge seal (a hot melt Butyl) must be applied by a

machine that has controlled recti':aear motion.

Figuie 6-1 is the original concept sketch of the machine 	 ;:^

necessary to meet these requirements. The trot melt applicator is held in

a fixture that allows it to be moved over the GRC panel in both the Y and

Y axes independently.

One of the details discussed when setting up the require-

..ants for the deliverables was whether the GRC panel would be large and

accommodate several modules such as shown in t;^e figure, of be able to

accommodate only one module each. This latter form would be for feasibility

demonstration only since such a configuration would have very poor array

packing densities.

It was decided that the machine should have the capacity

to do a 4'x8' (which is becoming an industry standard) but that the actual

deliverables would probably be smaller for ease of portabili^y.

6.1	 Sequence of Operations

The general sequence of operations for the edse seal machine

(processing eight 1'x4' modules per GRC panel) is:

1) The edge sealant is applied along _he three sides

of the GRC panel where the edges of module 111 will

make contact.
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Z) Module ltl is placed into [he GRC panel by [he

robot.

v
3) Edge sealant is applled to the panel where the 	 f`

two short sides of module tt2 sill make contact

and along the fourth side of module l^l ^^here the

two r.^odules join.

4) Module /t? is placed into the GRC panel by the

robot.

5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated five times for modules

3 thru 7.

6) Edge sealant is applied to all four sides of the

remaining opening in the GRC panel.

7) Module (t8 is placed into the GRC p2.ne1 by the

robot.

8) The panel is removed for attachment of electrical

hardware followed by packing acid shipping t^ the

installation site.

9) Anew (empty) GRC p3ne1 is put in place and the

cycle starts over.

The c^^cle time of the Edve Seal machine would be Tied to

that of the encapsulation station, i.e., approximately one minute per module

or eigF^t ;minutes for a 4':.8' panel.

It should be noted [hat while a 4'x8' panel is the maximum

size that the machine can process, there is no limit to either the :minimum

size or graduation of the sizes. Being driven by stepper motors controlled

by an interactive computer, the machine can handle any size or s}iape panel

^ait'iin the resolution of the steppers. Of course, rectangular panels are

better suited as the control system's digital nature may become apparent

if it tries to follow odd angles or compound curve.
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6.2	 Hardware Development

This station had a relatively short development period
	 ^^

as a large number of standardized components could be used.

The machine is composed of three components: shuttle,

carriage, and frame. An explanation and description of these components

follows. Figure 6-2 is a general view of the completed machine with a

2'x4' GRC panel in position for processing.

6.2.1	 Frame

Since the Edge Seal machine was designed to apply a hot

melt seal [o multiple modules (up to eight 1'x4'), the simplicity of

inserting and removing GRC panels had to be ^:onsidered. A standard industrial

roller conveyor was decided upon to roll GRC panels into p^^sition and

provide the basic frame for the res^ of the machine.

The frame is the support on which the carriage travels

back and forth. The frame has no moving parts, other than the unpowered 	 y

conveyor rollers.	 ^

6.2.2	 Carria e

The carriage supports the Cracks upon which the shuttle

rolls. The carriage itself is mounted on rollers which move along tracks

or. the frame perpendic^.:lar to th e shuttle. Figure 6-3 shows the carriage

sitting in position on the frame with the shuttle, in turn, on i[.

The main purpose of the carriage is to move the shuttle

along the Y ,1xis* on top of the frame. fhe carriage "crawls" along the

frame by using a sprocket and chain arrangement driven at both ends via

a drive shaft. It has floating rollers on one end to allow for m^sal'gn-

ment of the frame. The chain that both the shuttle and carriage "crawl"

on is Berg chain, identical to that described in Section 5.3.1.2.

* X axis refers to the 4' 1Fngth of the GRC Panel, Y ar.is is the 8' length.
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6.2.3	 Shuttle

Figure 6-4 sho^+a the shuttle sitting on top of the carriage. 	 ^^

The purpose of the shuttle is to hold the hot melt applicator secure

wi:ilc moving in a controlled linear motion. The shuttle is powered by ^

horlZOntally mounted motor. and "crawls" along the X axis b y using a

sprocket and chain arrangement. To allow for misalignment of the carriage

tracks, fixed rollers were used on one side of the shuttle and floating 	 •

rollers on the opposite side.

6.2.4	 General

A novel me[}iod to control the cables as the shuttle moves

across the panel ^^as develo ped. The two sets of wires 'one set for the

drive motor and one set for the trot melt gun) are each run through a piece

of 1/2" ID coiled air hose. These are then supforted on either side of the

shuttle in a manner that a'.lows the hose to uncoil as the shuttle travels

across the panels (Figure 6-5). Idhen the shuttle returns, [he hose, being 	 ^

self storing, simply coils up out of the wa}•.

Tests were run that drive [he hot melt gun both in rectangles 	 ^

(i.e. running the X axis and Y axis motors individuall y ) and along diagonals

(run.iing both motors simultaneousl}• ). To ex .^and on that last point; actually

the control s y stem cannot run both motor., at tl^e same time. Instead, the

software routines that run the motors are se[ up to operate each motor for

on'_y one step (1/200 of a revolution or 0.04" of [ra^ •el) at a tine. These

are then a laceu In a loop to control the number and sFeea of the stel.s.

The speed of the computer's execution is such chat the motion is indistin-

guish:^ble from true simu:tan^ous operation.

The hot melt Kun was tested to determine two important

^peratinq parameters: the extrusion rate of the bead and the consumption

rate of the Butyl supply rope. The results turned out [o be an aln^st

exact 2 : 1 ratio with the bead extruded ct approximatel y ^_ n!sec and the

supply rope heing cou^umed at 1 in/sec. The supply spools are approxir:ately

SO ft. ^ar_h meaning ttlat 100 ft of beat could be extruded from each spool.

This is sufficient co edge seal two 4'x8' panels consisting of eight
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1'x4' modules each.

6.3	 Control Electronics

The same set of control_ electronics is used to control

both the Lamination Station and Edge Sealing machine. They are basically

the same as those that control the previous cell stringing station but

with some important differences. The y consist of an interface board which

converts [he computer's output data into discrete on/off commands, a high

current driver board which amplifies these low level commands to operate

sol^_noid valves and stepper motors and finally, an isolator board «Bich

is placed between the other two to protect the delicate i^^terface beard

from any high current surges. The interface board also contains small

reed relays to interface with the Unimate robct. ail of this equipment

us er s the same circuit designs as that on the cell preparation station.

Since the control requirements for, this equipment are

identical for all of the new machines, and since they will never be operated

at the same time, as a matter of econocny and expediency, we used the same

set of electronics for all three new machines (from a control standpoint,

the Lamination Chamber is considered a separate machine). Quick disconnectors

were used so that the cables could be easily switched. In a production situation,

of course, each machine would have its own controller and even in our case

separate computer programs for each of the three :rachines are required.

iiiere are some additional electronics ineolved with tr:ese

three new machines to handle requirements not encountered with the original

cell stringing system. First is the ability to handle AC line voltage at

high current. On the Lamination Chamber, this is necessary tc run t!'^e chamber

heater.

On the Edge Sealing machine, both the hot melt gun heater

and feed motor (not to be confused with the shuttle and carriage drive motors

w!:ich are DC steppers) run on AC. This requirement is met by high Curren*_

solid state relays (SSR) which are operated by the exi:Ming driver transistors.

^.
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The other new requirement pertains to the Lamination

Chamber only. The chamber has many analog sensing elements (thermistors 	 `^^

and a vacuum transducer as detailed in Section 5.3) whose signals rust

he converted to digital to be understood by the computer. Rather than

hooking up each sensor to ids own A to D convertor (which are quite

expensive) we are using a multiplexer to scan the senscrs on a time sharing

^,	 basis. The multiplexer we are usi:^g (a Motorola 14051) can handle up to

8 inputs at one time and output them to a single A to D convertor in a

^	 controlled fashicn.

Control routines were written for each individual function

on the new machines, e.g., shuttle drive, shear solenoid, etc. Each function

could then. be operated from the computer keyboard simply by giving the RUN

command for the appropriate routine. The generalized controlling program was

ci;en created by placing all of the individual function routines in the correct

order separated by timing wait. T11e duration of these waits is determined

empir°_ca^ly making this (naturally) ^ repetitive and time consuming pro:ess.

7.0 Pi-IASE FIVE: FABRICATION

This phase is fairly self er• planatory. It requires the fab-

rication of six 4ft Z modules read y to be installed in the field. The cells

are to be laid up and interconnected using the equipment developed during

the previous contract (and improved during this one). The inter-connected

cells are to be encapsulated, edge sealed and framed using equipment developed

during this contract.

7.1	 Deliverable Specifications

It was decided early in the program that the module size would

be 1'x4' acid that the composition would be the Spectrolab laminate a; des-

cribed in Se^.tion 5.2 and ill^^strated in Figure S-4. The cell circuit would

^^e patterned after an older ARCO design with 35 series connected cells in

three rows of twelve-eleven-twelve. There is an output connector a[ each end;

i.e., no pus hats, just end tabs.

In order to demonstrate the multiple-size cGpabilit y of the

1
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Final Assembl}• Station, these six modl^les have to be laid up on at least

two different size GRC substrates. The final size of the substrates was

not decided upon until fairly late in the program. For ease of portability

during JPL testing it was decided to keep the overall size small. The

final deliverable panels are a combination of 1'x4' (one module per pan?1)

and 2'x4' (2 modules per panel) substrates. Figures 7-1 and i-2 are design

sketches of the 1'x4' and 2'x4' GRC panels respectively.

As mentioned in the previous section, these panels are based

on a 4'x8' panel developed under a previous contract. Since time and budget

constraints did not allow a full stress analysis of the design, it was decided

to err on the conservative side and retain the full sized trapazoidal stiff-

ening beam on both panels (one on the 1'x4' and `wo on the 2'x4') rather than

scaling it down. As this beam was designed to provide adequa*_e sticfness

to the much larger 4'x8' panel, these small panels are somewhat over designed

for strength. Another small change from the 4'x8' design is that the new

panels have a 1" wide raised lip around their perimeter which acts as an

edge frame whereas the larger panel was flat.
n^^

The actual fabrication of these panels was sub-contracted to

a local firm that that has GRC spraying equipment and specializes in prototype

runs. This provided a considerable savings to the program as the major cost

of any short run GRC fabrication involves the setup and br?akdown (and in

+	 our case refurbishment) of the spraying equipment. Since this vendor is

already set up for short runs, we paid only for the materials and labor involves'

with the actual spraying of the panels. The molds used in the fabrication

were built and checked by ?KBA before being shipped to the vendor.

The ea:*_ra strength inherent in this design allowed us to take

advantage of another advance. Despite all of its ad^^antages, the big draw-

back to GRC panels, compared to more conventional array structures, is •weight.

This vendor has perfected a series of lightweight GRC materials that trade

off weight for strength. They range from the immensely strong, but very

heavy, standard GRC, usable as a structural material, to a very light, air

filled version suitalle only for decorative castings such as artificial brick.

Our panels were made from a middle weight material that replaces the sand
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with dia[omaceous earth. The strength is still more r.han alequate while

at the same time realizing a considerable weight savings. 	 ti^

7.2	 Deliverable Fabrication

The fabrication of the deliverable modules was divided,

;iaturally enough, into cell stringing, laminate layup tint: curing, anti

edge sealing. Performance in each of these areas is discussed.

7.2.1	 Cell Stringing

Modifications to the cell stringing s;:stem were comple[ed,

as contractually obliged, by 31 December 1980. The s ystem was operating

quite well and was, in fact, used two months later to make a demonstration

videotape for the 17th T'IM in February 1981. At that point, t;-P system

was left idle while work concentrated on the development of the Automated

Lamination Staticn and Final Assembles Station.

When the system was re-activated for fabri^.ation of deliverables

in early August, it was found to be in very goon? condition overall. The cell

feed, ce_1 orient; ribbon feed, crimp and cut mechanisms; robot pick and

place, heat and interface, were al] working properly (which means, by implic-

ation, that the entire control network was functioning as well).

The solder paste dispensing manifold, howev 	 had deteriorated

significantly. The paste in it had solidified rock hard mud even after

repeated cleaning and reaming, the nozzles could not be made to operate sat-

isfactorily. The paste pattern dispensed was spotty and uneven at best and

was a tremendous mess at worst! In the interest of expedienc y• jn building

these strings, it was decided tr.at the solder paste would be applied by hana.

A solution to this problem is presented in "Recommendations", Section 8.1.2.

There was another development, this one be yond our control,

that also prevented a fully automated cell stringing. Our :_vstem requires

that the entire backside of tl^e cell be available as a contact surface.

Ici our system, a certain amount of convergence, divergence or even a slight

offset of the leads is i.nevitible.
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The cells used in the deliverables are the current production

cell from ARCO Solar. The decision to use these cells was based on ARCO
,^

having supplied us with materials in the past and, consequentl y , our machine

^	 being designed around the ARCO metalization pattern. Unfortunately, in their

effort to improve performance and lower costs, ARCO Fas produced a cell that

is no longer completely compatible with our machine. The back contact of

this c^^11 is mostl y a non-solderable aluminum surface. Actual electrical contact

is achieved by :. dual row of silver pads in a pattern. identical to that on the

front side. This means that the back side ribbon alignment is bus[ as critical

as the front side. As our machine has no provisions [o do this operation,

it had to be done by hand also.

7.2.2	 Laminate Lavup

All of the components of the Lamination Layup ^^achine were

tested individually during construction. True operational testing could not

begin, however, sntll we had the actual materials. Orice ail lamination

materials were in house, the multi-ply supply spools could be wound using

our multi-ply roller described in Section 5.2.2.5. Due to the loose wrapping

of this hand operated device, there were only about 150 ft. on a 12" diameter

spool. Commercial rewinders, with tighter web tension control, could achieve

two or three times that amount for the same diameter.

The results of the operational tests were quite encouraging

with most of the mechanisms working correctl y with little or no adjustments.

An early concern was alleviated when the feed rollers were able to easily

feed the encapsulant materials into the shuttle. It Baas feared that either

[he motor torque and/or the roller friction against the encapsulant would be

insufficient to o-^ercome the brake force. Happily, this was not the case

although the vFry fragile Cranegias web did tear while starting during

several tests showing that the brake's holding force was still slightly

too high. Lowering the brake preload solved this problem. The shuttle,

too, had more than adequate torque for pulling the web against the control

brake. However, it appeared at firs r. as if the shu'tle's clamp would need

some modification. Although the material fed smoothly into the clamp, the

1
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clamping force was too low to prevent the material from pulling out of

the clamp while it was being drawn out against the brake. The problem

'urned out to be self correcting when we lowered the bake force as 	 ^

mentioned above. The sh •.ttle now pulls the material smoothly and evenly

in both directions.

Laying up of the actual deliverable panels presented

surprisingly few problems. The materials were measured, cut, and laid

into the chamber with good consistency. ^n adjustment of the material's

position vas needed only if the chamber was not placed firmly aRair.st its

locator stops.

On a somewhat surprising note, the top lamina did not seem

to disturb the positions of the cells in the string as it was dragged over

then for final positioning. Our suspicion is that the Crangelas layer

under the EVA provides a smooth, low, friction surface to slide over the

cells.

7.t.3	 Encapsulation

The automated encapsulation chamber had some interesting	 i''

teething problems other than those of the cover previously discussed. The

original strip-type ribbon heater burned out spectacularly several times

before being replaced with the custom made heater blanket now used. The

poly flow (plastic) tubing going to the vacuum transducer melted every

cycle while the main vacuum line located less than an inch away (same

r.iaterial) remained intact. The transducer line was replaced with copper

pipe.

Once these minor problems were solved, however, she chamber

performed with monotonous regularity. Figure 7-3 is the cure cycle used

in the controlling computer program. It is based on a combination of both

the Springborn and Spec[rolab cilre cycles, plus the results of our own

experiences. The complete specification is included as Appendix D.

Test modules were made using cell fragments or "dead"

strings to experiment with some of the parameters. Pre-heating the chamber

to 150°F before pumpdown was tried in an effort to eliminate cell cracking
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by softening the EVA, thu g giving the cells freedom to displace slightly

during pumpdown. This tecl^mique did seem [o eliminate crackin t but the
	 ^^

	^	 softened EVA tended to "seal off" areas of the module resulting in massive

bubbles each covering as much as a two to three cell area.

	

'	 A total of. five test modules, plus eight production modules,

were made with the best six being delivered to JPL. As is common with

R5U programs, however, er.periments continued well into the :Waking of the

"production" modules. In one notable occurrence, a production module was

	

' ^	 being made after normal working hours. A maintenance man, on his normal

rounds, unknowingly shut off power to the (temporarily) unattended system

	

`	 less than halfway into the 30 min. high temperature cure phase. The vacuum

	

I	 leaked quickly to an •̂ bient and by the time the mishap was discovered, and the

system re-initialized, the temperature had dropped over 100 oF. The vacuum

	

+1	 was restored immediately (rather than the programmed 10 r.:in. pumpdown), [he

	

^	 temper2ture brought back up to 300 oF and the cycle re-started from the middle

of the cure phase. Despite this rather unorthodox cycling, ttte module turned

out to be the best produced up to that time!
	 ii

The point of the above is that EVA and the Spectrolab laminate

composition seem to be quite tolerant of cycle variations as lung as the min-

imum requirements for temperature and •aacuum as established b^• Springborn Labs

are met.

7.2.4	 Edge Seal

There were two problems in making the edge sealer operational,

both of them minor. The first was in synchronizing the X-Y positioning

motors to the sealant extrusion. Once the tip of the hot melt gun is in

position, the extrusion motor is started and the positioning motors begin

to move it around the panel. The problem is that there is a delay between

the time the extrusion motor starts and the bead of ho[ melt "12nds" on the

CRC panel (which is when the positioning .rotors can start). Conversely, at

the other end of the bead, There is a delay (usually not the same) between

the time the extrusion motor is shut off and when the bead "breaks free" 	 ^

of the tip. These del2ys must be determined empiricall y so that chc bead	

i
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is u^iiform and free from "lumps" and "gaps".

The second problem ha y to do with bead quality. The hot

melt gLn works by forcing the supply rope down t}^rough a heater tube

with a^ auger drive. While being transported through the tube, the temp-

erature of [he sealant is raised past its melting point after t•^hich it is

extruded out the tip. When the extrusion drive is not running, there is

enough sealant "in residence" in the heater tube for approximately 1^ ft.

of bead. This sealant is ull at a very unifo rn^ temperature, hence the

first foot or so of bead is likewise very uniform. However, the sealant

that merely "passes through" the heater tube, that is nearly [hc entire

bead, is not as uniformly hear.ed and the extrusion pulses slightly reflecting

the viscosity change with temperature of the sealant. The result is a bead

of material with a vary ing diameter giving it a "c»rly" look. Since all of

the sealant its the bead has been melted, Sts performance is no g it^paired,

hence an y problem is mostly aesthetic.
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8.0 SIrTM"iARY AND RECOA4^IENCATIONS

In the two years of this program (counting the hardware

devel^Yment phase of the previous contract), we have mot: than adequa[e^v

proven [he feasihtiicy of robotic or soft automation ir. [he •nanufac^ure

of photovol'aic solar panels. The f.^llowinq discussi.^n i^ a summary of

ea;.i; of the assembl y areas, and suggested solutions to observed problems.

E.1	 Cell. Stringing

Being the earliest piece of our system to be designed,

the cell stringer has shown [he greatest effect from the advancing state-

of-the-art. All three areas in which we had problems; back contact lead

alignment, solder paste dispensing and robot speed and accLr.^cy, ha^•e had

^I
t}^eir problems solved (or in the first case, created) by advancements in

II 	the fie? •1.

8.1.1	 Back Contact AliRrment 	 '^

The problems encountered by the ARCO cell evolving away from

our system, only underscore the importance of soft automation. Had ours

been a hard automation system, a major, or even total redesign, would hive

been necessary. With this programmable system only minor ch^^nges sre nec-

essary. It may be as simple as installing full length ribbon Euides on

the preparation station and registration indents on the robot's end :ffector.

8.1.2	 Solder Paste Dispensing

There is something of an art to dispensing small, precision

quantities of solder paste cr any other high viscosity material. For this

feasibi?.ity prototype, it was expedient for us to design our own dispensing

manifold which was obviously lacking in development time and other refine-

menu.

In a true production nachine, designing your own dispenser

would be an unnecessary waste of time and effect as there are mam• excellent

"turnkey" systems available commercially. Tridak (Tridak Div., Indicon Inc.,

Brookfield, CT) in particular has a custom design service.
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The standard Tridak precision dlspensinK system can he

equipped with manifolds capable of uniformly applying filled epoxies, 	 ^'

solder pastes and other very high viscosity materials In many different

gPOmet:ic patterns.

A multitude of irregularly placed dots, not all of them

located in the same horizontal plane nor all the sale site, car: be readily

accommodated. Uniform dots (20 or more) as small as 0.013" diameter

can be placed a g close as 0.039" on centers all being deposited via a

Tridak control system. Locatior. accuracy of +0.003" is normal.

8.1.3	 Robot Speed and Accuracy

In early 1979, when the FSA program firs[ decided to

explore programmable automation with avai:able off-the-shelf hardware, ttie

L'nimate 2000 was ose of the most highly developed and inexpensive industrial

robots on the market. In the past 24 years, however, the robot industry

has advanced as quickly as the photovoltaics i,idustr y and the 2000 is no

longer the best choice for cell stringing.

Unimatien has recently introduced the PL'*4A se-les of ii.dus[rial

robots. These are smaller, faster, and more accurate than the 2000 and

designed specifically for small parts assembly. Scaled to the size of the

human arm (PLriAs come in two sizes: one about 50X larger char. a human a m

for standard assemblies and the other about 757: human size for tiny precision

work like assembling circuit boards), the PU'La has a pick and place speed more

than twice that of the 2040 with an accuracy of +0.004" vs t}^e 2000's +0.05".

An advanced, production oriented version of the cell stringin;

system was recently sold co Solarex Corporation for use in their `1EPSDL'.

The system uses two PUMA 500 robots and has a production capacity of one 72

cell module, including b^is bars and end cabs, every six rsinutes.

8.2	 Module Layup and Encapsulation

While several other companies (Kulicke b Soffa Ind.. ARCO

Solar Inc.. Spire Corp.) have been in.estlgating automated cell stringing,

no one else has yet addressed the problem of automated lumina[i 	 ...,king

ours the pioneering effort.
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As the major effort of this contract. the Lavup Station

receivFd the most attention during the design phase, hence required the 	 ^

leas[ "fiddling" to make it work correctly after fabrication. There are

unly two suggested l^nprovements. First, to bring the Speed up to the

ta ► Heted 1 module/min. rate, the shuttle delve motor ^hculd he enlarged

to double the drive screw speed. Second, a minor point, the control

brake should be removed as it appears to be unnecessar;^. The dancer ar^^

(spring loaded both directions) should be retained to aid In weh starting

and stopping.

The multi-plv supply spools, originally chosen to simplify

the mechanical design. have worked out very well. The Craneglaa especially

has proven to be a most useful material. No[ only is lc an evacuation aid

(its original purpose) during encapsulation, but St also fuctfons as an

inherent release sheet for the EVA and a cell position re[sinet during

er.capsulant lavup.	 ^^

Gila River Products (6615 W. Boston St., Chandler, AZ), a

plastics laminating specialty house which supplied the polyester coated	 ^^

aluminum foil. has agreed to produce these rolls In commercial quantities

in anv width.

Multi-ply spools also considerabl y simplify machine operation

as well. It is much faster to change and thread a single spool rat each

era rather than four separate spools a[ onY end and two at the other.

Separate spools would most likely be of different lengthe mea^iing that the;

would run out at different times making nece •esary frequent stops to reload.

The encapsulating chamber ngaln points out the advantage

of digital contrul. With only a bare minimum of equipment, we were able

[o turn out modules equal to those of much more mechanically sophisticated

laminators because of our interactive control.

Even though the chamber worked quite well for a single chamber

vacuum b^+g, the current trend towards double chambers points out the de:!-

clencies of the single chamber design. The proble^^s of cells and (!n two

test cases) grass cracking, and the very long and critical pucwdown abase

n
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both are Pliminated with the double chamber design. It is, therefore,

just as well that the ">oft-top" chamber cover had to be discarded in
	 ..

favor of the rigid frame as the soft cover is not applicable to the double

chaiiber design.

8.3	 Edge Seal

Automated edge sealing is another area of panel manufacture

which the industry in general has yet to address. As it is even further "down-

stream" in the assembly process than module layup, there was less of an

industry consensus to use ss a basis for our design.

Although the machine proved quite adequately the feasibility

of au^omated edge seal application, it is by far the furthest from a

production-ready machine of the three. In fact, in 'iBA's opinion, a second

pre-productio:^ prototype is required to pro^ •e its adaptability to a true

production situation. Suggested changes to be incorporated on a second

generation prototype include the following.

8.3.1	 Drive System

Due to t:;eir digital nature, stepper motors require flex-

ible elemen*.s in the driven system to absorb the intermittent or "cogging"

motions. In the edge wale., the Berg chain served as this flexible element.

Because of this flexibility, however, there were problems in maintaining

consistent height and alignment to keep the drive gears engaged. For this

reason a more rigid, stable drive, like rack-and-pinion, should be .used with

an interneciate toothed rubber drive belt (suc}^ as used ^^n the Laminate Layup

'tachine shuttle and roller drives) to provide the flexible element.

8.3.2	 Hot Melt Deliver•

For expediency. this program used the existing, JPL supplied,

Hardman PSA hot melt gi^.r. as the sealant applicator. Adapting a device designed

to be hand operated to automated operation is limited at best. The problems

encour.^ered with extrusion/motor synchronization, extrusion speed (the

variable-speed "trigger" on the PSti had ro be removed for automated operation)

and uneven bead temperature and consistency all stem from this.
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Many hot melt eyuiPment manufacturers (vordson, 3M, et;:.)

make systems specifically designed for automated operation. These s ystems	 ^

consist of floor mounted heaters and pumps that deliver the melted sealant

to remote located nozzles via heated hoses. This provides for even temp-

eratures and consistencies and allows for constant sealant replenishment

without stopping the machine.

8.3.3	 Versatility

The existing machine is somewhat hampered by requiring the

use of GRC panels. While MBA supports the use of this material, there are

many photovoltaic applica`^ons for which GRC is not suited. A true production

machine should be able to apply an edge sezl directly to a module with no

frame required. Such a m<^chine would be applicable to many different edge frame

designs.

8.4	 Drawing Package	 :^^^

The drawing package has, in a sense, been in production for

the entire duration of the contract since all of the machining prints used 	 ^

in the assembly of these machines are included.

Once the machines were completed and operating, however,

the assembly drawings could be produced.

A complete set of assembly, sub assembly, machine prints

and electrical drawings were delivered to JPL a_ong with the develooe^! hard-

ware and deliverable panels.
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^ SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Pepe	 1 of	 1

8 FORMAT B	 —	 COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Corr,panY Referent

JET PROPI'I.eIOH LAaORATORY
Cd,ro^w^ l +mrr.r• of Trchwolop Rl)Bl^•l-^iOD
^Rnn O.1 G•o,• D• / P^,^/nu Cdd 9flOj

GESI RiPriVE NAME

Module manufacturing company using industrial robot based assembly equipment

Ib)	 (Final) Productls) Produced PANEL
0. •-------•-	 ----•------- -----•-------------	 - ---	 -	 •--	 ----	 ---...----•----	 --•--

(al	 (Final) Proce _ s(es) R.OBOTSEAL

(c)	 Ideal Ratiols l with units 0 .125_ Panels/module

1.	 Ibl Intermediate Productls)

la)	 Processes)
E

Icl Ideal Ratiolsl with units 1, 0- modu] ,es module

2.	 (b) Intermediate Productls)

(a) Process es) itOBOTLAY

Icl Ideal Ratiolsl with uniu 1 0 modules/strip

3. Ib ► 	 Intermediate Productls) _	 STRING	 _	 _	 _ _ _ _ _

Ia1 Processles) ROBOTBOND

(c) Ideal Ratios) with units

4.	 Ib) Intermediate Productls)

la) Processes)

(cl	 Ideal Ratios) with uni;s

5.	 Ib) Intermediate Productls)

lal	 Processlesl

(c)	 Ideal Ratiolsl with units

6. Ib)	 Intermediate Productls)

la)	 Processles)

(c1	 Ideal R8U0(s) with units _	 _	 -_-.
7.	 Ib1 Intermediate Productls)

(a1	 Process(es)

(c)	 Ideal Rauo(s) wrth units

^ 8.	 Ibl Intermediate Productls)

(a)	 Processles)

(c) Ideal Ratiolsl with units

9.	 Ib1 Intermediate Productls)

(al Proasslesl

(c) Idea! Ratiolsl with uniu

Purchased Productls)

Supplier and Percentage

Supplier and Percentage

^ Pf1EPA FiED BV

V	 V	 v U

GATE

JPL	 3038-S A	 580

*+••+^-^r^rnr



^	 SULAR ARRAY MANUFAC"URING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page .—L_ ofd

6	 FORMAT A — PROCESS OESI;RiPTION
A•1 Process (Refe^entj

Jr - T !'ROPELiIOY LARORATORI'
.:,,,,,.:. ^, r.. ^,,,,^,.	

ROBOTBONDn,,1 G^nr• P• ^ P.v^r,. C4^^ 9f t01
I

Note: Names given in brackets ( 	 J are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS computer program.

A-2 [Descriptive. Name! of Process __ Placemen t _ and soldering of c e ll string usir.Q an industrial

robot

PART 1 —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A-3	 [Product. Referent]	 STRING

A-4	 Descriptive Name [Product. Name) Interconnected String of Cel ls

A-5	 Unit Of Measure [Product. Units) 	 STRINGS _	 _

PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

A -6	 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) 41. 1622
!nits (given online A-51 Per Operating Minute

A-7	 (Inprocess. Inventory. ? irtteJ F • 1667 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
in -process inventory)

A-8	 [Duty. Cycle] ^' 9 ' Operating Minutes Pcr Minute

A-8a	 (Number. Of. Shifts. Per. DayJ 3 Shifts

A-8b	 (Personnel. Integerization.Ovorride. Switch)	 off (Off or On)

PART .^ —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 !Machine Description) —^

A-9	 Component [Referent) ROBOT CELLPREP I-HEATER__

A-9a Component (Descriptive. Name) Unimate Cell Induction

2000B Preparation_ Heater
Re6ot Station Generator

A-10 B.:ise Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year) 1979 1979 1981_
I
I

^^

A-11 [Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table)
(Number Of and S Per Component)

A-12 Antici pated [Useful. Life! (Years!

A-13 (Salvage. Value) IS Per Component)

A•14 [Removal. And. Installation. Cost) ($!Component)

49,685 56,500 8,000

4,83 7 10

24,842 2825 400

700 500 200

Note:	 The SAlv11S computer program also pron.p, fc^r the iPaynient. Float. Interval] ,the (Inflation, Rate. Tablet , the
[Eq^. ^ment. Tax. Depreciation. Metnodl , aid ^iie (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Me±hod) . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use O.U, 11975 S.0 • 1, GDB, and SL. IThe ?^tensk is a siynal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote i

JPL 3077 S R S 80



Format A: Process Description (Continued) 	 Page 2 Of

A-15 Process Referent (From Front S„fe Line A•11
	

ROBOTBOND

PART 4 — DIRrGT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE ^ F P SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement]

A-16 A-1P A•19 A-17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description or Name

Referent) [Amount. Per. Machine]

A2064D 125 f t ` T}^pe A '4anufacturing Space

B3752D 0.25 Person shift Production machine operator

B3736D 0.0179 Person s itt ec anica	 maintenance

H3b88IL ll_0089 _Person/shift Electrical maintenance

PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE ISAMIS will ask first for Byproducu)
[Byproduct] and [Utility. Or. Commodity Requirerr,ent]

A-20 A-22 A-23 A-21
Cataloc Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Desc r iption or Name

Referenij [Amount. Per. Cyci^]

E1140D 0.0446 m2 Solar cells

EA3D 0.0063 lb Cooper ribbon

EG1600D O.UO31 1b Solder paste

C1032B 0-3083 KW—Hr Electricit}^

_
C203^D 18.57

z
ft

_
ompresse	 air

PARK 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED 	 None

A-24 A-28 A 26 A 27	 A 25
(Required. Product] [Yield) '	 [Ideal. Ratio] " Of

(Reference) (%)	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A•26"' 	 Product Name

PRE PAAEO 9^	 ^

I
^

/	 u	 ^
DATE

I g T tJ v^ o	 ^ l

^/	 ^^	 v

' 100% minus percentaga of required product lost in this process.
"Assume 100 °o yield here.

"'Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.

!^
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^	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 page 3 of 8

FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION
A 1 Process (Referent]

Jf 7 PROPI'1.>{IOY LARORATORI'
.,,. rsrrrsr^ o^ r. ;.,^:or.	 ROBOTLAY

i

Note: Names givcn in brackets ( )are the names of proceu attributes
requested by the SAMIS computer program.

A•2	 [Descriptive. Name) of P ocess 	 Layup of Encapsulant ;Materials using an Industrial Robot

PART 1 –PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A-3	 (Product. Referent]	 LAYMOD

A^	 Descriptive Name [Product. Name] 	 Laid–up module ready for curing

A•5	 Unit Of Measure [Product. Units)	 ?Modules

PART 2 –PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

1.0
A•6	 [Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) Units (given on line A-51 Per Operating Minute

1.0

A-7 	[Inprocess. Inventory. Time] 	 — Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
0.956 in-process inventory)

A-8	 (Duty. Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
3

A$a	 (Number. Of. Shifts. Per. Day] Shifts

A•8b	 (Personnel. Integerization. Override. Switch) off	 _ IOfi or On)

PART 3 -EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)

A-9	 Component [Referent) ROBOT* LA.`1-PREP	
l

`A-9a Component [Descriptive. Name] Unitna to Lamination	 _	 _

20008
Rnhnt

PreUaration

^.3tion

A•10 Base Year For E quipment Paces (Price. Year) 1979__.__ 1981

A 11	 [Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 33, 105 110,000
(Number Of and $Per Component)

4.83 10
A-12 Antici pated (Useful. Life)	 (Years) _

1 6,553 6,000
A-13 (Salvage. Value) IS Per Component)

457 800
A-14	 [Removal. And. Installation. Cost] ($/Component)

1

Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payme^,;. ^ l oal. Inter. al] ,the ('.nflation. Rate. Table] , the
(Equi pment. Tax. Depreciation. Method) ,and the (Equipment. B;:ok. Oeprcciat,on ^IethodJ . In the LSA SAMICS context
use 0.0, (19756.0 • I, DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a „^.nal to the computb:. not a reference to a footnote i

*The robot is used as both att assembly and transfer device bet^/een this station and
the edge seal station (pales 7 b 8). Its time is split 2/3 here and 1/3 there.

T'^e values on A 11, A-13 and A-1^ on both forms are pro-rated b y that pt:oportion.

The same applies to maintenance :and direct machine requirements.

^P^ 3017 5 ^ s.eo

_. _ .^_s .-- s._.,^___..._,^	 _ _

1 n



4	 8
Format A: Process Description (Continued) 	 Page	 Of _

ROBOTLAYA•15 Process Referent (From Front ,fide Line A-1)

PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)

A-16 A-1$ A-19
j

A-17	 ^
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description or Name

Referent) [Amount. Per. Machine]

A2064D 150 ftz

—
Type A manufacturing space

B	 D person shift Production machine operator

B3736D C.0119+ person shi t '.^tec anica	 ma ntenance

B^$5D --
-

person s ec	 t	 c	 n	 c
-	 -	 ^

PART 5 -DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAMIS yvill ask first for Bvproductsl
(Byproduct] and (Utility. Or. Commodity RequiremeitJ

A-20 A•22 A-23 A-21

Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description or Name

Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle]

E18^8D 4 ft2 Float glass	 (tempered)

E1807D rt rune g ass

E P r0^'^ ^^ s e a t	 c ear
1	 sheet white EVA

E`iBA01	 ^ t^ o vester	 of	 amina e

C1	 3_B - r ec	 rici	 .•

C2032D '.458	 _
^ _ _

— ft _ Compressea air	 -

PART 6 — INTRA•iNDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED

A-24 A 2$ A 26 A^27	 A-25
(Required. Producti (Yield]'	 (Ideal. Ratio) " Of

(Reference) (°ol	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A-26"'	 Product Name

STRING 97 1 Modules/string	 Interconnected string

of cells

vgEVREC	 9 • GATE

J	 J	 ^	 `-
' 10046 minus percentage of required product lost in this process.

' Assume 100°^o yield here.
"°Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.

+ See note at bottom of page 3

^^

REVERSE S I DE J P L 307 S a '. 90



^	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFAI;TURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANC>P.!?nS	 gage ^ of S

B	 FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION 	
A•1 Process (ReferenlJ

JiT PROPI'LSION LABORATORY
r - ..r . ^.nu hinlnr♦ nl Tn F^oln^.	 CURE

n,4 G•-,r• P. i r.^.J.w. C.;.r 9tlnt

Note: Names yiven m brackete ( [are the names of proceu attributes 	 ,'^
requested by the SAMIS computer program.

A-2	 [Descriptive. Name( of Process Evacuate and thermal cvcle module for wring

PART 1 –PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A-3	 (Product. ReferenlJ 	 CUREMOD

A^i	 Descriptive Name ;Product. Name) Encapsulated module ready for edge sealing and framing

A•5	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units) modules

PART 2 –PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

A-6	 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput)	 __ 1' 0 Units (given on line A•51 Per Operating Minute

A•7	 (Inprocess. Inventory. Time) 60 Calendar P1lnutes (Used only to compute
in•processinventory)

A -8	 [Duty. Cycle) 0' 98 Operating Minutes Per Minute

A-8a	 [Number. Of. Shifts. Per. Dad J 	 _ 3 Shifts	 I

A-8b	 (Personnel. Integerization. Override. Switch] off	 _ (Off or On)

PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)

CAROUSEL
A^9	 Component [Referent) –	 ^

Auto–cycling
A•9a Component (Descriptive. Name]

therma	 vacuum
mu_ti–c am er	 i

A- 10 Base Year For Equipmen; Prices [Pace. Year] 1981

[Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought.A-1 1 Table) $$5,000
(Number Of and S Per Component) _

20
A-12 Ant^cr pated [Useful. Life] 	 (Years)

A 13 (Salvage. Value) (S Per Component) 4,250

^ 5,000
^	 A^14	 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) 	 ($/Com ponent) _	 _

Note.	 The SAMIS computer orogrt^m also prompts for the [Payment. Float. Interval), the (Inflation. Rate. Tab;ei, the
[lqui p ment. Tax. Depreciation. Method), and the [Equipment. Book. Depreaauon. Method(. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, 11975 6.0 • l, DDB, and SL. IThe asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote

^ ^

JeL JOJ^ S A 5 80



Format A: Process Cescription (Continued!	 Pzye 6	 Of 8

A-15 Process Referent (From Front Side Line A-11 	 CURE

PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Fsciliti^t^ OR PER MACHIiJE PER SHIFT IP^rsonn^l)
[Facility. Or. Personrel Requirement)

A 16 A 1d A•19 A^17

Catalog Number Amount Required
;Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement DescnpUOn or Name

Referent) (Amount Per. Machine)

A ^064D 1014 ft2 Type A manufacturing space

person s i ^	 u^	 :,

p	 SUI1 ^	 C

ectr.ca	 maintenanceB 3688D 0.0139 persons	 t

PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE ISAMIS will ask first for Byproducul
(Byproduct) and [Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)

A-20	 A•22	 A-23 A•21

Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description or Name

Referent)	 (Amount. Per. Cycle)

C	 1032B	 1.1103	 KWH Electricity
^^

PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTISI REQUIRED

A 24	 A 28	 A 26

(Required. Product)	 (Yield) ^	 (Ideal. Ratio; ^^ Of

(Reference)	 (°^)	 Uniu Out/Units In

LAY^SOD	 9 9	 1

A-27
	

A•25

Units Of A-26"'
	

Product Name

Modules/Module
	

Laid—up modules

p^.TE n
	

-

O Tv .^ r ^ ^

^	 ^ -
10096 minus percentaye of required product lost in this process.

'Assume 10096 yield here.

^^^Exam p les: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer

FlEVERSF. S H OE ^^^ ?03^ S A S's0



^	 SOLAR ARF.1Y MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 paw 7 of 8

E	
FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION

^1 Process IRefsrer,t)
/iT rRO^PLRION LABORATORY

• wu 1•,niw,i nl T.,h•nhr,
-	 D•I Gro ,• D. / rud.w• C.Id 91lA)	 ROBOTSEAL

Note: Names given in brackets ( )are the names o} process attributes
requested by the SAMIS computer program.

A•2 [Descriptive. Nariej of Process	 Apply edge seal and frame using an industrial rohot

PART 1 -PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A - 3 (Product. Heferant]	
PANEL

A-0 Descriptive Name ( Product. Name) Completed panel, ready for packing and shipping

A-5 Unit Of Measure ( Product. Units] __P
anels

PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

A$ (Output. Rat^) (Not Thruput) _ __	 0.125	 Units (given on line A-51 Per Operating Mrnute
8.0

A-7 (Inprocess. Inventory. T^mej	 _	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute

	

0.97	 in•proce-s inventory)
A$ (Duty. Cycle] 	 Operating Minutes P.r Minutc

3
A$a (Number. Of. Shuts. Per. Day)	 Shits

A-8b (Personnel. Integeri:ation.Ovemide. Switch) 	 off	 (Off or On)

f
I

PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COS f FACTORS tMachine Description)

ROBOT*A•9 Component (Referent)	 --

A-9a Component (Descriptive. Name) 	 Unimate

A•10 Base Year For Equipment Paces iPnce. Year

A-11 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table]
INurnber Of and 5 Per Component)

A ?2 Ant^apated (Useful. Life) (Years)

A-13 (Salvage. Value) IS Per Component)

A-14 (Removal And. Installstinn G^stJ ( S /Component)

z000a
Robot

1579

SEAL-STy
-- I

Edge Seal	 ^

_ and Framing

Station

1981

50,000	 _	 -

:^

4.83	 10

8,28:	 2.500

233	 500

Note.	 The SAMIS computer urogram :,Iso prompu for the (Paymrnt. Float. Interval) ,the (I^.flat^on. Batt Table) . the
(Cqui pment. Tax. Depreciation. Method) ,and the (Equipment. Book. Dep reciation, Methudj . In th•^ LSA SAMICS context,
use U.O, 119756.0 • I, DDB, and SL. iThe asterisk is a signal to the com puter, not a ^eterence to a footnote I

*See note at bottom of page 3

1	 ^. ^ ^o» s e e .o
I	

^,
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Format A Process Description (Continued) 	 Pegs 8 _Of	 f{

A^15 Process Referent ( From Front Srde Line A 1) ROBOTSEAL

PART 1 —DIRECT REf]UIP.EMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Perwnrwl)
[Fac^Uty. Or. Personnel Requ^rementl

A^16 A 18	 A 19 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description or Name

Referent) [Amount. Per. Machine)

A20b4D 80	 ft2 ^[anufacturinR apse^ type A

•	 person s	 t ro tic	 ,

B3736D 0.0060	 person shi	 t .ec an ca	 ma ntenance

g^688n 0.0029	 person/shift Electrical maintenance

PART 5 –DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 ISAMIS will atk first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and [Utility. Or. Commodity Requ^remertl

A^20 A 22	 A^23 A 21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute	 Uniq Requirement Description or Name

Referent) [Amount. Pe► . Cycle)

E`'BA02 4 .0	 ft2 CRC Panel

Fuuafl3 3.'S	 f : Butyl Rope

C1032B ^—	 KWII ectr c	 y

—^'.L`3^^ 0.3646	 ft Compressed air

PART 6 – INTRA INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED

A^Za A^2f3	 A^26 A-27	 A 25
(R•puired. Product] IY^eldl'	 (Ideal. Rauol '^ Of

(Reference) 1961	 Units OutiUnits In Uniu Of A 26"'	 Product Name

CUR..x'*40D 100	 0.125	 Panels /module	 Encapsuled `lodule

►I1E ^APr D	 e^ ^	 l J
`^	 ^_

UATE^— i	 rca er ^ l ^ ^	 r__	 •„^

10096 minus percentage of requuad product lost in this process.
"Assume 10096 yield herf.

'Examples Moduli /Cell or CeI1s,NVafer

^evt^se s^oe ^r^ ^o>>a ^ e^^o
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Appendix for Process ROBOTBOND

A-b-►A-7	 Cycle time 10 sec/cycle - 6 cycles/min

String has 35 cells + 2 end bus bars ^ 37 cycles

37	 ^	 6.1667 minlstzlne6 —_^'

O.1h22 Strings/min

A-8	 kibbon and solder paste supplies s'. zed to be changed once per
shif [, a 5 min. job.

5	 -	 0.0104 down fraction 1 - 0.01 - 0.99 up fraction
480

Unimate up time 987. (manufacturer's estimate)

(0.99) x (0.;8) - 0.97

A- 9--A-14

Unimate 2000B

Purchase Price:	 S 49,h85.	 Includes robot base ^ri^e,
additional memor y , teach control.

Useful Life: 40,00 hr s. (manufacturer's estimate) - x.83 vrs.
^^^

Salvage Value: 50X (manufacturer`s estimate) before over'iaul

S24,84:

Installation and R^noval Costs: S^00 Based on experience

with current robot.

Cell Preparation S^ation

Purchase Price:	 $ 50,000 Construction labor

2,600 Siltec Cassette Unl^^a^+er
2,300 Computer 6 Iaterface
1,600 Enclosure

S S6 , 500
^^

Useful Life: 7 v^ars (Engineering Estimate)

Salvage Value: 5X (Engineering Estimate) 	 5^=8=5

Installation and Removal Costs: 5500 (Estimate)

^^

^ n

A-1



Appendix for Process ROBOT8091D (Continued)

A-9^A-14

Inductl^^n Heater

Purchase Price: SA,000

Useful Life: ln^^ (Industrial F.sti_mate)

Salvage Value: SX (En2lneerinR Estimate) - 5400

Installation and Removal foss: 5200

A-16--A-19	 Mfg. Space: 125 `t 2 (Uased on current machine)

Machine Operator: One person can watch .`our r+vstems

Maintenance:

Scheduled - 6.5 hr/1000 hr (mfg. est.) ^ 1.0`32 hr/wk
Unscheduled (987, up time) - 	 3.360

4.452 hr/wk

	

4.5	 hr/wk

Required Maintenance 4.5 hr/wk assume 2/1 ratio
mechanical to electrical.

Mechanical:	 3.0 hr x 1	 wk	 x 1	 shift	 x,0179 person /shl.ftwk	 21 shi.`t	 8	 man-hr	 ^^

Electrical: 1.5 wk - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 0.00893 person/shift

A-2

i

_	 - :,,^
1
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Appendix fer Process ROBOTBO'^D (Continued)

A- 2 0-►A- 23
M

Solar Celis:

104mm = 0.0079 m2/cell

@ 35 cells/string = 0.27.9 m`!str?.ng

2
@ 0.1622 strings/min = 0.0440 m /min

Covoer Ribbon:

2 types - interconnect ^ bus bar

Interconnect ribbon is 0.1" x 0.002"

two 7" ribbons per cell = 14 in/cell

@ 35 cells/string = µ90 in/string

490 x 0.100 x 0.0')2 = 0.0986 inJ /strictg

Bus bar is 0.5" x 0.01''

2 Bus bars per string, 2.25" long

2x2.25 x 0.5 x 0.01 = 0.0225 in3/string

0,0980 + 0.0225 = 0.1205 in3/strine

Density of copper = 0.3237 1b/in3

0.1205 v 0.3237 = 0.0390 l^/string

@ 0.1622 strings/min = 0.0063 lb/nin

Solder Paste:

Each cell requires 4 solder beads each 3" long

For 0.015" dia. bead:	
•015 2	 3

(	 2 ) Ti x 3 x 4	 0.0021 in /cell

@ 35 cells/string = 0.0742 in 3 /string (In:iudes connection to
bus bars)

Solder paste density = 0.2575 lb/in	 '

0.0742 x 0.2575 = 0.191 lb/string

@ O.i622 string/min = 0.0031 lb/min

A-3
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Appendix for Process ROBOTBOND (Continued)

A-20^A-23
M

Electricity

Robot 12.0 KW
manufacturer specs.

Induction lleater 5.5 IC^d	 ^

Preparation Station 1.0 h'W Sum of electrical equipment

18.5 KW
in preparation station

=	 18.5 KW11/hr -^ 	 0.3083	 ^^/min

Comvressed Air:

System contains two model B-100 eductors, each
rated @ 20 scfm

1) The prep station eductor runs 5.5 see of the 10 sec. cycle

-► 5_5 x 20 = 11.0 cfm
10

2) The robot eductor runs an average of 3 sec/cycle

3 x 20 = 6 cfm
10

31 The prep station air table runs 2.5 sec !cycle @ = 1 cfm

-' Z=7 x 1 = 0.25 cfm
10

4) The root "ce1.1 release" air is on 3 sec/cycle @ = 1 cfm

-' 
3	

x 1 = 0.30 ..fm
lU

5) 3 small cylinders and 4 solder paste tubes use =1 cfm

Total Air:	 11.0
h.0
1.0
.25

_ .30

	

18.55	 ft3/min.

A-^



Appendix for Process ROAOTLAY

fit*

A-6-►A-7	 *iachine c ycle time =	 min.

A-8	 Bottom Lamii:a Suppi.;^ Spool must be changed 4 times per shift
(a 2 min. job)	 4x2 = 8 min/shift

Top Lamina Supply Spool must be changed 2 times per shift:

2x2 = 4 min/shift

_8x4	 min dawn	 = 0.025 dawn fraction -^ 1-0.025 = 0.975 up fraction
480	 min total

Unimate up fractior. = 0.98 (mfg. est.)

U.98 x 0.975 = 0.956

A- 9-'A-14

R^^bot - Unimate 2000B

Purchase Price: S 49,685 Includes robot base price,
additional memory . teach control.

Useful Life: 40,000 hrs. (manufacturer's estimate) ^ 4.83 vrs.

Salvage Val^ie: 50% (manufacturer's estimate) before overha^ll

-+ S'14,842

Installation and Removal Costs: $700 Based on experience
with current robot.

See note at bottom or" page 3

Lamination Station

Purchase Price: Development costs of prototype

Useful Life: 10 yrs (engineering estimate)

Salvage value: 5% of purchase price

Removal & installation cost: 2 man weeks installation

A-5
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Appendix for °rocess ROBOTLAY

A-16^A-19

Manufacturing Space: 150 ft 2 (based on current machine)

Machine Operator: The operator divides his time between this
machine and the curing cY.ambers in process CURE.

Maintenance: Scheduled - 6.5 hr/1000 hr (mfg. est.) ^ 1.092 hr/wk
Unscheduled (98% up ti;^e) --	 3.3110

4.452 hr/wk

-	 4.5	 hr/wk

Required Maintenance 4.5 hr/wk assume 2/1 ratio
mechanical to electrical.

Mechanical: 3.0	 ^	 x	 1	 uk	 x	 1	 shift	 =	 0.0179 person/
wk	 21	 s i	 8	 man-hr	 shift

hr	
0.00893Electi^jcal: 1.5	

wk	 shiftn

See note at bottom of page 3

A-20^A-23

Machine produces one G ft 2 module per minute. Module consists of
1 sheet tempered glass. 3 layers of Craneglas (a mat-type fiberglass)
1 layer clear EVA, 1 layer white EVA, and 1 layer of a polyester-
foil laminte back cover. The cell string is obtained in part 6.
The polyester/foil. was obtained from Gila River Products, Ch^ader,
AZ. The cost to us was $200 for a 1500' x 1' roll (0.13S/ft`).
This was a special price for some surplus material, but is probably
a good number for large production quantir.ies.

Ex..pense Item: E:*iBA01

Name: Polyester/Foil laminate, expressed in ft^

Cost: 0.13 $/f t2

Base Year: 1981, Inflation Rate: 8

A-6



Appendix for Process ROBOTLAY

A-20^A-23

Electricity

Robot = 12.0 KW (mfg. spec.)

Robot	 8.00 KW (prorated as per note at bottom of page 3)

Stepper motors & valve solenoids 0.05 KW
Computer/controller	 0.10 K^J

8.15 K[J --8.15 KWH / hr

8.15 k'[JH/hr = 0.136 K[J3/min

Compressed air:

Vacuum Platen has 35 mini-vac rN-75 eductors each rated at 0.125 cfm

35 x 7.125 = '+.375 ft^/min.

Platen operates for 20 sec each 1 min. cycle (This is only the
time spent operating at this machine. Time spent at edge seal
machine i^ entered on page 8).

3

4.375 ft x	 20 sec/cycle	 = 1.458 ft3/cycle
min	 60 sec min

= 1.458 ft3/min C^ 1 min/cycle

Six small cylinders use approx. 1 f^3/min

Total air used: 1 + 1.458 = 2.45E ft3/min

l-.
4^

1^

A-7
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Appendix for Process CURE

A-6+A-7

Our approach to the cure cycle involves using 60 modular thermal/

	

' [	 vacuum curing chambers interfacing with a single chamber loading/

	

#	 unloading machine (process ROBOTLAY). At present, a one hour cure
cycle to evacuate, heat, hold for cure, and cool seems quite

feasible (based on current JPL research). See :'figure 5-21.

A-8

Based on a 1 min. unload/load cycle, 60 o^i-line chambers seem to

;_	 be sufficient for a complete cycle of: 1 min. unload/load,
SO min. evacuate/heat/cool and a 1 min. wait before re-entering

^-	 the loading machine. This wait allows the change-out of a defective

^	 chamber without stopping the line. A one week maintenance of the
chamber carrying carousel once a year yields:

51 wks. up
52 wks./yr.

=	 0.98 up time

A-11

Purchase Cost:
	

I^

S1,000 is the estimated cost of a mass produced chamber based on
the production costs of the prototype. b0 x 51,^?00 = X60,000.
Another $25,000 is included for the cost of the carousel to carry_

the chambers, cycle control equipment, power supplies and vacuum

pumps.

Useful Life: 20 yrs. is the life expectancy of the carousel
equipment. The chambers are continually refurbished to match

this life expectanc •^ cost covered in maintenance).

Salvage Value: 5% of purchase cost

Removal S Installation cost:

As mentioned above in A8, change-ouC of a defective chamber
is considered part of normal operation; therefore, not
included Here. 55,000 is the estimated removal and installation
costs of thz carousel and control equipment.

A^ 8

A-12

A-13

A-14

^^
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Appendix for Process CURE

A-16^A-19

Manufacturing Space: If the 1 ft. wide chambers are spaced
I	 1 ft. apart, then 50 chambers require (1+1) x 60 = 120 linear ft. of

carousel.

1	

A circular carousel with a mean diameter 2of 40 ft. would do it but
the floor area required w^^uld be 1520 ft hased on an outside diameter
of 44 f t.

A straight sided, round ended carousel (such as used for luggage at
airports) with 35 ft. long sides 2 spaced 16 ft. apart has sufficient
length and occupies only 1014 ft based on outside dimensions. This
still leaves a 12'x35' space in the center for control equipment.

Machine Operator: The operator divides his time between this ma^hive

i.

	 and the lay-up machine in process ROBOTLAY.

!	 Mechanical Maintenance: The one-week maintenance of the carousel
once a year requires 1	 = 0.0192 person/day

^2
I^

@ 3 shifts/day = 0.0064 person/shift

i	 Electrical maintenance - Assume one chamber (essentiall y an electrical
device) per day goes bad requiring an average of 1 fir. to fix

-^ 1/24 = 0.0411 person/day

@ 3 shifts/day = 0.0139 person/shift

A-2O^A-23

Electricity: Each chamber heater is rated at 2.6 KW

1) In each 1 hr. cycle, the heater runs 15 mins. at full power
to heat the chamber followed by 20 mins. at half power to maintain
cure temperature.

KW-min = 1.0833 ^^

	

15 min. (2.6 KW) + 20 m{n. (1.3 KW) = 65 	 hr

KWIi
J	 0.0181 min

for 60 chambers = 1.0833 	
KWH

r	 min

i
2) The 1 HP r_arousel motor runs for 10 sec. every min. [o

index the carousel.

` +	 _	 KW-min	 0,0021 KWH1 HP x 0.7457	 ^ x i0	 sec	 = 0.1243	 =
HP	 60	 sec/rnin	 index	 index

@ 1 index/min.	 0.0021 ^^
r	 min

A-9
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Appendix fc

A-2o--A-23
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Appendix for Process kOBOTSEAL

Background:	 Our system uses Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC) 	 ,^
panels as a substrate. The panels contain a	 ^
shallow indentation into which the modules are
placed. A bead of hot melt Butyl rubber edge

' sealant is placed around the module's opening
just before the mods:le is put in place by the
Unimate robot. (The robot is time shared with
process ROBOTLAY as per the note at the bottom 	 ,
of page 3).

!.	 The modules can be placed in any configuration
up to a maximum size of 4'x8'. The configuration

_	 chosen for this simulation is eight 1'x4' placed
side by side, joined along the 4 ft side.

A-6;A-7	 Rate: The hot melt sealant is extruded at the rat^>
of 2 in/sec. It must be applied to three sides of
the module opening: the side common to two modules
(in our case the 4 ft dimension) and the two sides
along the GRC (the 1 ft sides).

in
^'	 Total bead length per module = (4 ft :; 12 ^ )

+ 2 (lft x 12 in )	 72 in
f t	

a	
mo u e

@ 2 in/sec = 36 sec/module

This fits well with our lamication cycle of 1 min/modu]e
allowing a time budget of S sec to move the hot melt
gun into place, 36 sec to apply the sealant, 5 sec to move
the hot melt gun out and 14 sec for robot placement of
the module.

panels
One min per module means 8 min/panel or 1/$ = 0.123 min

^„	 A-8	 The hot melt supply spc+r,i must be changed (a 30 sec job)
^-	 every other panF:l or every 16 min.

Up time fraction -	
16 min up

16 + 30/6G cycle time ^ 0.97

^.
Note: Our prototype uses a modified hand-held hot
melt applicator which must be reloaded frequently. A

^	 true productic+n machine ^^ould have remote located

^^	 heaters and pumps with real-time replenishment wl^i.ch
would raise the up time fraction to nearl y 1^0%.

I
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Appendix for Process ROBOTSEAL

Robot:

Unimate 2000B

Purchase Price: S 49,685.	 Includes robot base price,
additional memory, teach
control.

Useful Life: 40,000 hrs. (manufacturer's estimate)

4.83 vrs.

Salvage Value: SO:e (manufacturer's estimate) before
overhaul

S2^,84^

Installation and Removal Costs: Si^O Based on experience
with current robot

See note at bottom of ^a¢e 3

Edge Seal Station:

Purchase cost: Based on development costs of prototype

Useful life: Engineering estimate

Salvage Value: S% of purchase cost

Removal b Installation Costs: One man week installation
time

Manufacturing space: Based on prototype machine. Does not
include space for robot which is covered in process ROBOTLAY.

Machine Operator: Maneuvering GRC panels (both in and out of
machine) and reloading hot melt gun (or tending to a more
sophisticated remote pump system) make this station a full
time fob.

Maintenance:

Scheduled - 6.5 hr/1000 hr (mfg. est.) ^ 1.092 hr/wk
Unscheduled (98% up time) - 	 3.360

4.452 hr/wk

	

4.5	 hr/wk

t

A-16^A-19

1

r
r
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Appendix for Process R^BUTSEAL

A-16-►A-19
Maintenance (Continued)

hr	 1	 wk	 x 1	 shif t_
Mechanical: 3.0 wk x 21	 shift	 ^ man-hr

= 0.0179 person/shift

Electrical:	 1.5 hr
	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

wk
= O.00893 person/shift	 '

See note at bottom of page 3

A- 2 O-^A- 2 3

GRC panel: A 4'x8' panel	 32 ft2	
32 ft Z /panel = 4 ft^/min

?_
	 for one panel every 8 min: 8 nin/panel

F

_	 Copt: The GRC panel we are using was developed
by MBA for JPL under Contract 955281. The
cost for this Expense Item is from [he final
report for that program, section 7.2

^:xpense Item: EMBAO?
:Jame: GRC panel.., expressed in ft2
Cost:	 3.69 S/f t^
Base Year: 1980
Inflation Rate:	 10

Butyl Rope: The hot melt supply rope is fit" diameter and the
required bead is 1/8" giving a 2:1 ratio of bead length to
supply length.

The relation_ for total bead length of a panel is:

!	
L	 n(r^2E) +c	 where

I .	n = number of modules in panel
l	 c	 length of [he module side common to two modules

E	 length of ^` ^ module edge not in co•ranon

^	 For this panel L = 8 (4 + 2(1)) + 4 	 52 ft bead

T	 52 ft bead x 1 ^ft ro ero e^^	 26 ft rope/panel
ftft beams

8 min/panel	 3.?5 ft rope/min

^ ^^

i!
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Appendix for Process ROBOTSr.AL

I

'I,^I

T

A-Ih-A- 23

Butyl Rope: (Continued)

50 ft Butyl rope supply spools are available in our

area for S25 - 0.50 S/ft.

Expense Item: EMBA03
Name: Butyl Rope, expressed in ft.
Cost:	 O.SU $/ft.
Base Yea:: 1981
Inflation Rate: 8

Electricity:

Robot = 12.0 k'ld (mfRr. spec.)

Robot	 4.00 (pro-rated as per note on page 3)

Computer/Controller
O.GS

Stepper Motors	 0.025

4.075 KW

4.075 1CWH/Hr = 0.0679 KWH/min

Compressed Air:

Vacuum platen (on robot) has 35 mini-vac MV-75 eductors
each rated at 0.125 ft /min.

35 x 0.125 - 4.375 ft3/min.

Platen operates for 5 second each 1 a,in. cycle

4.375 _f t
3	x	 5 sic/cycle	 0.3646 ft3/cycle

	

m^	 60 sec/min

for 1 min. cvcle	 -	 0.3646 ft3/min.

^^

f
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Controlling Computer Program Listings 7 n
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Computer Program I.f.stinKs

The following are the listings of Lhe programs used on the TRS-80

computer to control all of the various machi-^s in the sys[em.

The first program ( starting on page B-2) is used [ o control the

cell stringing machine. It was originally written on the previous

contract, although upgraded suhstan[ially ,ni this or.e, and was done in

the older "single purpose" style of programming. Its use requires that

the assembly language routines ( not listed here) be loaded separately under

the "SYSTEM' Wade.	 •

T}ie second program (page B-4} is for the Lzminate Curing Chamber. It

^^	 was also written in the oln^r "single purpose" style even though it was

ac[ua:ly [he last to be written. The Therimstor Conversion routine (statements

^.	 3000-401^J) was purposel y written rather long and inefficiently to use up

time and hold down the number of loops required in the cure wait.	 ^ ^

1
.

	

	 The last three programs are for the Encapsulant Layup `Sachine (page

B-o), the Edge Sealer for 1'XG' panel (8-12) and the Edge Sealer 2'!C4'

panel (page 8-15). These are written in ei newer, modular style of

programming which has two important advantages over the olc'.er style. First.

[he same basic "skeleton" is •used co operate the valves aid/or motors and

I	 only the sequence and durations need be changed. Second, the assembly

language programming to run [he stepper not.;rs is done "real time" from

I,	 within the BASIC program itself (the odd looking section fro g: 6(`00 to

9750 in all three programs) eleminating the need for a seperate tape load.

These last three programs are ^omewhat incc,mplete as the robot Inter-

face had not yet been included at the [i^^e of this listing. These interfaces

are essentially ider.ticle to the ''ROBOT WAIT" and "ROBOT H/^.tiDSHAKE" sub-

+•	 routines shown on page B-3, statements 2700-2880.

Flually, with only a slight incre:^se in sophistication, the Edge

1	 Sealer programs could be combined and upgraded to a single pregrara which

r	
would interrogate [ he operator as to Che size of panel to be made. It

1	 would then control the size internally. rather than requiring a separate
111	

program for each size panel.

l:

i
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OR1G1^1Al. PRG^ 15

CAF POOK QUnL^'t'^

1 kEM	 CELL STFINGER CO?:?	 kOGRAh1

20 F'OF(E-3276:^•t28:F'Of:E-32768x255:?OI:E-32767+25.`.:F'OF:E-3276or2^^:F',^JP;E-32761r197:FO
F(E-32762 r 240 : POY.E 16526 r 229: F'OF(E 16527 i 78
25 A.^=i7

40 CL^: F'kINT'ENTER NL'ME^ER OF CELLS TO EE F'REF'AkE:D'
90 INPUT F
95 FOR A	 1 TO F
100 CLS:F^RZNT'F'kEF'ARATION OF CELL ' .A
102 PkZNT'HOME VACUUM CNUCf(': GCSUE 2000
104 FRINT'FEED CELL
108 POF(E -30r2:^5-16: FOP;E -31x255-16
112 FOR u=1 TO 125: NEXT W: kE^1 WAIT TO GETEnMINE IF LAST CELL
llb CX=PEEP;(-32752) AND 12
1^7 IF C':=8 GOTO 144
124 FSINTC^ 473. 'RELOAD SZLTEC'
122 ^Ok W=1 TO 1^0: NEXT 41
132 r'kINT^ 473x'	 `
13- FOR u=1 TO 7G: tiEXT N
140 COTu 116
144 FOR W=1 TO 50: NEXT 14: REM WAIT FDk FELT TRAVEL
lib FkIN' 'FEED kIEEON'
1f;0 POF:E 20466 r u: F'O}(E 264'1 r 0 : F'OY•E	 0372 r 1 : F'O1:E ^ 0979 r 100 : PJF:c ^ 9476 r 234 ;r'0^:
E 2C977^1: F'OF(E 20978.213
160 W=USk(0)
170 POF(E -31.25: RE`1 STOP SZLTEC
180 F'F'ZNT'CRIMP'
190 ^DP(E -30x25:.-1^8-I^: FOR Y = 1 TD 10U: NEXT Y
20J F'OF:E -30.255-ib: FOk Y = 1 TO 50: NEXT 'Y
Zt0 PkZ`IT'SHORT RIE'EON rEED'
2^0 POPE 20475.2:,0: P'OP'E 20977.0: W=US^(0)
230 •-F'INT'CELL SETTLE'
29C FO F' Y= 1 Tn 42y; NEXT Y
250 F'kZNT' VACUUM TO CHUCt:
260 POKE -30.25:,-32
265 FOR Y = 1 TO 50: NEXT Y
2; 0 F'F'ZNT't]RIENT CELL'
280 COSUE^ 22 00 : GOSUP, 2300
290 PRZNT'tXTE:+JD CELL SOLDEk ..°A57c DISr'ENSER'
300 POKE 20466.0: F'O!(E 20')71.32: tO!(E 20472rL: F'O ►:E 20474.11J:	 = OF:E :-04'8x208
310 'a=USR(0)
320 ^'kINT`FEED kIEE^ON WHILE APPLYING SOLDEk FA; E'
330 F'OF(E-30.255-32-8
340 POF:E^.0466.0: F'OY.E 20971x0: P^7 ►:E 209;2x1. r^O.:E 20474.1OJ: F,^ ►:E 209.'c-^50: F'_
KE 20977x1: F'OP;E 20478.213
35G u=U^kc0)
3f0 PDY,E-30.255-32
370 PRINT'DISF'ENa'E SOLDER PASTE TO CELL'
380 FOP;E -30.25`•-32-9
390 FOk Y = 1 fO 127: NEXT Y
40C PRZNT'CUT RIE:E:OM1. RETFACT F'ASTE CiSF'ENSEfi
410 FO1(E -30.255-64-32
420 FOY,E 20966.0: FOP;E 20971r1G: F'OKE 20472rC: F'OF(E 20479r1IC: F';,KE :0473x2:3
4 30 N=USRc0)
43` FkINT'CLAMF' kIEEON'
4i0 FO1(E-3.255-32-1
45^ Pk/N7'NAIT FOk ROE'OT':GOSUE: .700
4b0 FRI'JT • HANO3HAP;E ^lITH F` OEOT':GOSUE 2800
47^, NEXC A
4$0 GGTO ,0
1000 FOF(E-37b1ro3
1010 PF'INT ^•EEK(-3'7S^) AND .^

i^
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OF ?OOR QU^L^•i'7

1020 GflTO! 010
	 4*

2000 i2EM HOME 'J AC CHUf:t:
2010 POt:E20966.G:F'Ot:E20971.59:F'O1:E20'172r0:F'OF:C20979/80:F'01:E20478.^16
2020 W=U3R(0)
2030 kETUF:N
2200 REM SCAN CELL
2210 POKE20966r^^^:F'OKE20967. 2JJ :F'OF(E20968/2JJ:FOr;EZ0971r0
2220 F•OKE20972.O:FOr:E^0979r^O:POi:E20976r32:POr:E20977.3:POr,E20978.218
2230 N=USR(0)
2240 RETURN
2300 REM AL:^N CELL
2305 A%=120
2310 V':=F'EEi:(20969)+F'EEY,(20970)^25o-S
2360 U%=V7_+A%:FOt;E20978.223
2365 IFU%=OG0T023v5
4370 T=U%/256:U1%=INT(T):L'2%=(T-U1%)=2^E
237 FOt:E20976.U2X:F'Dt:E20977.U1%
2360 PfJF:E20456 • O: POKEC0972, O :PD1:E20979 . 100
2390 W :=USR (0 )
239 RETURN
2700 REM WAIT FOk ROEOT
2710 K?:=F'EEK(-32762)AND1
2720 .F t:%':>0 GOTt1 2710
2730 RETURN
2800 REM HANf)SHAi.E WITH kOEUT
2805 FOkY=170 500:NEXTY
2810 FOF(E- 327b7r2.°i^ -64:FORM=STOl00:NEXTY:F'OK:-3^7S7+^JJ
2820 K%=kEE1:(-327b2)ANO2
2830 IF' ►:%': d GOTO 2b20

890 PC1'E• 3'.'.765r2.`.^S:FORY=1T0200:NE"TY
^R:.O POt'r-3275.'r2^5-69:FORY-170500:"^EXTY:PCY.E-3276'/_.,
28bC Y.;:=F'EE^:(-32762)AND2
X870 IF Y,':=0 GOTO X860
2880 RET;J ^nN

2999 REM CELL ALLZGNMENT TEST RO'1T^NE
3000 GOSU°2°^O:SOSi1L^300
3005 FGkI'=1TO;,OO:NEXTY
301D VX=RND(0)*800:GOSUE2SbC
3015 FORY=1TOl0:NEXTY
3020 60703000
9999 REM LIMIT SWITCH TEST RCUT'_NE
5000 POKE- 32762r2^^ -129:^LS
5010 POt(E-32762.25:,
5C20 LFTF(%=F'EFF:(-32753)AN0128
5030 IF Y,%^'; 0 60705020
5090 PFZNT(PEEF:(-32763)AND15)^ibC2*PEEK(-32764)
SO50 60705000
7000 REM VALVE TEST FOUTINE
700 INPUT V
7010 PUKE -30.255-V
7015 PRINT V
7020 ZNF'UT D
7030 POKE -30+25^INF'
7040 GOTO 70CS

1.
9
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OkIGIN^^' ^'. • ^^

OF POGr ^^-'%-••

! 0 REM	 CURING CHAME.ER COtJTROL F'ROGF.AM
100 POI:E-1^28^.128

"s	 110 FOKE-1228a,255
120 F'0 ►:E-12287.255
13G F'OF:E-12286.255

^	 230 F'OF;E-12281 x 197
600 CLS
610 PRINT@465.'START VACUUM PUMP. PRESS 'ENTER "
620 INFUT D
99S REM SETUP DATA DZSF'LAY

1	 1000 CLS
1005 PRINT:FRINT:FRINT:FRINT:FRINT
1010 PRINT TAB(25) 'SYS -'EM STATUS'
1015 PRINT
1020 PRINT TAE(3) 'PHASE': TAB(14>'TEMF'EF'ATURE': TaE^c31)'HEATER'; TAB(44)'VACUUn

TAE(57)'VALVE'
,^ 1030 GOSUE' 3000

1040 PRINT@595.'OFF'
1095 REM	 E EGZN F'UMF'DOWN CYCLE
1050 PRINT@519.'F•UMF'DOUN'
1060 FOR V=1 TD 30
1070 FDk D=1 TO 150
lOP.O GOSUE: 2500
1120 IF V1:V THEN GOTO 1160
1130 FOIE -12206.255-16
1140 PF:INT@569.' DFEN 	 ^
1150 ^OTO 1180

i	 1160 F^F:E -12286.255
I	 1170 PRINT@569r'CLOSED'

1180 NEXT D
1190 NEXT V
1195 REM PEGIN CHAr^BER HEATING TD CURE TEMF'EF:ATURE
1200 PRINT@514.' HEAT '
1210 POKE -12286. 25-28
1220 PRINT@545.'ON '
1230 GOSUE 3000
1235 GOSUE 2500
1240 IF T1^300 THEN GDTO 1230

'	 1270 REM EEGIN CURE WAIT AT TEMPERATURE	 ^
1280 PRINTf?Slh,'CURE'
1290 FOR T= 1 TO X000
1320 GOSUB 3000
1325 GOSUE 2`00
1330 IF T1>=300 THEN GOTO 1370
1390 POI:E -12286.25-28
1350 PRIr(T@595.'OfJ '
1360 GOTD 1390
1370 POF:E -12286.2:,5-16
1380 PRINT@595.'OFF'
1390 NEXT T
1395 REM	 BEGIN COOLDOWN TO 150 F
1400 PF'INT@514.'000LDDWN'
1410 PCY.E -12286.2 5-16
1420 PRINT@545.'OFF'
1450 GOSUB 3000
la y ° C^SUB 2500
:960 IF T1 15U THEN GOTO 14;0

^	 1463 REM	 E'IEED CH4ME:ER TO AMBIENT

B-4



OF PGOR Ql^l+LlTY

1465 FF'<INTC^C1:'.'CHAffBEF; VEMT'
1970 F'U ►:E -122Libr^55
1980 F'RINTR569.'CLOSED'
1990 C^JSl1E; 2`00
100 IF V1>0 THEN GOTO 1990
110 FRZNT^512.'	 DONE	 '
1520 r,OSUE- 200
1530 GO^UE 3000
1540 GOTO 1520
2499 REM VACUUM TRANSDUCcF CONVERSION FOUTiNE
2500 FOF:E-12^S1r11:F'0+:E-12':81x9
2:,10 GOSUE^	 60100
2520 V1=INT(30^(H+L-1.10)/2957x
2530 F'R?NTC+557 r V1
2590 RETURN
?99 REM THERMZS'fOR CONVEFSION RGUTZ+IE

3040 FOKE-:2261x1C:F'U,'^-12.81.3
3003 GOSUF 40202
3007 A=H+L
3Ci0 IF A:0 THEN 3040
3020 T1=-140
3030 GOTO 4000
3040 IF A;15 THtN X070
300 T1= 195
3('60 GOTO 4000
31.70 IF A: 50 THEN 3100
3080 T1=150
3090 GOTO 4000
3100 ZF A.65 THEN 3.30
3110 T1= 155
3120 GOTO -F000
3130 IF Al25 THEY 3160
3140 T1= 160
3150 GUTO 4000
3160 IF A; 140 7HCN 3190
31'0 T1=165
3160 GOTO 4000
3190 iF A:%190 TI,EN 3^Z0
3200 T1=170
310 GOTO 4000
3220 IF A:^220 THEN 3C30
3230 T1=175
3'40 G^TO 90D0
32:.0 IF A:2^5 THEN 3280
3250 .1=180
32.'0 GJT09000
3?80 IF x:260 THEN 33:0
3290 TI=145
3300 GU104uC0
3310 IF A;>320 THEN 3340
3320 T:=190
3330 GOTO 4000
3340 IF A>365 THEN 3370
3350 T1=195
3360 GGTO 9000
3370 IF A 380 THEN 3900
380 11=200
?390 GOTO 9000
34CG IF A>480 THEN 3430
3410 T1=205
3420 C0T04000
3930 IF A>514 THEN 3960
3490 T1=214
39;,0 coro4aoo
346+1 IF A :,75 THEN 3940

X474 T1=21S

t3— ^



ORlGi^IA^ ^AG^ IS
OF POOR QI^ALITY

3480 GUTG9000
3490 IF A: 630 THEN 3520
300 T1=220
3510 GOTO 9000
3520 IF A:-700 TNcN 3550
3530 TI=225
3540 GOTO 9000
3550 IF A: 770 14EN 3580
3560 T1=230
3570 GOTO 4000
3580 IF A;830 THEN 3610	 ^
3:,90 T1=235
3600 GOTO 4000
3610 IF Ai900 TEEN 3690
3620 T1=240
3630 GOTO 4000
3640 ZF A`960 THEN 3610
36 `_G T1= 295
3660 GOTO 4000
3670 ZF A%1020 THEN 3700
3680 T1=250
3690 G0T04000
3700 IF A: 1055 THEN 3,'30
3710 T1 =255
3720 G0^O 4000
3730 IF A;1215 THEN 3760
3740 T1=260
3750 GOTD 4000
3760 IF A: 1270 THEN 3790
3770 T1=265
3720 GOTO 9000
3790 IF A: 1310 THEN 38:0
3800 T1=270
38'_0 COTO 4000
3820 IF A^1440 THCN 3A`0
3830 T1=275
3840 GOTO 4000
3850 iF A:^1^00 THEN 3860
3860 T1=280
3870 GOTO 9000
3880 ZF A160^ THEN 3910
3890 T1=285
3900 GOTO 9000
3910 IF F>1650 THEN 3990
3920 TS=290
3930 GOTO 9000
3940 IF Ai167^, TNEN 3955
3945 T1=295
39;,0 GOTO 4000
3955 ZF A^1700 THEN 3970
3960 T1=300
3965 GUTO 4000
3970 IF A; 1730 THEN 398:,
3975 TI=305
3980 GOTO4000
398;, IF A: 1790 THEN 4000
3990 T1=310
4000 PRINTC^529,T1
4010 FETURN
11000 REM INDIVIDUAL FUNCTION RUN ROUTINE
11001 F'RINT'INF'UT VALVE OR HEATER COOE': INPUT X
1100.^. IFX=128?HnENG0T011015
1100: FOE:E-12287.255
11007 F'Ot;E-12236.2;.-X
p olo rorolloao
1101) F'GE'^-12287.2:,5-128
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ORIGl^ll`L P?Grp 13
OF POOR QI.^ALITY

11020 Goralloou
=9999 kEh SENSOR kEAD kOUTINE
60000 FORI=-12289 TO-1281
60010 PRINTF'EEt(lI)
60015 NEXTZ
60016 FkINT
60020 FORE=170900
60030 NEXTF(
60050 GOTO60000
60100 POt:E-12:81.19
60110 F'Ot:E-12281 r 15
60120 LETL=FEEL((-12284)
(,0130 LETH-F'EEK(-12283)
60190 LETH=HAND15
60;50 LETH=H^2:^5
f^6i60 kETURN
60;,00 GOSUEh01C0
6010 f,OTD60500
61000 FOt:E-122131.19:F'Ot:E-12^81r1^:GUT0610C0

t
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oRi^'^^^' 4^^',_. Ia
OF i'UU:t Q!Jk^-17Y

30 REM	 LAYUF' MACHZNE CONTROL F'RCGRAM
100 POKE-12285.128
110 POF:E-12'98.L55
120 POY.E-1267.255
130 POF:E-! 2^_86.:5:.
135 REM	 dETUP ASSEMELY LANGUAGE ROUTINES
190 DATAI.O.0.33.290r127r126.i83.202.3.127.35
1^5 DATA50rOrOrl7.Or0
ISO OATAl22r179.27.199r18r127.120r177r11r199r6.127.201
155 DATA 58.5.208.239.0.230.:6.194.6.127.201
160 FDRM=325127032:,53
170 kEAO F
1B0 POF:E M.E^
190 NEXT M
200 F'OKE16526r0
210 F01;E16527.1Ti
220 GOSUE9000
230 FOKE-12281.197
1000 STOF
4999 REM MANUAL MOTOk RUM ROUTINE
5000 F'RINT'INF'UT MOTOk NUME:Ek•::;NPUTM
5010 f'RZNT'IN;'UT STEF' RATE' ::INF'UTR
;,020 F'RINT • INF'UT STEF' COUNT'::ZNF'IITS
5022 F• RINT'INF'UT DIRFCTZ']N 1.-1'c:ZNfUTD
502 GOSUE6000
5030 GOSUE> 9500
:,090 GOS;JE3 9600
50:,0 COSUE: 9700
5060 LETZI=USR<0)
5070 GOTOS000
6000 REM SETS UP DIR AND MOTOR TAEL^
6010 IFM=ITHENG0T06100
6020 IFD=ITHFNGOSUE9000
6030 IFD-ITHENGOSUE9070
6090 RETURN
6100 kEM SETS OF MOTOR 1
610:, IFD=ITHENGOSUE8000
6110 IFD=-1THENGOSUE:8100
610 kETURN
BOJO POF;E32752.95
8010 POF;E32753.111
8020 POKE32754+175
8030 FnF:E3275:,.1:,?
8090 F'01:E327;,6. n
80`•0 RETURN
8100 POKE32752.159
8110 ^OKE327^3.17"
8120 POI:E3T759.111
9130 F•OF:E32755.95
810 F•OKE32756.0
8150 kETUkN
9000 REM SET TABLE FOk CCN
9010 POF:E32752.2^`-10
9020 FOI:E32753.2:,5-9
9030 POF:E327^9.T55- .̀/
9090 Pf11:E32755. TJJ -6
Q050 F'OKE327^6+0
9060 kETUkN

v^
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?0'0 FEM SET TA6LC i- OR CL+ MUTUF5 t1 6 13
4030 POF:E32752.255-e
9090 PD):E32753.255-5
9100 F0l:E3L759.255-9
9110 POI:E32755.255-1D
9120 POKE 32756.0
9130 RETURk
9500 kE!1 SET UF' NUMEER OF STEPS
9520 LETS1=INT(S/256>
9;,30 POF;E32514.51
9540 LETS2=S-S1 n 256
9550 F'OF;E32513.S2
9560 RETURN
9600 RtM SET UP MOTOk ADDRESS
9610 IFM=ITHENf'OF:E3252J. 0 :POY.E32526.208
9620 IFM=ZTHENF'OI:E31525rD:F'OI:E3252br2D2
9630 IFM=3THENF'OY.E32525 r 1 :F'OF'E32526.202
9640 kETUF.'N
9700 REM SET UF • STEP FATE
9710 LETRI=ZNT(R/256)
9720 F'OF:E325^9rR1
9730 LETRI=R-R1><2^6
9790 POF:E3'_528.R2
9750 RETURN
11J00 REM MANUAL VALVE OF'EF:ATION kOUTIP'E
11001 F'RINT'INr" • UT VALVE NUMEEF': I)^F'UT X
11002 IFX=128TNENG0T011015
]1005 F'OF:E-12287.25
11007 F'OF:E-12286r25.`^-X
11010 COTJ11000
11015 F'01:E-122137.255-128
11020 GGTC11000
12000 IFX=128TFIEP)GOT01^050
12010 FOIE-12287x255
1202) F'OF:E-12286+255-X
12030 FETUkN
12U^0 F'OY.E-1223'+1:,5-X
12060 RETURN
12070 ZNPUTX
12080 GOSUE12000
12050 GOT012070
13000 FEM SYSTEM FUN ROUTINE
13002 F'RINT'MOTOR =':M
13003 FRINT'FATE _':"'
13004 F^RINT'STEFS =':S
1300:. FkINT'DZRECTION =':0
13006 FRINT'VALVE =':X
13007 F'P.INT'DELAY ='.T
13010 GOSUP.6000
13020 COSUE:9500
13030 GOSU69b00
13040 GOSUE970U
]3059 LET.Z1=USF(0)
13060 RETURN
15000 F'k2NT'CYCLE START'
15010 M=3:S=2u000:R=250:D=-1
1°020 GOSUE50200
15030 COSUE13000
15040 GOSUE501u0
15050 M=2:5=10:k=700:0=-1:X=6:
15060 COSU612000
15070 GOSUE13000
15080 5=215:T=200:D=1
1090 GCSUe12000
15100 GOSUE^0000
: =_110 GOSUf_'13000
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15120 T=ZJO
1`13J GOSU^ZOOUO
1`190 T=ZOO:X=38
15 1 0 GOSUE12000
1;,160 f,OSUBZ0000
1:,170 M=3:k=250:5=6O00:D=1:T=200:X=50
15190 COSUE:503O0
151 Q 0 GOSUBI20(i0
15200 COSUF'20000
15210 GOSUB130O0
15220 X=38:T=ZOO:M=2:k=700:D=-1:5=15
15230 f,OSUE120U0
1290 GOSUB20000
15250 GOS1^813000
15.60 T=900
15270 h'OKE-12287.255-128
152ao rosue20000
1290 cosuel2ano
15300 T=200
15310 GOSUE20000

^	 1:,320 M=3:S=11^O:F'=250:D=1:X=^
15330 GOSUE^13000
15390 GOSUB12000
15350 5=ZOOO:GOSUE:03U0
15367 F^OF;E325'19^32
15370 GOSUE:130O0
15380 GOSUE:50100
15500 M=1:D=-2:S=10:k=700:X=6:T=300
15:,10 (^OSUF,• 120U0
15520 GOSUE'20000
15530 GOSUE'13000
iJ59O U=1:S=2 1
SSJJO GOSUE130U0
1560 T=200
1557C GOSUBZOOUO
1:.580 7=200:X=3B
1590 GOSUFI2000
1600 L"OSUB^.0000
:5610 t1=3:k=250:D=-1:5=U800:X=44:T=20D
15620 GOSUR12000
15630 GOSUE200O0
1:,690 GOSUE130OC
1`650 X=38:f1=1:0=-1:k=700:5=13:T=200
:5660 GOSUB120O0
15670 GOSUE:200O0
15680 GOSUE13000
1690 T=900
15700 FOY,E-12286.255-33
1510 COSU::20000

	

'	 15720 ;OSUE;12000
15730 T:200
1740 ;OSUB20090
15750 M=3:S=1 10:D=-1:k=250:X=6
1`,760 GOSUE:130O0
15770 GOSUE^120O0
1780 S=1000:COSUE^50200
13790 GUSUB130O0
1 800 GOSUB5U1O0
15810 M=3:k^250:X=6:D=1:T=3DO:S=20000
15815 GOSUE503U0
1`820 GOSUE120O0

{ 15830 GOSUBZOOUO
1840 GOSUB130O0
1850 GOSUE501O0
1ab0 PO 3.E-1ZZOB^255:FOKE-12287 ^^.,..:FOF:E-IZZ86.^^.
1070 iTf7F'

I
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OP^O;;^,^A'. PRGE IS
0. POOR QUl+^ITY

20000 FORTI^iTUT
:0010 NEXTTI
20020 RETURN
90000 F'RINTF'EE)((-1:289)
90010 F'kINTF^EEY,(-12283)
90020 F'RINTFEEI:(-12282)
90022 FORI^liO300:NF_XTI
90025 FRINT
90030 G0T090000
50000 F01:E32539r2OO:F'OKE32590r0:F'OKE32591r0:F'GI:E32592r0
50010 F'ETURN
50100 FOKE32539.199:F'OKE32590.6:F'OKE32591.127:POI:E32592.^01
50110 RETURN
50200 GOSU65000D
5021 0 F'OY,E32599r 16
50220 RETURN
SU300 GOSUE^50000
50310 F'OKE32599.32
0320 RETURN

SD400 ^OSU650000
50910 FOl:E32^99.69
0420 RETURN

SDSCO GOSUE^0000
50510 F'OI:E32599.a:F01:E32599.1
5052D RETURN
6000 FOkI=-1228470-12281
60010 F'kINTFEEI:(I)
60015 NEXTI
6016 FRINT
600 0 FORK=170400
60030 NEXTI(
6D050 GOTOb0000
60100 FOIE-122[31.19
60110 F'OI:E-12281.15
h0120 LETL=PEE1:(-122E9)
00130 LETH=F•EE1;(-12283)
10190 LETH=HAND15
60150 LETH=H^256
601hD RETURN
60500 GOSUE:60100
60510 [07060500
61000 F'01:E-1281.14:F'OKE-:2281r1:,:GOT061000
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OR'G'^^^'- rAGE IS
OF POCF2 QI^HL{N

10 REM	 EDGC SEALEF. CONTROL ROUTriE FOR 1X4 PA::E^
100 PORE-12285,128
110 PORE-12288,255
120 POKE-12287,255
130 POKE-12286,255
140 DATA1,0,0,33,240,127,126,183,202,3,127,)5
145 DATA50,0,0,17,0,0
150 DATAl22,179,27,i94,18,127,120,177,11,194,5,127,201
155 DATA 58,5,208,234,0,230,16,194,6,127,201
160 FGRM^32512'P032553
170 READ b
180 POKE M,9
190 NEXT N
200 POKE16526,0
210 POKE16527,127
220 GOSU89000
230 PORE-11281,147
1000 STOP
5000 PRINT"INPUT MOTCR '7UMPER";:IVPUTM
5G10 pRZNT"INPUT STEP RATE";:INp^JTR
5020 PRINT"INPCT STEP COUN'^";:INPCTS
5022 PRINT"INPUT DiR^CTICN 1,-:";:IDIPUTD
5025 ;OSUB6000
5030 GCSUB 9500
5040 GOSUB 950C
505 GOSUB 9700
5050 :,ETZI^USR(0>
°070 ^OT05000
6000 3EM SE:'S UP OIR AND MCTCR "'AB:,^
5010 IFM-'_:'HENGOTO6100
6020 IFO^ITHENCOSUB9000
6030 IrD-1THENGOSU89070
6040 RETUR!J
6100 REM SE:'S UP MOTOR 1
6105 ZFD^ITHENGOSUB8000
6110 ZFD^-1TY.ENGCSU88100
6120 RETURN
8000 PORE32752,9^
8010 POKE32753,111
8020 PCKE32754,175
80?7 PCKE32755,159
8040 POKE32756,7
8050 RETURN
8100 POKE32752,159
8110 POKE32753,175
8120 POKE32754,111
8130 PORE32755,95
8140 POKE32756,0
8150 RETURN
9000 ?Ew SET TABLE FOR CCw
9010 POK£32i52,255-10
9020 ?CKE32753,255-9
9030 POKE3275d,25^-5
9040 P^.K^32755,255-6
9050 PCKE32"`.6,0
9C6J RETURN
90'0 ?EM SET "ABi.E FOR Ca MOTCRS ^1 i 1^
^C80 P^KE327`.2,25`.-6
X 097 PORE32753,255-5
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9100 PUKE]2^54,255-9
9110 POKE32745,255-10
9120 POKE32'.`.5,0
91]0 RETtiR!3
9500 AEM SET UP NUMBER ^F STEPS
951 LETS1 n INTfS/25F^
9570 POKE3251/,51
9540 LETS2 n5-51.256
9550 PORE32S13,52
9560 RETURN
9600 AEM SET UP MOTOR ADDRESS
9610 IF!7^1T!iE^P0RE32525,0:POKE)25^6,20b
9620 IFM-2THENP0KE32525,0:PORE32526,208
9630 IFM^3THENP0RE32525,1:POKE32526,208
9640 RETURN
9700 AEM SET CP STEP RATF.
9710 LETR1 n INTER/256)
9720 POKE32529,R1
9 7 30 LETR2 nR—R1.256
9'40 PORE3252B,A2
9 "SO RETURN
11000 PRINT"INPUT VALUE POSITION";:INPUTX
11002 IFx-128THENGOT011015
11005 POKE-12287,255
11007 PORE-12286,255—X
11010 GCTO11000
11015 POKE -12287,255-128
11020 GOT011000
12000 IFX n .128THE")GOTO12050
1210 POKE-12287,255
12020 PORE -12285,255—C
12030 RETI:RN
12050 POKE-12297,255-x
12060 RETURN
12070 IVPUTX
12080 GOSC912000
12090 c;OTO12070
13000 REM SYSTEM RCN nCUTINE
:3002 PRINT"MOTOR ^";M
1]003 PRINT"RATE n ";A
1]^04 PB.NT"STEPS n ";S
13005 FRINT"DIRECTION n ";D
13006 PRINT"VALUE n ";X
13007 PRINT"DELAY ^ ;T
:]010 GOSUB6000
13020 GOSUB9500
13030 GOSUB960C
13040 GOSUB9700
13050 ^ETZ1 nUSRf0)
13060 RETURN
15000 PRINT"CYCLE START"
15004 GCSUB50200
15010 Mn 3:R n 1000:D n-1:510000:X n i28
15020 GOSUB12000
15030 GOSUB13000
15032 GOSUB50100
1503] GOSUB50400
15035 M^2:R n 1000:5 10000:0 n-1:X n 1.B
15040 GOSU812000
15050 GOSUBi3000
15060 T n 50000
lso7a x n :2e
15080 r,OS:;BS01C0
15090 ^OSt;B12000
15100 ,OSI:820000
15110 M n ) :R n 1000:0n 1:5 n 194::5 n :2?:T^2G0
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1511? aosuez000u
15115 x•l.e
15120 GOSU813000
15130 GOSUB12000
15135 S^136:Xw129
15150 GOS)^B12000
15155 G^SC813C:00
15160 M^2:R^1000:^^1:^
-1370:x-129
15170 GO3UB12000
15190 GOSUB13000
20000 FORTI^ITOT
20010 NEXTTI
20020 RETURN
40000 PR/NTPEEKI-122841
40010 PRINTPEEK; - 12283)
10020 PRINTPEEKt - 12282)
4022 FORI^1TO300:NEx'"I
10025 PRINT
40030 GOTO40000
50000 POKE32539,200:PC:TE32530,O:POFE3254.,C:?OKE32S42.0
50010 RETURN
50100 POKE3'.539,194: POKE 32540,5:POKE32541,127sPCKE325i2,201
SOliO RETURN
50200 GOSCB5C000
50210 POKE32539,16
50220 RETURN
50300 GOSUBSOOCO
50310 POKE32549,32
50320 RETURN
50400 GOSUB50000
5CIi0 POKE32549,54
50420 P,ETCRN
X0500 GOSUB50000
50510 POKE32543,6:POKC32549,1
50520 RETURN
50000 FORI^-12284T0-12281
60010 PRINTPEEK(I1
60015 VEXTI
50015 PRZNT
60020 FORK-iTO400
50030 `7EXTK
60050 c;CTO60000
60100 POKE -12281,11
50110 POKE-122:1,15
60120 LETL^PccK(-12283)
60130 :,ETH^PEEKI - 12283)
60110 :.ETH^HI ND15
60150 L°TH^H • 256
60160 RETURN
60500 ;,CSUB67100
60510 ;OTC 60500
61000 POKE-12281,II:PDXE-122B1,15:GOTO61000

1 !^
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10 REM EDGE SE:,LEP CONTROL ROUT:!lE FCP 2it4 PANE:.
100 PORE-12285,128
):0 PCRE-12288,255
120 PORE-12287,55
130 PORE-12280,2!'5
110 DATAI,O,C,33,210,12',:25,193,202,3,127,)5
115 DATA50,0,0,17,0,0
150 DATAl22,179,27,191,19,127,120,177,11,194,5,127,201
1SS DATA 58,5,208,238,0,230,16,191,6,127,201
150 FORM•32512T032553
170 READ e
.80 PORE M,B
190 rtEXT M
200 PORE16525,0
210 PORE16527,127
210 GOSUH9000
23U POKE-12281,117
1000 STOP
5)00 PRINT'INPU?' MOTOR NUMBER•;:INPUTM
^u:^ ^RZ`T • I y rUT STEP RATE";:INPUTR
5020 PR1::T • Iv^UT S TEP COCVT•;:INPUT$
5022 ['RINT • INPUT DIRECTION :,-. ;:INPUT')
5025 GGSCH6000
5030 COSCB 9500
504C G031'H 9500
5050 GOSCH 9700
5050 LETZI^USR10)
5070 :,OT05000
6000 RE:1 SETS UP DIP. AND MOTOR ':AHL:
6010 IFM•1THE^GCT06100
6020 I.*D•1T9ENGOSL'H9000
6030 IFG-1THENGOSL'H9070
6010 RETCRN
5100 REM SETS OP KOTOR
5105 IFD•1Tt;ENCOSUH8C00
6110 IFG•-1TNENG;'.SUH8100
5120 RETUR`7
8000 PCRE32752,95
8010 PORE327`_3,11.
8020 PJKE]275/,175
8030 PORE32755,159
8010 PORE3275o,0
8050 RET'JP.N
810G POKE32752,159
8110 PORE327S3,175
8120 PORE32751,111
8130 PORE32'Si,95
9110 POKE32755,0
8.50 P.ET';RN
9000 REM SET TABLE FOP CC}1
90:C PGKF32752,255-10
4C20 POKL)2753,255-9
9030 PGRE3Z75/,255-5
9010 PORE327SS,255-6
9050 PORE 32755,0
9050 RETURN
9076 P£M SET TABLE FOA Ca MCTORS 11 i 13
9080 POKE327S2,2S5-6
9090 POKE327S3.25S-S
^l^C POr.E^?'^ • 255 — ^

1
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9110 POKE3:?755,255-IO
912u PCKE37?56,0
91 i0 RETURN
9500 REM a'sT UP N^7MHER OF STEPS
9520 LETS1=INT(5;256>
9530 POKE32S14,3^
9540 LETS2=S-5'.•256
955il POKE 32513,52
9560 RETURN
9600 REM SET UP MOTOR ADDRES&
9610 IF:d=1THENPOKE32525,^:POKE^2525,208
9620 IFM=2TYENP^°"';2525,0:POKE32525,208
9630 IFM=3ThE`rOKr32525,1:PGKc32525,20A
9640 RETURN
9'00 REM SET UP 5:'EP P.A^E
9710 LETRI=I`7T(R/256)
9720 POKE3252 9,R1
9730 LETR2=R-^? "25c
9740 FG:!E32528.R2
9750 RETURN
110J0 PRINT"=NFUT VAL'7F POST_T.ION";:ISPUTX
11002 Ic:{=]e" BTHENGGT^J11015
11 ^u 05 ?OK^-12287,255
11007 PORE-12296,2_`5-X
11010 GOTO1100^
11015 POKE-12287,253-128
11020 GOTO110G0
1X00 IFX=128T!;ENG0T012050
12010 POKE-1228".•,255
12020 PORE-12:.86,255-r
12030 RETURN
12050 POKE-1287,255-`{
12060 R°TARN
12070 INPUT:t
12080 GOS:;°12000
12090 GOT0^2070
130J0 REM SYSTEM RU: ROUT.NE
13002 PRINT"!1OTOR =";M
13003 PRINT"RAT-'. :";R
130C4 PRINT"STEPS =";S
13005 PRINT"DInECTiON =";D
1jOC6 PRI::T"VANE =';X
1300? PP.-TNT"DEL„Y =",T
'_3010 G^SJHSO00
13020 GOSUB9500
13030 GOS^B35Cr,
1304U GOSUH9%^v0
13050 LET^1=USR(Ol
13060 RETURN
15000 PRINT"CYCLE ST. AR T"
15003 GOSi:HSO200
15010 M=3:R=1000:6=-1:S=i0000:X=2
15020 GOS':H12000
15030 GoSUa13000
15032 GOSUE50100
:5C33 GGSUHSO400
'_5035 M=i:R=IOCU:S=1000G:^=-1:X=^
:5040 G05^812000
15050 GGSCH13000
15050 T=50000
:5080 GOSLA5C100
15106 G^^5J820000
15110 ^!=3:R=1000:D=1:S=1^4:X=[:2'=200
15112 ^^GS^820000
15120 ^0^"3:3000
'.5130 ^^^S^,a12U00
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15135 5=336:.;=3:T=200:=1500
	 ti*

1510 GOSUB20000
15150 ^OSU812000
15155 GOSUB13000
15160 M=2:R=1500:D=1:S
=1370:X=3:T=35
15170 GOSUB12000
15175 GOSUB200J0
15190 GOSUB130C0
15200 M=3:5=343:0=-i:R=i500:K=3:==-:
15205 GOSU850200
15210 GOSUB12000
1522C GOSUB20000
15230 GOSUB13000
15235 GOSUE50400
15240 M=2:0=-1:R=1500:5=1370:X=::T=50
15250 GOSUB12000
15260 GOSU820000
15270 GOSUB130GG
15290 GOSCE50100
15285 P`^RE-12287,255:PCR-12288,2:5:^: ?Cc:c -12226,257
15290 STOP
15300 GOSUB50300
1531C M=3:Da1:3=1000:5=2000::1=2:T=2CC
15320 GOSUBi2000
15330 GOSUB2000C
15340 GOSU8130G0
15350 GOSL'E50100
15360 STOP
i54Cv M=3:D=-1:R=1000:5=i563:X=2:T=200
15410 GOSUE12000
15420 GOSU820000
15430 GOSCE13000
15440 X=3:5=336:0=i:^=1500:T=200
15450 GOSL'912000
15450 GOSUE20000
154;0 GGSUE13000
15480 M=2:R=1506:5=1370;D=1:X=3:T=100
15490 GOSUE12000
15500 GOSUE70^00
15510 ^CSUB13000
15520 M=3:S=336:D=-1:^=1500:X=3:T=100
15530 GOSL'812000
15540 GOSU820000
15550 GC`SUE13000
1556C M=2:R=1500:5=1370:0=-1:X=3:T=100
^5^70 ^OS^E12000
15°_90 GOSUB20000
15590 GOSU813000
15600 M=3:S=1000:0=1:R=1000:X=2:T=200
15610 GOSUB12000
15620 GCSUB20000
15630 GOSUE13000
15040 STOP
16000 PRIyT"C7CLE START"
16010 GOSU950200
15020 M^3:R=1000:5=20000:D=-1:X=Z:T^200
:6030 GOSUE12000
15040 COSU920000
16050 6056813000
16050 GOSUB50100
15070 GOSU350400
16080 M=2:S=20000:D=-L:R=1000:10=2:T=20U
15090 G^SSCB12000
15100 GOSUB20000
1Flin ^^srTAr?non
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OF PaO^? ^-

16120 GOSL'BSOi00	 R

16130 T=30000
16140 ^OSL'B2J000
16150 M=3:8=1000:D=1:S=539:X=2
16160 GOSUB12000
16170 GCSUi^13000
161A0 X=3:R=2000.5=344:D=-1:T=200
16190 ^OSG812000
16200 GOSUB20000
16210 G0.°^UB13000
16215 GOSUB50500
162?0 T=20C:X=3:D=1:u=2:5=1378:8=2000
16230 GOSUBi2000	 )
16240 G^^SUB20000
16250 GOSUB13000
16255 GOSUB50?00
16260 M=3:R=20GO:S=344:J=1.:X=3:T=100
1627 q GOSUE12000
16280 GOSUB20000
16290 GOSUB13000
16300 X=2:5=2n00:R=i000:T=2CC
lo3iC GOSUB12000
16320 GOSUB20000
15330 GOSU8:3000
16335
16340

GOSUB501C0
STOP

16350 M=3:3=1U00:S=165-:D=-1:X-?:T=2G0
16350 GOSUB12P00
16370 GOSUB20000
J6380 GOSL'813000
16390 X=3:T=200:3=2POO:S=347:M=3
16400 GOSUB12G00
16410 GOSJH2O000
16420 GOSUB13000
'_5430 !^!=2:5=1378:8=2000:^=-I:X=3:T=100
16440 GOSUB12000
15445 GOSUB50400
16450 GOSUB20000
16460 GOSUB13000
16455 c:OSUB50100
15470 M=3:R=2000:D=1:5=347:X=3:T=100
15480 GOSUB12^00
15490 GOSUB20000
16500 GCSUB13000 r
16505 GOSUB5C5v0
16510 M=2:S=1378:D=1:R=200G:X=3:T=100
16520 GOSUB12000
16530 GOSUB20000
16540 GOSU913000
15545 GOSUBSOiGO
16546 PORE-I2^88,255:FORE-122977,255:PORE-12285,255
16550 STOP
20000 FOR:i.YiTOT
20010 yE%TT1
20020 RETUP,N
4^000 ?RINTpEEK!-12284`
40010 PRINTPEER(-12283)
40020 PRINTPEE-n(-12282
40022 r-ORI=iT0300:NE:CTi
40025 PRINT
40030 GCTG40000
50000 pOR£32533,200:PORE32540,0:POKE32541,0:?OR?3254^,C
50010 RETt;RN
50100 pOKE32539,194:?ORE32540,5:P0.°.E325d1,127:20RE 3'5:2,261
50110 RETURN
=n^nn ^nc:•a5gnr)0
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OF ^C^.: ^^:'.

50210 YOKE32549,16
50220 RETURN
50300 GCSUB50000
SG310 PORE 32549,32
50320 RETURN
50400 GOSUB50000
50410 PORE32549,64
50420 RETURN
50500 GOSUB50000
50510 POKE32544,5:PORE32549,1
50520 RETURN
60000 cORI^-12294T0-12281
60010 PRINTPEER;I)
60015 NEfTI
60016 PRI:2T
60020 FORK=1TO400
60030 VEXTR
60050 GOTO60C00
60100 PORE-12281,14
60110 POKE-12281,15
60120 LETLaPEERi-12284)
60130 LETH^PEEKf-12283)
00140 LETH=HAND15
50150 LETS-H•256
601:10 RETURN
60500 ^O5UB50100
60510 GGTG60500
61000 PCRE-12281,14:POKE-1228'_,15:G0TO6100C
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The author would like to thank the followi.zg individuals and
organizations for their help in the performance of this program:

'	 Dublin Radio Sliack, Scott Williams (manager)
7112 Dublin Blvd., Dublin, CA 94566 	 (415) 828-7820
Compu[er equipment and services

ARCO Solar, Inc., Dr. Charles Gay
i	 20554 Plummer St., Chatsworth, CA 91311 	 (213) 700-7152

Solar cells and interconnect material

Gila River Products, William Bell
6615 t,. Boston St., Chandler, AZ 85224 (602) 961-1244
`lulu-ply foil. lamination materials

Springborn Laboratories, Paul Willis
Water St., Enfield, CT 06082 (203) 749-8371
EVA materials and cure cycle spec.

J. :l. Leaver Co., James Leaver 	 +
2409 Old Crow Canyon Rd., San Ramon, CA 94583 (415) 820-5828
Glass Reinforced Concrete materials and fabrication

Crystal *lark Inc . , '.viark Wynar
613 Justi.i Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 (213) 240-7520
Custom System Enclosure

Other suppliers of equipment and materials:

L'nimat^uu Inc.
Shelter Rock Ln., nanbury CT 06810 (203) 744-1800
?.obotic equipment and information

Ele gy tro lock Inc .
16838 Fark Circle, Ct.agrin Falls, OH 44022 (216) 543-5125
CraneQ:!as material

'	 Tridak Div., Lndicon Inc.
Secor Rd., Brookfield Center. CT 06805 (2031775-1287
Solder paste dispensing systems

EFD Inc.
•	 977 Waterman Ave., East Providence, RT 02914 (401) 434-1680

Solder Paste
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Appendix D

Encapsulation Cure Cycle
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ENCAPSliLATION CURE CYCLE

As mentioned in Section 7.2.3, the cure cycle used

is a combination of information supplied by Springborn Labs and Spectro-
I

lab Inc., combined with the results of our own experiences.

The cycle starts with a gradual, controlled pump-

down of the chamber to avoid cell cracking; an inherent problem with

single chamber vacuum bags. Tt1e slope of the pumpdown curve is 3 in-Hg/

min. requiring, therefore, 10 minutes to pump the chamber from ambient

to a perfect 30 in-Hg vacuum. Because of pump limitations, and imperfect

cover sealing, the actual chamber pressure begins to deviate from the

commanded level at about 23 in-Hg, as shown in Figure 7-3. Although the

computer keeps c^^mmandir^g lower and lower pressures for the full 10

^	 minutes, actual chamber pressures level out at between 26-27 in-Hg.

After the pumpdown phase is completed, the heater

is turned on to heat the chamber, at its maximum rise rate, to 300oF.

Although this is shown as taking 10 minutes on the graph (Figure 7-3) in

Iour system, the rise time was closer to 20 minutes.

Unce at the proper level, the temperature is maintained,

I	 +2oF, by the control system for 30 minutes. This is the curing time specified

for this temperature by Springborn Tabs.

When the curing time has clocked out, the heater i^

turned off and chamber is allowed to cool to 150 oF. We used a small r;uffin

fan to ventilate the enclosed underside of the chamber framework to help

speed the step. There is no specified rate for the cooldown and cold

^

	

	 presumably be as fast as the thermal characteristics of the glass ar.d

other .,,aterials will allow without causing damage. The 15 minutes shown

i
ou the figure for this phase reflects the use of r.he ventilating fan; with-

out it, the time is approximately 20-25 minutes.
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Once the panel temperature drops below ]50 oF, ttie

vacuum solenoid is closed and the chamber allowed to return to ambient

pressure through natural leakage. Due to the chamber's very small

free volume (onl y the 1/4" space around the perimeter of the module)

this venting process takes less than one minute.

After the chamber pressure reaches ambi.en[, the computer	 '

prints "DONE" on the screen in the "PHASE" column to indicate that processing 	 j	 I

is complete. i:owever, it continues to display the panel temperature for

{	 as long as desired, ^intil shut off.

l'
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